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ABSTRACT

cri tical care nurses are frequently involved in

traumatic Iife and death events. The nurse's perception of

and response to the ethical dimension of these kinds of

situations are not clearly understood. The purpose of thís

investigatíon vas to explore and describe the perceptions and

beliefs that critical care nursing students and their

instructors have in relation to tþre ethical issues which

occur in their cliníca1 practice. semi-structured interviews

were conducted vith 5 instructors and 5 recent graduates of

an Intensive care Nursing program situated in an L250 bed

acute care hospital. A phenohenological approaeh to the

analysis of the intervíev transcripts focused on: 1) the

participants' perceptions of the ethical issues vhich occur

in critical care, 2> their attitudes' feelings and beliefs in

relation to these issues and 3) the manner in vhich they

responded to and coped vith these situations. Results

indicate that nurses are most distressed by situations

involving excessive therapy and discontinuation of therapy'

Participants descrÍbed feelings of emotional distress which

sometimes required a significant period of resolution. This

study adds to the understanding of critical- care nursing

practice and the findings have implications for nursing

education and administration.
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To be a nurse requires the r,¡ilf ing assumpt ion

of ethical responsibility in every dimension

of practiee. The nurse enters a partnership of

human experience where sharing monents in tíme

- some trivial, sone drarnatic - Ieaves its mark

forever on each participant. The willingness to

enter r^¡i th a patient that predicament vhich

he cannot face alone is an expression of moraL

responsibility, the quality of the moral commitment

ís a measure of the nurse's excellence.

(Levine, L977 , p.845. )
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Chapter One

Nursing is a profession r,¡hich invol-ves an intimate and

caring relationship betveen human beings. It demands expert

knovledge and skiIl, but also a genuine human response to the

whole individual (Vatson , I979). Nursíng may be described as

a problem-solving process, guided by scientific principles.

However, it cannot be detached from human emotions nor can it

be completely neutral vi th respect I'to human val-ues. As the

nurse shares in the tife events of another human beingt

personal values, beliefs and attitudes may play an ímportant

role in determining the nature of that relationship.
Caring for a patient in a Iife-threatening crisÍs is

challenging and demanding. Critical care requires that the

nurse has advanced knovledge and expert psychomotor skills in

order to function safely and effectively in an environment

where unexpected emergencies are a conmon Occurrence. The

life crises that the nurse shares rn¡ith a crítical1y iIt
patient often involve situations vhích challenge one's

personaÌ moral beliefs and values.

Quality of life, the right to die and the right to

receive or reject treatment are issues that occur frequently

ín the critical care unit. The nurse is challenged not only

by the major bioethical dílemmas which concern matters of

Iife and death, but also by the seemingly more insignificant
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problems of confidentiality, interdísciplinary communicatÍon

and bureaucratic policy. EthÍca] isSues can therefore be a

persistent problem in critical care and the nurse's ability

to come to terms \,¡i th these issues can greatly af f ect the

quality of care that the patient receives.

Care of the critically ilt patient involves an

interdíscÍplinary approach to problem-soLvíng. Decisions are

made by a team of health care professionals vhich may include

the physicían, the nurse, the l.pharmacist, the dÍetary

consuftant, and a group of medical specÍalÍsts. Although the

nurse may participate in the problem-solvíng processr the

physician assumes the responsibility for the final decision.

llhen this decision concerns an ethical issue, the nurse may

face a serious moral conflict in whÍch the medícal orders are

contrary to one's personal beliefs. Conflicting

responsibÍIity to the patient, the physician, the profession,

the institution and to one's personal integrity are factors

vhich may create a significant personal dilemna for the

nurse.

The nurse is guided by a professional code of ethics,

but this serves only as a guide and does not offer solutions

to complicated ethical problems (Levíne, 1,977), Bureaucratic

polÍcy also serves as a guide for the interdisciplinary team

in the problem solving process, but the unique variables

involved in each patient situation may create a considerable
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element of rgrayness' in choosing alternatives. Although

there may be poticy and procedure gui'delines for the team to

utílize in the decision-rnakíng process, the unique

circumstances of individual patíent care si tuations may

require a significant degree of ínterpretation ín order to

apply this protocol to an ethical dilemma.

Skill in manipulating scientific data cannot be equated

with the ethical problem of examining values and making value

judgments. Although clinical judlgments involve reasoned

analysis, Aroskar ( 1980) states that clinical expertise

cannot be generalized to the moral and ethícaI dimensions of

a patient care situation. A reasoned and critical approach

to problems of an ethical nature requires knovledge of

ethical theory and an abilíty to apply ethical principles to

a unique situation Ín order to choose a morally justifiable

action (Thompson and Thompson' 19B5). The effective
resolution of an ethical issue may therefore be a significant

challenge for the health team.

Although an ethical íssue may be extremely complicated

for the health team, the ineffective personal resolution of

such a problem may be a sígníficant source of stress for the

nurse vho Ís so intimately exposed to the family in crisis.

Because of the continuous contact that the nurse has with the

patient and family, Youngner, Jackson and AlIen (I979>, State

that there is also a more intimate contact ryith physícal and
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psychological pain and suffering. Emotional depletion and

spíritual exhaustion may be a consequdnce of such stress over

an extended period of time. The nurse who is emotÍonally

depleted from the stress of a prolonged or unresolved ethical

issue may be unabLe to render quality care to the patient.

The long term effects of this type of situatíon may be not

onì-y personally devastating for the nurse, but require a

lengthy períod of resolution.
In summary, response to an d'thical issue in critícal

care involves one' s personal values and beliefs. Moral

conflict and emotional distress results when personal values

and beliefs are challenged by the ethical dimension of a

patient situatÍon and particularly l¡hen the decÍsion of the

health team is contrary to one's personaÌ values or be}íefs.
Conflicting loyaLties to the patÍent, the health team' the

nursÍng profession, the institution and to self may create a

multi-dimensional problem for the nurse vho nust personally

come to terms vith such situations.
Hov the critical care nurse perceives morally

distressing situations and personally comes to terms víth the

ethical íssues involved ís not clearly understood. This

study describes the critical care nurse's perceptions of

ethíca} issues and the factors vhich may be associated wíth

the personal resolution of these issues.
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PurP ose of the StudY

This is an exploratory/descriptive study t¿hich focuses

on tvo different groups of critical care nurses. fn order to

provide a rich description of the phenomenon of ethical

íssues in critical care' the personal experience of a group

of neophyte and a group of nore experienced crítical care

nurses r,¡i Il be explored.

The purpose of this study is tci expJ.ore and describe the

perceptions and beliefs that critical care nursing students

and their instructors have in relation to the ethical

dilemmas that occur in cl-inícal practice.

The study focuses on the following research questions:

1. Vhat are

students and

the ethical dilemmas that

their ínstructors perceive

critical care nursing

in clinical practice?

2. Vhat are the feelíngs r ât t i tudes

critical care nursing students and their
relation to these ethÍcal dilemmas?

and beliefs that
instructors have in
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ins t ruc tors

do cri tical
come to terms
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care nursing s tudents and their
r,¡i th these e'thical dilemmas?

Definition of Terms

For the purpose of thÍs study, the folloving definitions

are applÍed to the terms used in this thesis:

Ethics may be defined as a lsystematic reflection on

human behaviour (Va1leck, 1983), ou comme Ia science du bien

et du mal (Blondeau, 1-986). Both ethics and morals are used

in the English language in reference to right and \^¡rong

behaviour and at ti tude. For the purpose of this

investigation, morals is used in appJ-ication to the practical

consideration, vhereas ethics is used to distinguish the

theoretícal aspects of approval or disapproval of a given

conduct (Thompson and Thompson' 1985).

Issue refers to a point in questionr a matter not yet

finally settled or a problem and is used interchangeably with

the tern problem in thís thesis (Gove , L966).

DíIemma refers to a difficult problem vhich seems

Íncapable of a satisfactory solution. It invofves a choice

betv¡een equally unsatisfactory alternatives (Aroskarr L980).

Ethical DiLemrna is a si tuation which arises from

conflicting moral obligations, rights and claims (ltralleckt
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1983 ) . I t creates such ques t ions as "l,lhat ought I to do?

I/hat is the right thÍng to do? Ifhat harm or benef í t \^¡iII

result from this decÍsÍon or action?'t (Davis and Aroskar,

1"983, p. 6) . There are no right or vrong ansl¡ers, only

choices beveen equally unacceptable solutions. Curtin (L982)

states that a dilemma may not be sol-vable, hovever it is
resofvabl-e and vhere there is a choice, even though Ít Ís

betveen t\,/o equally unf avourabl-e solutions, the choice of

taking no action rnay be even vorse. 'A true dilemma is rare.
Ethical Problem is a sítuation vhich is characterízed,

according to Curtin (1982) by the fact that: 1) it cannot be

resolved through the application of scientifíc data, 2) i t is
inherently perplexing and 3) the ans!/er vhich ís achieved

wíll have rel-evance for several areas of hunan concern. It
raises tvo questions, the answers to vhich are related but

dístinct. These questions relate to the issue of findÍng an

ans$¡er r,¡hích will allow the individual peace within hímself
and peace vith others.

Attitude is a dísposition prÍmaril-y grounded in affect
and emotion and is expressÍve of an opinion rather than a

belief (Gove | 'J-966).

Belief is a fÍrm conviction as to the beneficial,
genuine or good quali ty of something. It is a mental

acceptance of or an assent to something offered as true with
or wÍthout certainty (Gove, t966).
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Feeling is an emotional state of responsiveness, a frame

of mind or an unreasoned opinion (Gove',1966).

Response is a reaction, that is, the act or actionr of

responding to a stimulus (Gove, 1'966),

To cope is to face or encounter in order to find the

necessary expedients to overcome a problem or a difficulty
(Gove , 1.966> .

Critical Care refers to the care of the critically iII
patient in a specific and specially'equipped locatÍon of an

acute care facility. It involves the nurse in the care of

the individual vho is ín crisis, whose Iife ís threatened by

the acute phase of a disease process, by the effects of

surgical intervention or as the result of an accident.

Critical care often involves the utilizatíon of life support

systems as vel-l as aggressive and complex interventions.
Critical Care Nurse refers to the nurse vho Ís employed

in a critical care unit and vho has normally completed a post
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basic intensive care nursing program. This nurse is able to

utilize advanced knovì-edge and th'e psychomotor skills

necessary to provide safe and effective nursing care to the

crÍticallY i11 Patient.
Intensive Care Nursing P rogram refers to the post basic

program offered to nurses who are currently registered to

practice and vho have at least one year of experience in an

acute care praetice setting (for example a medícal or a

surgical vard). It incorporates B'nonths of theoretical and

practical opportunities for the nurse to gain knowledge and

skiIl in the care of the critically i1t patient.

Critical Care Nursine Instructor is the individual who

has eompleted a post basic course in intensive care nursing,

has had experience vorking in a critieal care area and is

employed as an instructor in the Intensive Care Nursing

Program.

Critica Ì Care Nursins Student is the individual r'¡ho is

enrolled as a student in the Intensive Care Nursing Program.

Limitations of the Studv

This study has several limitations vhich nay influence

the significance of the results. Varíations in the previous

practícal experience, educational preparation, cultural

baekground, sex, age and religion of the sample population
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nay affect the nature of the results of this s tudy.

Attitudes, feelings and beliefs regarding matters of ethical

concern are sÍgnificantly determined by one' s past life

experiences. CutturaÌ as \^¡eIl as reIígious backgound of ten

determines the personal philosophy that is applÍed to such

situations and these factors vill be uniquely different for

each nurse.

The unpredictable nature of the critical care setting

creates novel experiences for each ì'student vho particÍpates

in the Intensive Care NursÍng Program, and the individual's
perception of the ethícal issues will refl-ect this. In

planning for the student's practical experience, it is

impossíble to predict vhat l¿iII occur during a scheduled

shif t. The patients r,¡ho are cared f or in the cri tical care

unit are physiologically unstable, vith the result that

unantícipated emergencies are common. The studentst

therefore, each experience a unique reali ty in clinical
practice and formulate their perceptions based on this.

As a means of coping \,/ith the stress of vorking in a

crisis situation, critÍcal care nurses may becone hardened

and insensitive to the suffering that they witness daily.

Fromer (1981) states that the contínual exposure to intense

and massive doses of human suffering ís one factor that may

be responsible for the deterÍorating sensi tivity that is

evident in nursing practÍee. Carper (1979 ) states that
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technological advances and the trend tovards specialization
has resulted in a fragmentation of 'patÍent care which is

essentially depersonalízing. SeveraÌ factors may then

perpetuate an attitude of indifference or insensitivity and

this may be reflected in a decreased awareness of ethÍcal
issues as they occur in clinical practice.

The sígnificance of this study may also be influenced by

researcher bias. Because of this inves t igator, s personal
past experience as a critical care nurse, there is a degree

of expectation as to the nature and the means of coping with
the ethícal issues which are common in the critical care

setting.
The choice of an interviev as a strategy to collect

information may impose several limi tations on this
investigation. Investigator bias may have influenced the

direction of the intervíev through the design of the

interviev questions. As vell, the tone of the intervie\,/ may

be influenced by the investÍgator, s verbal or nonverbal

response and the choiee of probing questÍons utilized duríng

the process of the interview.
The selection of a research paradÍgm which is

qualitative in nature is Iimited by several factors.
Leininger (1985) would argue that limitations of a

qualitative methodology could be considered as strengths and

attributes which distinguish thÍs approach from a more
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traditionaL quantitative method. The factors vhich are

subject to such criticism invo'l-ve diffícuIty r.¡ith

replÍcation, subjectiveness of the designr researcher biast

lack of procedural guidelines and the fact that the

information collected is remembered experience dependent on

the partÍcipant's memory and subject to interpretive
reflection. These comments r,¡iÌl be explored more completely

in subsequent sections of this chapter and in the review of

the literature. :'

Basic Assunptions

1. Critical care

ethical concern.

2. The critical

nursing involves the nurse in matters of

care nurse utilizes personal attitudes and

to and in coming to terms \^¡i th thesebeliefs in respondíng

concerns.

Signifícance of the Study

This study adds to the understanding of critical care

nursÍng practice. By deterrniníng vhat nurses perceive as

ethical dilemnas and exploring hor^¡ they cope vi th these

situations, the meaning ínherent in the reality of such

sÍtuations may then be captured. Understanding the
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experience of ethical issues from the perspective of the

neophyte and the experienced criticdl care nurse may have

ímplications for educators and administrators concerned with

this particular area of specialized care.

If coping with such issues is a source of significant
stress for critical care nurses, then deliberate efforts to

prepare and support the critical- care nurse should be

considered. An a\¡/areness of the reali ty of thÍs kind of

experience could assist r^¡ith such an' ef f ort.

Methodology

Nursíng is concerned vi th the human experience of

dysfunction and the understanding of such Iived experience is
accessed through one's perceptions, beliefs, skÍIls and

expectations according to Benner (1985). A phenomenological

approach vas seLected as a research paradigm for this study

becauser âs 0iler (1.982) states, this approach can most

effeetively meet the goal of understanding a lived
experíence.

The research strategy utilized in this Ínvestigation vas

that of hermeneutics. As a particular view wí thín the

paradígm of phenomenology, hermeneutics focuses on the study

of a person withÍn the context of the situation (Smith,

1983 ) . A hermeneutical approach, states Sní th, foeuses on
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rthe attempt to achieve a sense of the meaning that the

others give to their own situation t'hrough an interpretive

understanding of their languager art' gestures and politicsrt

(p. 12). It is a process r¡hÍch takes into account the fact

that meaning is historically and socíally bound and that

índividual reaction is based on past experience, cultural

influenees, expectations, rul-es and biases.

As a research paradigm, a phenomenological approach is

an expressíon of a particular ontological and epistemological

view. This is reffected in several basic assumptions whích

influenced the conception and the process of this
investigative effort.

In a phenomenol-ogicaJ- or naturalistic sense, realÍty is

rnind dependent, that is, there rrÍs no reality independent of

the shaping or creating efforts of the mind" (Smíth' L983t

p.B). Reality is subjective, meaning that the r,¡orld becomes

real through contact with it and also perspectival, meaning

that knowJ-edge and experience shape one's viev of reality
(0i1er, L982). One essential assumption of the

phenomenological paradigm is a belief in the Índividual as

self-interpreting (Jorgenson and Crabtree, 1986). Interest
in the indivídual then focuses on the signifícanee of how

objects appear and the meaning that is given to a phenon¡nenon

of study. Meaning is paramount and as Benner (1985) states'
Í t is contaíned nei ther solely r,ri thín the individual nor the
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sítuation. Rather, it is a transaction betveen the t\^¡or so

that rrthe índividual both constitutes'and is constituted by

the situationrr (Benner' 1985r p. 7).

Truth then becomesrra composite of realities (where) the

world is grasped in profiles dependent upon índividual
perspectivetr (0il-er, I9BZ, p. 179) and vhere multiple
realities are inter-related to forn a pattern of truth.
ItPhenomena do not converge ínto a single form, a single
truth, but diverge into many factors, many truthst' (Guba and

Lincoln, l-9Bl-, p. 57). A pattern of truths then constitutes
the subjective reality of an experience.

This investigatÍon is designed to search out such a

pattern in relation to the participant's subjective
experience víth an ethical issue. Thus the goal of this
investigation is to atternpt to understand the indivídual
nurse's experience víth the phenomenon of ethieal issues in
critical care through the exploration and description of the

context bound experiences of the participants.

Sources of fnformation

The

and the

located

Canada.

target population for this study T,,/ere the students
ínstructors in an Intensive Care Nursing Program

ín a 1250 bed teaching hospítaI in mid-vestern

These t\,/o groups were selected as being
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representatíve of the neophyte and the experienced critical

care nurse. Students entering the pbogram do not normally

have past experience in critical care nursing. From the data

obtained on the information sheetr this assumption was found

to be true of this particular group of students. The

experiences of this student group are therefore assumed to be

typical of the inexperienced critical care nurse. One of the

selection cri teria for instructors in this particular

intensive care nursing program is that they have demonstrated

expertise in the cl-inical practice of cri tícal care nursing.

Because of the criteria of demonstrated expertise in clÍnical
practice, it is assumed that this group might be

representative of the experienced criticaL care nurse.

One month prior to actually contacting the Índividual
participants, the investigator met separateJ-y with each group

of students and instructors. The purpose of this meeting vas

to inform the tvo groups about the general nature and purpose

of the proposed investigation and to provide an opportunity
for the group members to raise questions or concerns. Group

nenl¡ers were also offered the opportunity to decline to have

their telephone number made available to the investigator if
they so desired.

The sample population of fÍve students was randomly

selected fron an alphabetical List of the eleven class
members who completed their program of study in October'
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LgB6. The students names were numbered from one to eleven in

alphabetical order and vith a random s'tart at the ninth name,

every second name to a total of fÍve names llas selected as an

individual to contact. As a result of their irregular

workÍng hours and the subsequent difficulty in contacting

these Índividuals, the final sample selection becane the

first five Índividuals who answered the telephone over a ten

day period. Participation in the study was voluntary. Each

of the five instructors was contacted by teJ-ephone and asked

if she vould consider volunteering to participate in the

study. All of them agreed.

Data collection techni ue

Vithin one month of agreeing to participate in this
study, each particÍpant \,/as agaín contacted by telephone to

arrange for a suitable time and location for the interview.
The personal contact of these tvo telephone conversations

also served to establish the beginning of a rel-ationship

which then carried over to the actual interviev. After
several 'no shows' , at the beginning of this process r a

telephone call on the day of or prior to the Íntervie!¡ was

made to re-confirm the time and availability of the

partÍcipant.
Selecting a location for the interviev depended on the
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\,/orking hours of the participant and the geographical

location of the particípant's home. LocatÍons vere selected

rvhich \¡/ere convenient f or the participant, but r'¡hich also

ensured privacy during the ínterview. Such locations varied

from the interviever's dining room to the participant's

Iiving room to an empty classroom Ín the hospital at the end

of a v¡orking day. The t ime of day f or the intervier¡I also

varíed from morning to evening depending on the participant's

vorking schedule

The Iocation sometÍmes served as a barrier to

communication. Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest that the

interviev take place in comfortable surroundings in a face to

face arrangement so that both interviever and participant can

look each other in the eye. Vhen the selected location was

the participant's home, sueh an arrangement vas often side by

side on a couch and this sometimes seemed to be a deterrent

to openness during the course of the intervieru.

At the beginníng of the interviev, each participant \^Ias

asked to compfete an information sheet (see Appendix A) vhich

included biographieal information in relation to ager sext

religion, marital- status, educational background and r^¡ork

experience. The participants were also asked to sign an

agreement vith the investigator that confirmed their

understanding that participation in the interviev was

voluntary, that the data were confidential and that reporting
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of the findings of the investigation woufd be done in such a

v¡ay as to maíntaín the anonymity of' the participants (see

Appendix B). Thís consent form also included permission to

tape record the interviev. Participants v/ere unanimous in

their consent to have the interviev tape recorded.

The interview, states Patton (1980), provides a

f ramework wi thin r^¡hich respondents are abl-e to express their
understanding of the r¿orld in their ol/n terms. The f ocus of
this investigation vas a sensitive and potentiatly emotionaf

topic, and Guba and Lincol-n (1981) suggest that the interviev
is more likely to elicí t accurate responses on sensi tíve
topics. It also provídes a more compÌete picture of a

particípant's vorld víew than other forms of inquiry. This

method provÍded an appropriate means of exploring the nature

of ethical- issues in cri tical care.

Participants were informed at the time of ini tial
contact that the interviev vould take approximately one to
one and a half hours. Generally, the íntervievs varied in
Iength from Less than one hour to tvo hours.

A semi-structured technique vas sel-ected as the format

for the intervÍev. Selltiz, Vrightsman and Cook (L976) state
that the l-ess structured intervíew Ís more commonly used for
an intensive study of perceptions, at ti tudes and motivations,
and that this approach is useful when the investigator q¡ishes

to determine how a respondent conceptualizes a topic. These
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authors describe the main purpose of such an intervie\,/ as

that of focusing attention on a given experience and its

effects orr as Bogdan and Biklen (1982) state, gaining an

ínterpretive understanding of the meaning that an individual
assigns to hÍs or her beliefs or behaviour.

The semi-structured interviev, states LeinÍnger (1985),

is desígned to elicit both definitive and unexpected kÍnds of

information from the participant. This type of interview,
states I^lÍlson ( 1-985) , begins \,/Í th an outline of topics which

the investigator intends to cover. Hovever, the intervie!/er
and the partícipant also have the freedom to deviate from

such an agenda in order to explore thoughts and feelings as

the interview evolves.

Several interviev strategies were employed in planning

the structure of the interviev. Spradley (1.979 ) describes

these as broad enquiry, descriptive questions and the use of
experience queries. These strategies vere utilÍzed to assíst
the investígator to maintain as neutral a role as possible

duríng the interaction. A list of ten questions, based on

these concepts, \^¡as desÍgned and utiÌízed as a f ramework

during each interview (see Appendix C).

The intervíe!/ process is also facilitated by a degree of
flexibÍIity states Babbi (1979>. FlexibiJ-ity helps to elicit
the affective and val-ue-faden aspects of a response and to

determíne the personal significance or meaning vhích these
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aspects have for the participant. Babbi also states that the

particípant's ans\¡¡ers should form the basis for subsequent

questíons. Neutral probes, whích Babbi describes as

nondirective questions designed to elicit an elaboration on

an incomplete response to an open-ended question, are a means

of get tÍng ans\{ers in more depth wi thout biasing the

subsequent ansr¡/ers. Sone examples of the neutral probes used

during the intervie\¡/ can be found in Appendix D.

0ne of the disadvantages of reflection on past

experiences Ís that, as 0iler (tg9z ) s tates, what Ís

uncovered is not pure experíence but rather it is remembered

experience. Such reflections are influenced by the subject's
interpretation of that experience so that the experience

becomes layered wíth facts and theoríes vhich the individual
may have used to make sense out if it. Controlling the bias

invol-ved in such interpretive reflection is accomplished by a

process of vhat 0iler calls bracketing, that Ís, a pulIíng

a\,/ay of those layers of interpretation. Thus the neutral
probes described earlier were a mechanism vhich helped to
bracket the experience, that is, to bring it ínto clearer
focus. Questions such as rrllhat do you mean by that?rr or
I'llhat did you think about that?rr are t/ays of identifyíng the

way in r,¡hieh the recalled experience may have been influenced

by interpretat ion.

0ther interview strategies I¡Iere also employed to
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facilitate an atnosphere of trust and openness duríng the

process of the interview. AttendinS behaviour such as eye

contact, verbal tracking, body language and mirroring the

participant's posture (Ivey, 1982), 't,¡ere nonverbal skills
which \,¡ere utilized to heJ-p the participant to feel at ease

during the interviev. VerbaI skills including reflection of
feeling vords, phrases and statements, as vell as summative

statements \,/ere employed in order to cLarify and understand

the partÍcipant's views. Interviever responses s/ere aímed at
reflecting a sensi tive and accepting awareness of the

emotional nature of the topic as vell as the participantrs
personal views.

Taking notes during the interview is suggested by Patton
(1980). Although this was occasionally a distraction for the

participant, it \,/as a helpf uI strategy f or f ormulating nev

questions, tracking thernes as they ernerged and facilitating
later analysis by locating significant quotations. Notes

taken during the process of the íntervie\^¡ consisted of major

points made by the participant and key vords or terms which

captured the partÍcipants o\,/n ì-anguage.

The goal of interpretive understanding, or verstehen,

states Smíth (19B3), involves the need to recreate vithin
oneself , the experience of others. rrAt its core, the essence

of understanding is to put oneself in the place of the other

- something r,¡hich is possible if one possesses a degree of
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enpathy \^Iith the other or has the disposition to recreate the

experíence" (P.12).

Involvement in the interviev is a characteristic of

naturalistic enquiry and the investigator, states Goodwin and

Goodvin (1984) ' is often viewed as the investigative

instrument. Guba and Lincoln (1981) state that rronly the

human instrument can produce descriptions of situatÍons and

cultures that provide the audience vith an empathetíc and

vÍcarious experience of r,¡hat i t must ' have been Iike to be I on

site't' (p. I48). Interactivity is a characteristic of such

a process and is based on the inseparable nature of the

relationship betveen the investigator and the phenomenon

beÍng inves t igated.

A phenomenological approach is concerned wi th the

product of human minds and according to Srnith (L983)' is

therefore connected inseparably to our minds inclusive of alI
attendant subjectivity, emotions and values. 0iler (1982)

states that researcher involvement is exploited in such an

investigation r,¡ith the deliberate and purposeful employment

of empathic and intuitive avareness.

The subj ective nature of phenomenological enquiry

necessi tates an a\¡/areness of the potential f or researcher

bias. Guba and Lincoln (1981) state that the best cure for
biases is to be acutely aware of hov they ínterfere vith our

Ínterpretation of the subject's reality. These authors
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suggest that the investigator keep a record of personal

reactions and ehanges as the study plogresses. Reliabílity

of. research results may be enhanced by this process of self
a!/areness and reflection on hov personal biases may shape

vhat is heard. This is al-so analogous to the concept of

bracketing which vas presented earlier.
In order to limi t the possibili ty of such bias, a

journal was kept by the investigator. This l¡as a record of

the investigator's subjectíve reactions, impressions,

observations and thoughts in relation to the process of each

interviev and to the participants. It included such

information as the biographical data and personal appearance

of the part icipant in relat ion to behaviour during the

intervier¿ (posture, voice tone or inflection and eye

contact ) .

The j ournal entríes l¡ere rnade imnediately or as soon as

possible after the concl-usion of the interview. ThÍs

information not only contributed to the descriptive data but

also enabled the interviever to examine personal reactÍons
and thoughts in relation to the collected data. Bogdan and

Biklen (1.982) state that such a process of self conscious

a\¡¡areness may limit investigator bias and facilitate greater

critical ínsight.
InvestÍgator bias vas also suggested previously as a

result of this author's personal past experience as a
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critical care nurse. Hovever, this possibilíty vas countered

by the insight and understanding thât \,/as possible as a

result of a conmon background between investigator and

participant. Jorgenson and Crabtree (1986) state that

cri tícal care nurses speak a language vhich is uniquely

oriented to their v¡ork environment and that dialogue betr^¡een

nursing and medical personnel is transposed ínto a hybrid

language. The participants ín this study made use of thís
language by using phrases such as qr the chroníc COPDer and

the post MI ín cardiogenic shockrr and terms sueh as ff the Swan

Ganz or the sage pumpsr?. As the intervievs evolved,

particularly vhen the participant described an intensely
emotionaf situation, understanding this language was thought

to be a dístinct advantage in attempting to search for the

meaning inherent in such situations.
Reality in a phenomenological sense is context bound and

dependent on the subjective interpretation of a Iived
experience and this is communicated through language. Thus,

states Smith (1983), the description of that reality cannot

be expressed ín neutral scientific terms, but rather that
whÍch is consi tuted as real can only be expressed r¡/i th the

Ianguage of everyday Iife, the language of the situation.
Thus the goal of thís investigation was to gather, in the

participant's olrn language, a rich description of the

particípant's Iived experience in rel-ation to the ethical
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issues which occur in critical care nursing.

Each interview \^/as tape recorded and transcribed

completely in order to capture all of the descriptive detail

provided by the participants. To protect their anonynityt

participants \,/ere identified by randomly selected initials in

the transcribed text of the interview. The transcripts

together with the journal entries constituted the body of

information whÍch vas used in the analysis phase of this
ínvestÍgation.

Data AnaL sl-s

The interviev is a means of providing a structured social
framevork from r,¡hich meaning can be systematical-ly discovered

(Brenner, 1978) and "one must respect the meanings vhich

actions have to their actors if one is to formulate

\,¡orth\'/hile explanations of social phenomenart (Menzel , t978,

p.141). Only reasonable cfaims can be made as to the meaning

of an event, and answers cannot be interpreted at their face

value. It is essentíal to interpret statements and facts in

terms of what they mean to the partieipant.
The ínitial step in thís process occured in the interview

process itself, vhere the interviewer attempted to clarify
and understand the participant's statements as thoroughly as

possíble. In transcribing the interviews, further
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clarification resulted from adding observations about the

participant's behaviour in relatioh to the topic of

discussion. For example, vhen the discussion focused on a

sensítive issue that the participant encountered, observation

and post intervíew recording of the associated nonverbal

behavíour enhanced the descriptive data'

The reflectíon and speculation which oecured vith each

interview \,Ias an initial step in the search for meaning in

the data and also served to stimufate critical- thinkíng about

vhat vas seen or heard. Analysis aÌso involved a systematic

search for common elements or themes as they emerged.

Focusing on emerging themes during the intervíevs provided an

opportunity to explore in greater detail those areas vhich

were of particular concern to a participant.

I^li thin tvo veeks of each interviev, the transcripts !/ere

returned to each participant for the purpose of cl-arificatÍon

and verification of the content. Guba and Lincoln (1981)

state that such member checks provide a means of testing the

credibiJ-ity of the research findings. Leininger (1985) adds

that giving the participants a copy of the ínterview

transcripts engages them in the research process. Sueh

member checks ensure that the inforrnation is clear and

understandable and expresses what the participant intended to

say. This process also provided an opportunity for the

participant to delete any information contained in the
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transcripts whÍch they did not r,¡ish to be used in the

investigation.
Part icipants in this s tudy vere qui te willing to read

the transcript of their interviev. There \¡/ere no deletions

made and mÍnimal changes Tllere sugges ted. Ho\^Iever, comments

contained r^¡i thin the returned documents ref lected a unanimous

concern with grammar and the lack of coherence in the verbal

expressíon of their thoughts and feelings. Leininger (1985)

states that informants in her study were similarly distressed

by the disorganÍzed and inconsis tent transi tion betr,¡een

thoughts in the interviev transeript . She at tributed this to

the difference in the spoken l¡ord vhen it ís transcribed to a

r¿ritten form.

The purpose of analysis in interpretive research is to

discover commonalities in meanings, situatÍons, practices and

bodi Iy experiences , according to Benner ( 1985 ) . By

Ídentifying common themes and recurríng elements, 0iler
(1.982) states that the investigator is able to Ídentify the

ingredients of the phenomenon and the way Ín vhich these

ingredients relate to each other.
Through a systematíc analysis of the vhole text and a

systematic analysis of parts of the text, tt/o interpretations
may evolve. This permí ts a comparison of the tvo for
conflicting themes and for understanding the whole in
relatíon to the parts and vice versa. Smíth (1983) states
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that in order to achieve a meaningful interpretation through

a hermeneutic approach, a process ' of constant movement

betveen the parts and the r¿hoIe Ís necessary. Benner (1-985)

states that a shifting betveen the whole and the parts of the

transcripts may reveal new themes, issues or questions which

are refevant to the process of unders tanding. Thus, to

understand the meaning of a particular part of. the text

requires an understanding of the r,¡hole. Although the

research questions provided a framework in the search for
themes and elements of commonality, they did not confound the

discovery of unexpected thenes.

Three interpretíve strategies vhich !¡ere employed in the

systematic analysis of the text of the interviews are

described by Benner (1985). Tvo presentation strategies are

paradigm cases and exemplars, and each permits a depicition
of the person in the situation. A paradigm case is a

significant instance of a particular pattern of meanings

whereas an exemplar is a smaller but strong ínstance of a

particuarly rneaningful transaction.
Paradigm cases and exemplars provided a focus for this

investigatíon. Participants vere asked during the intervÍev,
to describe particularly signifícant situations in their past

experience which exemplífied theír perception of an ethical
dilemma. The context of such situations r,ras then explored

for pat terns of meaníngs and concerns in relat ion to
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feelíngs, attitudes and beliefs of the participant.

Thematic analysis is the third'interpretive strategy

described by Benner (1985). This involved a search through

the transcript for common themes and patterns. Once each

interviev transcript \À/as analysed ut ilizing these three

strategies, transcripts were then compared to discover

simil-arities and differences in the interpretation. The goal

of atl three interpretive strategies Ís to díscover meaning

and to achieve an understanding' of the participant's

subjectíve experience of reality. Each strategy is not only

a discovery but also a presentation mechanism in that the

participant's verbatirn descriptions províde the means for

presentÍng the findings.

Credibili ty of the Findines

Several mechanisns to establish credibility or truth

value \,¡ere conducted in thís study Guba and Lincoln (L981)

suggest that a member check or host verifícation is the most

important mechanism for es tablishing credibli ty. Member

checks vere conducted at t\,/o stages. Intervier¡r transcrÍpts

were verified by the participants shortly after each

íntervíew occurred. The interpretation of each intervÍew

transcript vas also returned to the partícipant for

:,:,
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verification following analysis. At this time participants

\,,rere asked to verÍfy the legitimacy of'the interpretations as

a reafistic reflectíon of their perceptíons r âttitudes,
beliefs and feelings (see Appendíx E).

Another mechanism is triangulatÍon, vhich Guba and

Lincoln (1981) describe as a verification of the interpretive
analysis by an independent observer. Triangulation r¡as

achieved by the use of independent individuals vho \rere

villing to read the transcripts and the interpretation to

verify that the analysis vas a valid interpretation of that
participant's lived experience. This mechanism also served

to ensure that the ínterpretations vere reJ-iabIe, or as Guba

and Lincoln (1981) state, dependable. Replication is
virtually impossible using a qualitative approach because of
the changing conditions of the individual and the situation.
Traingulation, ho\,/ever, provided a degree of consistent

agreement in the interpretation of the data.

A third mechanism which Guba and Lincoln (1981) describe

as establishing credibility, ís that of phenomenon

recognítion. Vhen the phenomenological description guides

the reader to a personal 1íved experience of that phenomenon,

r,rhich 0iler (L982), states nay be either actual or potential,
then such a description is considered to be a valid depictÍon
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of. that Phenomenon.

neans for the reader

validation Process.

Benne r

to be

( 1985) states that thÍs is a

an acti've participant in the

Sumnary

Ethícal issues may be a significant deterrent to the

psychological well-being of the nurse and may also be

reflected in compromised quality of'care for the critically
ilI patient. This chapter described the background and the

plan for an investigation designed to explore the perceptions

and beliefs of nurses in relation to ethical issues in

crí tícal care. A phenomenological approach provided the

basis for the conceptualízation and the process of this study

and facilitated the discovery of an interpretive
understanding of the experience of ethical issues in the

selected group of critical care nurses.
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0rganization of the'Thesis

This thesis ís organized according to a standard format.

Chapter one íncludes the background infornation, purposet

research questions, 1írnitations and significance of the

study, as vell as a discussion of the methodology. Chapter

tr,¡o is a reviev of the current lí terature. Chapter three is
a presentation of the findings .of this investigatíon.
Chapter four presents a summary of the findings as well as

the relevance of these fíndings in relation to the current

lÍterature. Suggestions for further investigation of this
topic provide the conclusion to this thesis.
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the medicaÌ Iine, vhere

tragedy are played out.
(Youngner, Korbin
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is sometimes the end of

the final acts of social

Chapter Two

Review of the Literature

and Jackson, 1983, p.834)

Ethica] issues occur in crítical care more frequently

than in other areas of health care primarily because the

patients are critically ill and are often being treated with

a variety of life support interventions. Mechanical

ventilatíon, aggressive pharmaceutical therapy, and a variety
of invasive monitoríng devices are commonly used to support

the patient in crisis. Unexpected emergencies and problems

can materialize víth perÍsistent regularity, and

problem-so1víng and decision-making in such instances may

frequently invol-ve considerations of an ethícaL nature. For

example, the terminally i1l patient has a right to a

dignified and peaceful death, but this patÍent may be the

recípient of emergent intervention aimed at sustaining life

at any cost.

In a survey of more than one thousand practising
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physicians Ín the United States, PellegrÍno, Hart, Henderson,

Loeb and Edwardsr (1985) found that' respondents perceived

ethíca1 dilemmas to be a frequent occurence in theír daily

practices. Participants in a study conducted by Vilkinson

(1986), índícated that moral distress occurs frequently' that

is, at Ìeast veekly, in the practice of nursing. Ethical
issues may be a concern for the critical care nurse because

of their potential for frequent occurrence as vel1 as the

degree of moral distress that may be.produced.

In her book From Novice to Expert, Benner (L984>, states

that frthe nurse is frequently required to make painful and

unpopular decisionst' (p.266>. The role of the nurse, in many

of the ethical issues vhich vere descríbed by partícipants in

her study, was often to identify the issue and to insist that
necessary decisions be made judiciously and by a responsible

person. Benner adds that these kinds of incidents have not

only made lasting impressions on the nurse but they have also

required a lengthy period of resolutíon.
Ethícal issues in the care of the critieally iII patient

may be extremely complicated. The factors involved in such

issues may be associated not only with the rights of the

patient, but also with conflict in role relationships,
personal and professional accountabili ty and IegaI

implications. fn order to provide dírection and clari ty,
this review of the Iiterature is organized under three major
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í n f Iuence

issue.

ethical issues in critical care,

the nurse's response, and resolution
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factors vhích

of the ethical

Ethical fssues in Critical Care

I,lhite (1983) describes an ethical dilemma as frthe

inteLl-ectual problern associated r,¡i th the veighing of the

competing principles that suggest alternative courses of
actionrr (p.41). Vhite sharpJ-y criticizes the Iabelling of
si tuatíonaI probJ-ems or personal conflicts as ethical
dilemmas. An ethical dilemrna, states Vhite, is not resolved

in situational terms but rather by a philosophical analysis
r,¡hich involves giving reasons, enunciating principles and

considering outcomes.

A sí tuation r,¡hich involves a conf 1íct between nurse and

doctor in relation to a plan of care may contain an ethical
di Iemma. However, according to Vhi te, r^¡hen a physÍ cian
withholds informatíon which a client requests, the situation
of the nurse is not an ethícal dilemma, but rather a

situatÍonal probJ-em.

The folloving information may not concur vith I,Ihite,s
definition; however, it is a reflectíon of ethical issues as

they are described in the current Iiterature. Although these

issues reveaL common themes or patterns, they are also unique
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in nature because of the indÍvidual variables present for a

particular patient in a particufar sí'tuation at a particular

time of 1ife.
It is possible to categorize ethical issues into major

areas , according to Thompson and Thompson ( 1985 ) ; hovever,

any such grouping involves extensive overlapping. Four major

íssues identified in a review of the literature are: informed

consent; quali ty of Ii fe; alloving death; and death wi th

dignity. The follor,¡ing discussion will focus on these four

areas and conclude vith a presentation of severa] other

íssues whích may generate ethical dilemmas for the critical
care nurse.

Informed consent is a legal term r,¡hich refers to the

rÍght that every human being of adult years has in

determining vhat should be done vith his body. In I'Impaired

Autonomy, r' (1983), the author states that the patient must be

given adequate information personally and vith care' and that

consent must be voluntary and uncoerced. Thompson and

Thompson (L981) state that the adult of sound mind should be

able to choose vhether to accept treatment or not and also to

what extent, regardless of hov necessary that treatment is in

a Iife-threatening sítuation. This means that the patient

should be vell informed of the essential nature as vell as

the consequences of any intervention that is medically
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necessary, and that the decision as to vhether this treatment

is acceptable be Ieft to the patient.

0ne ethical principle vhich relates to informed consent

is autonomy. According to Davis and Aroskar (1-983) r this

implies that the individual has the right to determine a

course of action based on sound as opposed to arbitrary

prineiples. Autonomy is limi ted vhen the individual's

capacity or capability to consent to treatment is uncertain.

Storch (1982) indícates that condí tions such as mentaf

retardation, mental illness, blindness, deafness and

illiteracy can limit a patient's autonomy.

In the critical care unit, autonomy may be limited by the

patient's IeveI of consciousness, the effects of sedatÍont

the stress of a Iife-threatening il-Iness or an unexpected

emergency. An emergency situation may require an immediate

intervention with treatment necessary to reverse a life

threatening problem. l,lhen the patient suffers a sudden

cardiac arrest, for example, time does not perrnít the health

care team to determine vhether or not the patÍent vÍshes to

be resusci tated !

In an emergency sÍtuation, states Kiely (1985) r the

relationship between patient and physÍcian may assume a

coercive or paternalistic nature, that isrrthe imposition of

values and beliefs vÍthout benefit of self determination or

choíce" (Thompson and Thompson, 1985 r p. 76) .
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Problem-sol-ving and decision-making vi th regard to a

treatment plan while the patient is nbt able to participate
or actÍvely seek an alternative course of actíon is generally
justifÍed according to Brovn (1985), l¡ho describes this
behaviour as weak paternalism. Rosovsky and Rosovsky (1985a)

state that treatment ín a rnedicolegal emergency should be

limited only to that which is necessary to stabilize the

patient's condition or to alleviate a Ìife-threatening
problem

The chain of events, according to Cann and Cravford
( 1985 ) , begins vhen the pat ient' s condi t ion suddenly

deteriorates. Lacking documentation of that patient's
r^rishes, the emergency interventions required to alleviate the

problem may requÍre the establishment of Iífe support

systems. The patient is often unconscious at this time and

the family may subsequently have to participate in a decisÍon
vhich involves active r^¡ithdrav¡al of l-ife-sustaining therapy.

The issue of informed consent may also generate an

ethical díLemma as a result of a lack of documentation of a

patÍent's expressed wishes, poor communication betveen family
and health care professionals and the medÍcolegal obligation
to respond to a sudden deterioration in physiological status.

Decisions in the care of the critically ilI patient are

not alvays made in accordance vri th vhat night be that
patient's expressed desire. Ifal-lace-Barnhill, Roth, Briggs,
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Bastra and Barrocas, (L982) state that patients who

experience sudden loss of conscioushess have seldom left

specific instructÍons or proper legal documents to provide

direction for such a medical emergency. Relatives are not

alvays avare of such an individuaf's wíshes nor do they

always agree on the best course of action vhen decisions

regarding lífe support ínterventÍons are necessary. Cann and

Cravford (1985) describe an intense atmosphere, a disoriented
patient, an anxious family and the number and diversity of
staff caring for the patÍent as other possible explanations

for the occasions vhen patients and families are either not

consul-ted during the decision-makíng process, or theÍr
expressed wishes are not considered or documented.

The nurse, according to Aroskar (19B5), is often caught

in the middle of such patient care situations. Vitte (1984)

states that the nurse is the health care person who spends

the most time with the patient and may therefore be most

avare of the patient's feelings about dyíng. Having to

participate in an energent resuscitation process while at the

same time knowing that the patient would never have agreed to
this aggressive forn of intervention Ís an ethical problem

for the nurse.

The concept of a person as an autonomous agent requires
the health care team to respect the values of the patient and

not to permit their ovn values to infl-uence decisions

y$"$ffi L3F*rvffifiqsü"9'"v ffiF M&N$llffi ffiA t"l ffi fi"l-ffi åilffi
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regarding treatment, as Thompson and Thompson (1985) state.

Hovever, accepting a patíent's decision to refuse treatment

may conflict with one's personal and professional value

system, and create significant personal anxiety. Moskop and

Kopelman ( 1985) díscuss the personal conflict that a

physician experiences when a patient refuses treatment, and

they describe as an exanple, a patient r,¡ith chronic lung

disease vho refused the option of mechanical ventÍlation as a

treatment for an acute respiratory infection and thereby

hastened his death.

Patíent competence may be a problematic issue. Meisel,

GrenvÍk, Pínkus and Snyder (1986) state that, although the

unconscious patient is clearly not capable of making an

informed decision, competence is uncertain vhen the patient's
mental status is only partially compromised. For exarnple,

Pinch (1985e) cites a confused patÍent's questionable consent

to treatment as a source of an ethical dilenma. In the

critical care unit, a patient vho is sedated or stressed by

the sudden onset of a severe ill-ness may not be able to

participate actively in an informed decision-making process.

Kemp (1985) asks the question: rrWho should make the decÍsion
r,¡hen the patient is not conpetent?tt (p. 356). As Pinch

(1985c) writes, decisions should be patient-centered within
the constraints of a coll-egial health care practice.

Patient competence is more frequently questioned when the
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patient refuses treatment, according to Annas, Glantz and

Katz (i981). In agreeing r¡ith this s'tatement, Dracup (1986)

adds that greater conflict is experienced by the health care

team vhen the patient's competence to refuse treatnent
alternatives is uncertain. By questioning the patient,s
competence in such a situation, health care professional-s may

be imposing their ovn values and beliefs on the patient.
Decision-makÍng when patient competence to participate ís not

certain may be a sÍgnificant challenge as l¡e}l as an ethical
dilemma for the interdÍsciplinary team and the patient,s
fami ly.

The critical care unit is a service setting vhich is also

used as an experiential learning laboratory for critical care

nursing students. Corcoran (1,977), in discussing this as an

ethical issue, raises a significant concern by askíng: Is

the patÍent's right to quality care compromised by the

student's ríght to learn the skills of the profession?

SeveraL factors nust be considered, according to Corcoran,

before the patient is assigned to a student vho requires
experiential learníng. 0ne that relates to the ethical
problem of informed consent is that the patient should be

fully informed, have the opportunity to ask questíons and

consent to the experience with the option to withdraw consent

at any tine. This may not be possible in the critical care

unit, particularly when the patient is unconscious and unable
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to respond appropriately.

The patient has a right to be infbrmed that the nurse in
the cri tical care uni t may be a student, acquiring the art
and skíI1 of critícal care nursing through an experiential
learning proeess of caring for him/her states D,Amato (1985).

Ethícar concerns evol-ve from such questions as: shourd this
nurse inform the patient that this is a fearning experience,
that some of the procedures that must be performed are beíng

done by hÍm or her for the very first time? Should the
patíent be ínformed vhen the nurse is trying a nev or
alternate technique of positioning, changing a dressing or
administeríng a drug? Although these procedures or actions
may seem relatively innocuous, they still have an

experimental nature and rnay be a source of an ethical probrem

for the critical care nurse.

In summary, informed consent is well defined as a patient
right. However, ít may be a source of an ethicaL íssue in
the crítical care unit, vhen it is compromised during an

emergency si tuatíon or by the uncertainty of a patient's
competence to participate in the decisÍon-making process.

QuaIÍty of life for the patÍent is a second issue vhich
may create an ethicar issue in the care of the criticalry i11
patient. I(ieIy (1985) defines qualiry of life as the plan of
one's 1ife, or the interrelated purposes of an indivídual
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that give 1ife its unity and thus bring us to regard the

indívidual and ourselves as irreplaceäble and beyond prÍce.

Quatíty of life is a personally meaningful term and difficult
to defíne ín a universally acceptable manner, because as

Thompson and Thompson (1985) state, life at any price may be

preferable to one person r¡hile death may be a merciful end to

a Iife that is intolerable for another.

The ethical issue in cri tical care is not assocíated

vith the preservation of a meaningful existence, but rather,
vith the extensÍon of a comatose life, a life filled with
pain and suffering or a 1Ífe in vhich there is Iittle hope of
recovery. Parsons (1985) indicates that modern medical

treatment has not provided us vith a longer life but a slower

death. The debate on quaJ-ity of life is perpetuated,

according to Gilmore (1984), by a lack of agreement on the

degree to which a patient is benefited or burdened by

treatment.

The problem is also perpetuated by a degree of ambiguity
and confusion in the use of the quality of life and sanctity
of 1ífe concepts. 0,Rourke and Brodeur (1986) state that
sanctity of life refers to the fact that the individual is
val-uable, regardless of the state of health. One source of
eonfusion is the tendency to interpret the sancti ty of life
concept in an extreme sense. This position is referred to as

vitalism, meaning that physical existance should be preserved
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and

can

ís morally required even vhen human potential cannot or

no longer be realized. '

The sanctity of life principle, according to l(eyserlingk

(I979), has religious origins. It is an expression of a

basic intuí tíon about life vhich is inherently related to the

nystery which surrounds all finite existence. The nature of

this rnystery may be specified in religious concepts, hovever,

Schils (I966), states that rr the Christian doctrine was

enabled to maintain i ts long prosperi ty and to become

effectíve because it vas able to conform for so many

centuries to a deeper, proto-reJ-igious ,natural metaphysic,tr

(p. 4t>, Beliefs about the sanctity of life are upheld

because of a respect for life as mysterious and this is
descríbed by Schils as deeper than religious or cultural
orígÍns.

The sanctíty of life principle supports a belief in the

fact that human ]ife is precious and l¡orthy of protection and

respect. Quality of Iife, according to 0'Rourke and Brodeur

(1986), means that an Índividual's capability to achieve Iife
goals partly determÍnes the value of that life. llhen these

capacitíes no longer exist, then any obligation to prolong

1ífe ceases.

The issue of quality versus sanctity of life centers on

the relationship between biological life and human qualities
and the significance of this relationship in a medical
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decisíon-making process. McCormick (Lg7B) states that a

separation of these tvo concepts is a fal-se conceptuaÌ splít
and thatrrqual-ity of life assessments ought to be made vithin
an overal-l reverence for life, as an extensíon of oners

respect for the sanctity of life'r (p.35). A false díchotomy

exists, states Reich (t978), when one fails to acknowledge

the fact that rtthe sanctity of tife principle depends on

moral judgments concerning quaritites of human life that go

beyond mere bÍo1ogica1 Iifetr (p. 832).

Quality and sanctíty of life are not opposites, states
0'Rourke and Brodeur (1986). The tvo approaches should not
be set against each other, according to McCormick (1.978), but

rather the concepts of quality and sacredness should be

utirized ín a decision-making process vhich focuses on the
benefit of the patient.

One issue directly related to this debate is the fact
that patients can nov be kept alive mechanically for al-most

índefinite periods of time, as stated by Aroskar (1985). 0ne

example of such an ethical íssue is the braÍn dead individual
who is being maintained on ]ífe support in the critical- care
unit prior to organ retríevar. Aroskar poses two questions
in relation to this type of sítuation: rs this individual
still a person and is the care of such an indÍvidual a wise
use of scarce nursíng resources and expertise?

CarÍng f or a patíent in a deeply comatose s tate r,¡hen the
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prospects for recovery are uncertain may be a depressing

experience especially over an extended period of time, as

described by Flaherty (1,982). An unconscious patient may

require intensive nursing care as well as mechanical Iife
support for several years. Caring for the human being who

does not respond in any \¡/ay may be morally distressing.
Kiely (1985) questíons whether the mechanical support of this
patíent prolongs his living or his dyíng. Flaherty (t982')

states that because the nurse is the indÍvidual who is with
the patient t\^/enty-f our hours each day, the personal conf Iíct
ín thís type of situation is a greater challenge to the nurse

than it is for other health care professional-s vho do not

have this kind of intirnate contact.

Quali ty of 1i fe is also cornpromised by the extreme

measures that are sometimes necessary in the care of the

critically iII. Kiely (1985) states that medÍcaI heroícs nay

inadvertently augment or fail to relieve an individual, s

suffering. The widely disputed questíon, according to Cohen

(19B2) is when, if ever, should therapy for a critically iII
patient be terminated? From her experience as an intensive
care nurse, Bishop (1,978) describes as tragic, the misuse of
medical- and technological skiIls which may ultimately lead to
an abuse of human dignity. The dying patient should not
recieve painfuì- and useLess treatment, yet Cohen ( 1982)

agrees that this problem is emo t ion Laden and di fficul t to
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approach in the course of hectic daily vork.
In some situations, according t'o I(emp (1985), health

professionals do everything possible to prolong life in order

to avoid facing ethical decisions regarding critÍcalIy ÍtI
patients. Choosing to Íntervene vith complex technological
solutions to the patíent's physiological problems is
sometimes done to avoid the reality of the fact that there is
no way to solve the problem. Fenner (1980) suggests that
death is often seen by health professionals as an indication
of fai lure.

rrLife and death have never been closer to each other than

Ín the Intensive Care Unítrrstate Jorgenson and Crabtree

(1"986, p. 189). Death is often inevitable and yet seen as

a sígn of defeat. Sudden 1ífe-threatening events played out

in a limited time span have generated a viev¡ of death as a

symptom that demands an immediate response and technology has

enabled the health team to after l¡hat once \¡/as destiny.
However, saving lives is not easily equated with doing good

and the dilemma produced from definÍng Iife by physiological
parameters ís not easily solved.

the quality of life in some people, íf they survive
. . . .I ques t ion this; vhat are \^/e doíng here?

....because they've Iived.
(Jorgenson and Crabtree, 1.986, p.190)
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Setting appropriate treatment goals and desisting from

care vhich does not serve to correct the dísease or repair
the injury, rather than persisting r,¡ith treatment r,¡hich only
prolongs patient suffering and death is a physician's duty,
according to Shragg and Albertson ( 1984) . These authors

ídentify chroníc critical il-lness as a current problem in
heal th care, and ci te as an example, a pat ient l¡i th
multisystem failure vho required costly critical care

intervention for eight months. The care of this type of
patíent has the potential to generate numerous ethical
concernsr pârticularly Ín relation to the patientrs quality
of Iife.

Medical experimentation may al-so compromise quality of
Iife. Gramelspacher, Hovell and Young (1986) state that
patients in the critical care unit are often the subjects of

such experimentation. Informed consent is required,
according to Grad (1984), but this process may be complicated

by the patíent's competence. The experímental treatments may

have significant deleterious síde effects vhich r¿ilI affect
the patient's quality of Iife. This is further complicated

by the fact that the patient rnay not have understood the

consequences of the medical intervention. Al-so, it may not

have been possible to predict the degree of paÍn or

discomfort that the patient rnight experience. Patient
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discornfort and distress as a result of frequent repositioning
and interuption of rest periods or visits vith famiJ.y occurs

because of the necessity to monitor physiological response to

the experimental therapy. In caring for this patient, the

critical care nurse may be frustrated by a desíre to meet the

pat:ient's needs for physiological and psychologícal comfort

while also obIígated to measure and record the data requÍred

by the rnedical experimentatíon.

Quality of Iife may be compromised by unsafe or

substandard practice from which, Kiely (1985) states, the

patíent must be protected. Observing and failing to report a

colleague whose standard of practice does not follov
establ-ished protocoJ- or who functíons in an incompetent

manner can form the basis for neglÍgence litigation,
according to Rosovsky and Rosovsky (1985c).

The nurse is responsÍble fo'r the r,relI-being of the

patient, as stated in the Canadian Nurses Associatíon, Code

of Ethics for Nursing (1-985). Vhen íncidents of unsafe or

substandard practíce are observed, the nurse is faced vith an

obligation to maintain the wel-l-beíng of the patient.
Hoq¡ever, reportÍng such behaviour may result ín the nursets

being labeIled as a rrr+histle blower", according to Kíely
(1985). This reputatÍon, states GIazer (1-983), is frequently
associated r,¡i th serious personal and prof essional harassnent.

In an effort to optimíze the patient's qualÍty of 1ife, the
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nurse r^¡ho r,¡i tnesses unsaf e or subs tandard practice ís morally

challenged by an obligation to report such behaviour, yet may

be personally at risk as a result.
In summary, quality of life for the crÍtically ill

patient may be associated r^¡i th a varíety of ethical problems.

These are related to the care of the long term unconscious

patient, termination of life-sustaining therapy, medical

experimentation and unsafe or substandard practice.

The thírd issue associated wi th ethical issues in
critical- care is that of alloving the patíent to die.
Decisions to resuscitate or not to resuscitate, to treat or

not to treat wíth aggressive therapy or to withdraw or not to

vithdrav such interventions generate seríous ethÍcal concerns

in the critical- care unit. Such problems have generally been

discussed using the term euthanasia, vhieh Cawley (1,977>

states is rtthe intentional- and express termination of a life
vhose qualÍty is such that it is not \,/orth lívingtr(p.859).

Euthanasia according to Curtin (I977), has been used in
nany different and confusing vays and she suggests that the

vord has lost its utlity in that it no longer functions to

clarify understandíng. I(eyserlingk (1.979) states that
euthanasia may rnean allowing to die with care but more

commonly means the direct killing of a dying patient.
fn an effort to clarify the use of the term euthanasÍa,
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Curtin (L977), describes sixteen different kinds of sÍtuation

to r,¡hich this term might be applied.' Some of the examples

she utilizes to illustrate the application of the term

euthanasia to patient situations are: voluntary mercy killing
with prior voluntary authorization or proxy authorization;
involuntary mercy killing with prior voluntary authorization
or proxy authorization; involuntary mercy kÍI1íng by refusÍng

or withholding treatment; reasonable and humane care of the

dying; and deliberate medical tríage. Curtin suggests that

the word euthanas ia be replaced vi th more appropriate

descriptive terms.

Qualifiers such as active or passiver or dírect or

indÍrect are also used to specify situations vhich are

described using the term euthanasia. Keyserlingk (1,979)

states that these serve only to confuse the issue. He

suggests that since ve cannot restore thís term to i ts

original meaning of ' a good death I , i t r¡ould be more

appropriate to discuss the immorality of euthanasia and the

moral-i ty of dying welL.

Euthanasia in a customary usage, suggests an active
choice of death as vell as the means for aecomplishing it.
Alloving death wí th care shouLd not be described as

euthanasia, but rather as appropriate care.
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or by refraining. Death/s cau'se is
the disease state i tself , r,¡hich is now
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of omiss ion

advanced by

useless to fight.
(l(eyserlingk, L979, p.123).

A major problem associated r¡ith the issue of allowing
death is reLated to the use of resusci tation equipment.

Rosovsky and Rosovsky (1985b) state that the use of such

equipment symbol-izes one of the greatest ironies in our

society. Although it was originally designed to assist the

patient vho suffered sudden cessation of respiratory or

cardiac function, i t is often used to maíntain respíration in
the patient vho has suffered irreversible brain damage.

Termination of life support, according to Beechler and

Steinmetz (1985), is a frequently eonfronted gray area in
medicine. Fear of Iitigation as vell as the lack of clear
cut direction from Ínstitutional policyr professional
associations and the lav are reasons that Rosovsky and

Rosovsky (L985b) suggest for the extended utilization of Iife
support equipment. Regardless of the reason, the use of life
support equipment creates complicated ethical problems for
health care professionals.

The order not to resuscitate a patient ís a medical

decision and before this can be inítiated, the consent of the

patient must be obtained. This is a difficult task and
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Rosovsky and Rosovsky (1985b) state that the physician is
Iegally required to inform the patient completeJ-y as to the

purpose and nature of the order, the rísks and benefits
involved (death as opposed to continuation of suffering), and

the availabilí ty of any reasonable options. In the event

that the patíent is not competent to make such a decision,
the next of kin must face this responsibilíty.

'rVerbaI orders or the failure of any such orders
regarding critically ilt patients have traditionally resulted
in much confusion and frustration for critical care nursesrr

(Kemp, 19B5, p.355). Documentation of a ,do not resuscitate,
(DNR) order is important for tl¡o reasons accordíng to

Rosovsky and Rosovsky (1985b). A patient should not be

resuscítated in error or labelled DNR by mistake. AIso, the

accurate documentation of such an order is essential to

defend any legal cfaim of negligence.

Physicians, states I(iely (1-985), sometimes circumvent the

system by refusing to vrite the orders that they are verbally
giving, especially to the critical care nursing staff. And

in the rigÍd adherence to the principle of continuing J-ífe,

Bandman and Bandman (1979) state that physíeían's may leave

orders which are contrary to the patient,s or family,s víshes

ei ther to continue lÍfe or to end sufferíng. Nurses are

often caught in the mÍddle of such ambiguous sítuations and

conflicting viewpoints.
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The 'slow code/ is described by Huttman (1982), as the

instruction to respond slowly to rnohítor changes and the
,show code'as the instruction to respond to the situation as

urgent rather than life-threatening. This author also states
that these instructions are an inappropriate means of
avoidíng the decision to vrite a DNR order.

Vhen the medical orders are not appropriate to the

situation, Jameton (1984) states that the nurse may respond

slowly and intervene half-heartedly hoping that the

terminally ill patient will not revive before the physicían

arríves to halt the resuscitation offically. VerbaI orders

or the absence of such an order Ín the care of the critically
í11 may generate confusion and frustration and also be the

source of an ethical problem for the nurse. The critical
care nurse has a legal obligat ion to intervene vhen a

terminally ill patient suffers a cardiac arrest, yet that
nurse may be personally frustrated by a rnoral sensitivity to

the patient's rÍght to die.
The problern of vhen to a]low death is not

straightforward. Cawley (1.977) states that the patient
should decide vhen he or she is ready or vílling to allorr¡

death to occur. In the event of an urgent critical illness,
according to KieIy (1985), the physician,s opinion should

prevail, víth possible consultation with the family . Not to
allow ínevi table death to occur f orces a slor^¡ and
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dehumanizing process; so that this kÍnd of sÌtuation nust be

seríousIy and carefully considered Ín the care of the

crí tically iIl patient.
A need to priorÍze human and materiaL resources may also

generate ethical issues. Meisel, Grenvík, Pinkus and Snyder

(1986) state that the patient r,¡ho has made a decísÍon to
forego a particular treatment remains fuily deserving of that

therapy or care which has not been specifically declined.

However, supportive care for the DNR patient may involve

advanced nursÍng expertise and complicated technological
intervent ions as Levandovski , McClish and Youngner ( 1985)

discovered. The ethical problem occurs when the demand for
human and material resources in critíca1 care exceeds the

suppJ-y.

In summary, alloving death and the preservatÍon of human

life are issues vhich may create serious ethical problems in

critical care. These situations rnay be associated vith the

appropriate use of Iífe support equipment and decisions to

withdrar,¡ treatnent or not to resuscítate.

Death r¿ith dignity is a third topic which generates

dilemmas of an ethical nature in critical care. Fenner

(1980) describes death as the unacknowledged enemy of the

health professions because it is often seen as an ÍndícatÍon
of faílure. Death is the final stage of the life process, a
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f or human explorationrr (p.156). The lnystery

this stage of life generates anxiety and fear

stark reminder of our ovn vulnerability.
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rrfinal frontier
that surrounds

because it is a

To be r,¡ith a dying patient makes us conscious

of the uniqueness of the individual in this
vast sea of humanity, a\^/are of our f initeness,
our limited Iifespan. (ci11, 1980, p.2BB).

Each individual has the right to pass through this final
stage of Iife with dignity and grace, but when that

individual is a patient in a critical- care unit, this may be

compromi sed .

Several case examples are cited by Johnson (1.977), in

which the patient's right to a dignified death !/as denied.

One patient, who suffered from multiple problems as vell as

severe complicatíons following surgery that he did not wantt

eventually became dependent on a mechanical ventilator in the

critical care unit. As the days passed, he became familiar
with the dials on the machine. One night, vhen the nurses

were busy with an emergency elsewhere in the unÍt, he turned

off the alarms and the machine. The patient died, havíng

made a decision that no one el-se could face.

Personal values and beliefs, relígious and cultural
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background as veII as past life experiences affect the manner

in which the health professional cooperates with the

patient's dyíng. Patients may have the values and beliefs of
the staff imposed on them and the dying process then becomes

a prolonged and dehumanizing affair. Levine (I977 ) cites an

incident where a nurse responded to a terminally ilI
patient's cardiac arrest by using her ovn moral beliefs as a

guide rather than the patient's request for no resuscítation.
The patient was resuscitated and transferred to the crítical
care unit vhere she died severaf days later, having never

regained conscÍousness. The moral injustice to the patient
resulted in a prolonged death and unnecessary emotional

torment for the family.
Medical 'intervention in such sÍtuations may involve the

extensÍve use of drug therapy which may cause physiological
damage to retrievable organs. The Ímposition of personal

moral beliefs and values on the pat ient ci ted in the

preceeding paragraph deprived that patíent of a dignified
death and also of the possibility of donating her kidneys, a

gift of life vhich she ferventJ-y desired.
Death vi th dígni ty may be an issue vi th J-egal

ímplícations for the nurse, even vhen behaviour is guided by

the code of ethÍcs for nursing. Carey (1985) cites a

situation ( the case of llaltham versus Toms River Community

Hospital, Nev Jersey) ín which a nurse vas fired from her job
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in a critical care unít for refusÍng to carry out a díalysis
procedure r^¡hich she felt \^/as not in the best interests of a

termínarly ill patient. Her berief was that the dialysis
treatment vas prolonging 1ife, causing unnecessary harm and

preventing a dignified and peaceful death. she was dismissed
f.or refusÍng to perform a dialysis procedure even though she

had previously asked and received pernission to be relieved
f rom the care of this pat ient . The nurse acted r^¡i thin the
AmerÍcan Nurses, Association, Code of Ethics, but Iost her
legal suit. The superior court of Nev Jersey rul-ed that the
code of Ethics describes a standard of conduct which may be

beneficial to the individuar nurse but not to the pubric.
The hospital admÍnistration v/as found to be actÍng
appropriately by firing thís nurse.

The nurse cannot Ímpose personal moral or ethícal
beliefs on the patÍent. In Canada, "it is possible that a

nurse vho disregards a direct order to carry out treatment
based on her personal moral or ethical code could face
dismissalr' (Rosovsky and Rosovsky, L985d, p.13). The nurse
must abide by the policy of the institution and the

professional code of practice even if he or she dÍsagrees
with the content of these documents. The only circunstances
that vould permit the nurse to depart from these policies are
those that may appear to jeopardize the well-being of the
patient. The nurse can never abandon the patient, but must
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institute appropriate measures to safeguard the weIl-being of

the pat ient .

fn summary, death wíth dignity may be the source of

an ethical issue in critical care. The problem results from

the uncertainty of knoving vhen to allow death to occur and

the confl-ict betveen personal beliefs, institutionaL policy,
the professional code of ethics and the l-aw.

Several- other issues vhich may be the source of an

ethical íssue in critical care are rel-ated to

interdíscipJ.ínary role relatíonships, confidentiali ty,
communication and competency. The following is a

presentation of several of these issues vhich are relevant to

the practice of critical care nursing.
The most cornplicated issue relates to the role confusion

that nurses sometimes experience. Youngner, Jackson and

Allen (1,979) state that the nurses' role places them in a

much closer human contact \^/ith the patient's suffering, pain

and feelings of helplessness, and nurses have responded to

thís by becoming patient advocates. French (1984) descrÍbes

patient advocacy as a concept vhich emphasizes the welfare of

the patient as the end purpose of nursing. The Code of
Ethícs for Nursíng vhich was released by the Canadian Nurses

Association in 1985 states that I'the nurse is obligated to

advocate the client's ínterestsr? (p.9). As a patient
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advocate, the nurse is obliged to represent the patient who

may be unable or limited.
The problem !¡ith patient advocacy, states !linslow

(1984), lies in putting the theory into actíon. French

(1984) indicates that a nurse r,rho ís strongly committed to

serving the patientts best interests may become an adversary

to the physician r,¡i th regard to moral issues. Vhen the nurse

confronts a situation in vhich the choice is to foll-ov the

established norms or to depart for the benefi t of the

patient, a personal dílernrna occurs. rrlf the critical care

nurse follovs the doctor's order or the policy and procedure

directive, the patient may experÍence an adverse consequence.

0n the other hand, íf she does vhat she believes is correct,
the episode can result in disciplinary or job actionrf
(Rosovsky and Rosovsky, 1986, p.15). This type of role
confusion is often the source of a frustrating ethical
problem for the crÍtical care nurse.

Allocation of health care resources is an issue which may

also generate ethical issues. Zawacki (1985) deseribes the

dÍfficulty that physicians face in planning for appropriate
patÍent care within a socio-economic context. Parsons (1985)

states that one difficulty is in reconcÍIing society's
expectations for health care with criticism of rising costs.
The care of the critically iIl patient, accordÍng to Sanders

(L986), costs more than four times that of any other patient.
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This author also indicates that death within one year of

hospitalization is twice as likely fbr the critically iIl
patient than for any other patient. Cost-containment Ín the

critical care unit may be a significant ethicaÌ concern.

The problem of priorizing patients' needs for critical
care when the unít is fully occupied and a bed ís required

for an emergency admission is a problem described by Pinch

( 1985a) . This type of si tuation requires a decision to

dÍscharge one patient to an alternate setting in the

institution vhere patient-staff ratios are greater and

nursing care is less intensive. Such decisions are often

made vith a degree of speculation as l¡ell as risk for the

patient who may be deprived of rnonitoring equipment before

physiological stability is certain. As the increasing cost

of health care results in less money available for capital
equipment purchases and staffing, Kiely (1985) predicts that

there vill be even more numerous ethical concerns of thís
nature in crítical care.

The critical- care nurse, according to Kiely, is oblígated

to demonstrate and maintain competence in the practíce of

critical care nursing. Hovever, vhen staffing is Ínadequetet

the neophyte critical- care nurse may be required to assume

responsibility for a patíent situation that is beyond hÍs/her
capaeity to function safely and effectively. An ethical
Íssue results from feeling personally inadequate to meet the
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needs of the patient, and having no alternative but to accept

the patient assignment or be lega'Ily accountable for
abandoning that patient.

Confidential-ity is an area vhich may also be the source

of an ethícal issue in critical care. Vhen one is disturbed
by the ethical nature of a controversial patient care

situatíon, I(ieIy questions the degree of information one

should share with colleagues, and under vhat circumstances?

The critical care unit does not afford much privacy for
discussion. Violating a patient's right to confidentiality by

díscussing such mat ters in public raises the potential for
slander or a libel sui t.

Confidentiality and sharing of information may also forn
the basis of a dilemma in relation to disclosure of
information to the terminally ill patient. Edwards (1983)

states that, because of their intimate and continuous contact

\,/ith a patient, nurses are of ten asked questions that should

be asked of doctors. Being confronted vith a question such

as ItAm f going to live?rr creates a conf l-ict. The nurse may

knov the answer, but may not be able to ans\¡/er it honestly.
This is a moral issue which focuses on the question of who is
the best person to inform the patient. Curtin and Flaherty
(1982) state that this may not be excusively vithin the

domain of medicine.

The function of the critical care nurse íncludes
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detailed and continuous documentation of the patientrs
condition. Kieller (1985) states thát vhen the patient,s
conditÍon is unstable, these demands are nearly impossible to

fulfill, yet the nurse is legally responsible for performÍng

and recording these observations. A lack of flexibility in
this funct íon also creates a problem when the patient, s

condition has stabÍlized and such close monÍtoring interferes
vi th rest and sleep periods. Priorizing the patient's need

for rest wÍthin a total nursing care plan may be desirable,
but also limited by the medical orders and the bureaucratic
protocol.

Ethical issues in cri tical care occur wi th sÍgnificant
frequency. They are related to the patient, s rights to
informed consent, quality of life, allowing death, and death

vith dignity. It is not possible to clearly separate
dílemmas into specífic categories because each contains
erements of the other. Ethical issues in critical care arso
evolve from other sources such as the accountabirity of the
nurse to the patient, the institution and the law, scarcity
of material- and human resources, confidentiali ty and

unreasonable role demands.
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Factors I^Ihich Inf Luence the Nurse's Response

Mayberry (1986) indicates that in their o\,/n inner vor1d,

nurses struggJ-e with the dynamics of an internal and external
environment. The potential for active moral conflict for
nurses is created vhen these dynamics are associated r,¡i th the

externaL systems of policies, rules and norms. This

reviev of the literature vlill focus on those factors, either
Ínternal or external, which may influence a nurse's response

to an ethical issue.

Valleck (1983) describes Ínternal influencing factors as

those which are related to the individual,s personal values,
beliefs, attitudes, past experiences, knovledge and

philosophy of 1ife. Bishop (1978) states that religious
considerations are also a component of ethical decísion
making. !,lith or vithout formal- ethics training, PeIJ-egrino

et al-. (1985) state that personal values and beliefs are the

most powerf u1 f actors r^¡hich inf Iuence an individual, s

approach to ethical issues.
rrNurses are individuals r¿i th personal values, belief s and

attitudesrr (Thornpson and Thompson, 1985. p.75). Values,

states Greene (1985), are one's conceptions of the desirable,
of that vhích appears \^/orthy of appreciating, of that r^¡hich

is believed to be good or right. The culture into vhich one
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is born provídes a netvork of custons, codes and rules,
so that onef s earl-iest experiences in'life are ínfluenced by

socially accepted standards of vhat is good or bad; right or

\¡/rong. 0ur personal life history also affects hov we

perceive and respond; and inevi tably colors reasoning

processes. Nursing behaviour involves moral judgments and

choices in decidÍng vhat is right or good in a particular
instance. Greene states that such moral choice is not made

ín a vacuum, and is inevitably influenced by personal values

and beliefs.
Professional background, which incÌudes education and

work experience has a greater influence on attitudes than

either sex or religious upbringing, according to Youngner et
aI. (I979). Education and experience, vrites Stone, Jebsen,

VaIk and Belsham (1984), enhance the critical care nursers
sense of personal accornplishment and determine the degree to
which situations are perceíved as stressful or threatening.

Educational experience stimulates moral development,

according to 0'Rourke Vito (1983). This author utilizes
Kohlberg's (I975) theory of moral development as a conceptual
framework, describing moral development as a reorganizatÍon
of thought structures r,¡hich occurs when a student's capacity
for critical thinking and moral reasoning Ís stimulated.
0'Rourke Vito (1983) states that moral- development coincides
wi th education and tends to stabilize at whatever poÍnt
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formal education is terminated.

A nurse's capacity for critical thinking and moral

reasoning was found by Ketefian (1-9Bl-a, L9BLb) to be directly
related to the level of formal- education. In a study to
measure noral judgment in nursing dilemmas, Crisham (1981)

found that formal education and previous deliberation with a

nursing diLemrna was positively associated vith hov a subject
judged a moral- issue. Age alone was not found to be a

significant variable. Formal education and past experience

appear to enhance principled thinking abílity as veII as to
Ínfluence one's behaviour in a moral dílemrna.

Although educational experience Iargely determines a

nurse's role orientation, Ketefian (1985) determÍned that
professional role conflict adversely affects moral behaviour.
That is, vithin the reality of the vork envÍronment, nurses

may abandon professional role orientatíons when internal-Ízed
beliefs and values confl-ict vith bureaucratic expectations.
The ol-der and more experienced nurse, states Mayberry (1"986),

moves towards obedience and conformity by developiong loyalty
to the Ínstitution and to peers.

Although formal nursing educatíon may enhance critical
thínking abili ty, Cameron ( 1986 ) describes the nurse as

coping vi th moral and ethÍcaI dilemmas in a highly
Índividualístic and intui tive manner. Intui tíonism,
according to Thompson and Thompson ( 1985) , is knowledge
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\,/ithout rational thought, that is, a natural avareness of

vhat is right or !¡rong. Intuitionism', states I(emp (L985) t

assumes that an individual with a good character and an

educated mind vi11 know intuÍtively vhat ís right and what is

vrong. Intuítive knowledge, according to Lumpp (L979) is

enhanced by the totality of Iife experience; parental

example and teaching; formal and informal educational

experience; religious and cultural ínfluences; and social
contacts. Huckaby (1986) states that intuitive feelings are

inadequete in finding resoLutions to moral and ethical
dílemmas.

The critical care nurse's sense of , vhat Benoliel (1983)

describes as a hunan or compassionate response with respect

to the individualr may be an ínternal factor vhich has a very

personal effect on the nature of the response to an ethical
dilemma. CarÍng, accordíng to Carper (1'979), is a

professional and personal value and provÍdes a normative

standard whích guides our attitudes and actions tovards

individuafs for vhom ve care. Roach (1'984) states that
rfnursing is the professional-ization of human caring through

delíberate affirmation of caring as the human mode of beingrr

(p. 1). rtTo be truly human is to carerr (p. 8), and within
the concept of care rris subsumed the essential
characteristics of nursing as a helping disciplíne" (p.12).

Caring is prof essionalized in nursing r^¡i thin a context of
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time and situation and is actualized in concrete moments of

caríng behaviour.

Critical care nursing activities involve human

relatíonships and these are shaped by the caring nature of

the indíviduaf nurse. GiIIigan (I9BZ) states that rrwomen not

only define themselves in a context of human relationship but

also judge themselves in terrns of their abÍlity to carerl

(p.17). Thus, relationshíps and the interconnectedness of

índivíduals may be integral to the decision or selected

choíce in a given situation. Although GÍ11igan's findings

are specific to vornen, Jorgenson and Crabtree (1986)' in a

study designed to explore the practical knovledge in expert

crÍtical care nursing practice, found that the acts of both

male and female nurses appeared to relect this ethíc of care

and responsibility.
SerÍous illness or injury often compromises the ability

of the patient and family in the critical care unit to choose

freely or to make vise decisions. The critical care nurset

guided by the carÍng nature vhich constitutes the core of

nursing, may accept the responsibiti ty of helping such

índividual-s through difficult or distressing phases of an

illness, according to Jorgenson and Crabtree (1986). Caring

then, could be considered a distinct ínternal infl-uence in

how a nurse perceives and responds to situations vhich are

cornplicated by ethical issues
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As nurses ve have the freedom and'individualÍty
to express care and compass ion. I,le al-so have

a responsíbili ty both to be r^¡illing to rnake

choices in how ve care and to act on them.

(Tschudin, 1-986, p.41) .

In summary, a nurse may be influenced by internaf
factors such as values, beliefs and attitudes in response to

an ethical issue. These factors evolve from cultural and

religious background, as r,¡el] as personal Ii f e his tory.
Education and vork experience are afso internal Ínfluencíng

factors vhich are reflected in the índívidual's capacíty for
moral reasoníng and judgement vithin the context of the work

setting. The nurse's response may also be influenced by a

deep sense of caring for the patient as another human being.

There are severaÌ sources of external influence whích

may affect the manner in vhich a nurse responds to an ethical
íssue. Active and potentÍal moral confLict may originate
f rom the nurse ' s interac t ion r,¡Í th the social sys tem of the

institutionr âs vell as from its informal and formal

policies, according to Huckaby (1986). fn the clinical

setting, the nurse's multiple loyalties to patient r farnilyt

physician, employing agency and professional standards may
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conflict. Lamb ( 1986) states that such intervening variables
in the context of the setting have a sfgnificant influence on

nursing behaviour and decision-making.

There are several- categories of external factors vhich
may infl-uence a nurse's response. Role conflict; the

professÍonl code of ethics and standards of praetice; the

institutional polícy; societal and legaI expectations; and

the patient/s family are presented in the current literature
as factors vhich may infl-uence nursing behaviour in an

ethical dil-emma.

Patíent advocacy is a professional obligation which is
often the source of confusion and conflict for a nurse

confronting an ethical dilernma. Rosovsky and Rosovsky

(1985c) state the the nurse's chief responsibility is to the

patient, that is, the nurse must assume responsibÍlity for
actíon vhich is coincident to serving the best interests of
the patíent. Huckaby (1986), indicates hovever, that a nurse

must assume different roles and responsibili ties, each

demanding a dífferent allegiance.
fn a study to determine the response of critical care

nurses to hypothetical dilemmas, Lawrence and Farr (L982)

found that legaI consequences, patient rights and wishes and

physician authority wouLd all be consÍdered ín deterniníng
nursíng behaviour. The study indicated that respondents \,/ere

divided on the issue of the nurse,s roLe as independent
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decision maker. Nursing behaviour is guided by the

obligation to advocate the patient,s b'est interests, but this
may be in confliet with other intervening variables.

The nurse functions in a system in vhich, accordÍng to
Youngner et a1 (1,979), there is an apparent contradictíon
betveen the appearance of an ínterdisciplinary tean approach

to problem sol-ving and a traditional hierarchy vÍthín which

the physician assumes ultimate authori ty in the decision
makÍng process. Aroskar (tgBZ) states that nurses generally
bear the burden of having to carry out a medical decisÍon
regarding patient care, often vithout having had any part in
the decísion making process. Vhen the nurse, as a patient
advocate, does not agree vith the treatment plan, a conflict
arises and the nurse is faced vith an ethÍcal problem.

Nursing behaviour is guided by a code of ethics. The

Canadian Nurses Association (1985) states that the Code of
Ethics for Nursing is an attempt to provide guidance for
nurses rtho face ethical dilemmas. A code of ethics is
lÍnited Ín application to specific situations, according to

Huckaby (1986), because of its abstract and general nature.
Levine (L977 ) describes a code of ethics as a code of
etiquette, because of its lack of specificity, vhile Tschudin
(1986) states that nursing codes direct but do not protect
and that they stimulate thought but do not provide wal1s

vÍ thin which one is safe to act. Although i t may be
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peripheral to the interes ts of the pat ients ' the code of

ethics is an external influencing fac'tor in relatÍon to hov

the nurse responds to an ethical dil-enma.

Another significant external influence on the

indivíduaI's response may be factors in the work setting.

Mayberry (1986) states that factors such as administratíve

policy and organizationaf structure may make even reasoned

decísion-making difficult. 0bedience to authority and a need

to naintaÍn harmony within the institution are characterístic
of experienced nurses' accordíng to Crisham's (1981)

findings. This 'milieu effect' on moral judgment implies

that subjects are influenced by peer response as well as

other pressures from vithin the setting. Mayberry (1986)

states that personal ethical decision making may be limited

by these environmental factors.
Societal attitudesr definitions of justice and legal

def ini tíons of right and \,/rong also inf luenee the nurse

according to l,lalleck ( 1983 ) . Socie ty, s tates Benoliel

( L983 ) , develops i ts values in a process of cultural

evolution, r^¡here values aríse in a response to social needs.

The índivídual nurse r^¡iII be affected in her response to an

ethÍcal dilemma by the norms or acceptable standards of

society. A social attitude r,¡hich does not agree vith actíve

euthanasia may ínfluence the nurse who is caught in a dilemma

of having to care for the patient as 1ífe support equipment
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ís discontinued.
The nurse is obligated to abide by the lav ín the

practice of the profession and legal parameters may also be

an external influence on a nurse's response to an ethical
dilemma. Activities that are not clearly within the legal
limi t of the lav wilI be influenced by the nurse's

Ínterpre tat ion of the l-aw. For example, Iarge doses of

narcotic sedatives are sornetimes necessary because of severe

and unretractable pain or unmaRageable confusion and

restlessness. If the terminally ítl patient is heaví1y

sedated to reIíeve paÍn, ít becomes difficult to assess

vhether the sedation is actually refieving pain or hastening

death. Is the nurse actual-l-y commi t ting murder by

administerÍng such sedatÍon? Levenson (1981) states that it
is important to allow flexibitity Ín ethical decision making

because i t is not possible to create strict guidelines to

cover all possibilities. However, legal accountabílity'
according to Kapp (1986), can serve as an ímpediment to

decísion making. A nurse's response to an ethical issue may

be externally influenced by legal obligations or by the

perceptions of same.

The patient's family may also influence the nurse's

response to an ethical issue. The presence of a distraught
family in the critical care unit places stress on the nurse

as he or she becomes a participant observer in theír crisíst
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accordÍng to Flaherty ( 1982) . fn the consideration of an

ethical dílemma, the nurse may have' attitudes or beliefs
which have been Ínfluenced by an a\¡/areness or concern for the

velfare of the family.

0ther external- influences which may be determining

factors in how the nurse responds to an ethical dilemma are

related to personal support structures, accordíng to Price

and Murphy (1985). For exarnple, a positive and cohesive team

of nurses vithin the unit is necessary for the emotional and

spiritual rueIl-being of the staff. As ve11, a nursing

adminístrative body vhich ís responsive to the critical care

staff, influences the overall tone of work in the unít.
These factors serve to create an environment vhich will
determine the criticaÌ care nursets sense of worth and

ultimately are reflected in the manner in r,¡hich the nurse

responds to the stress of an ethÍca1 dilemma.

In summary, the external factors which may influence a

nurse's response to an ethical issue are related to role
expectations, the code of ethics, bureaucratic policy,
societal norms, Iegal obligations and working ethos.
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Re solution of the Ethical Issue

Clinical sÍtuations raísing ethical questions

often involve suffering or deep personal conflicts.
Anxiety, guilt and doubt are almost inevitable
reactions. It is illusory to hope that being

right or having a method vill relieve all
difficult feelings in these cases. Even if one

chooses the right pole of a dÍlemma, one must

stí11 forgo the lesser vafue. Good decisions

remain open to ne\,/ doubts and reexamination.
(Jameton, L984, p. 66).

Resolutíon of an ethical issue ín relatÍon to the care

of the critically ilt patient may require a multidisciplínary
approach to problem soJ.ving and decisÍon making. Davis

(I979) indicates that such sÍtuations are a major factor ín

the stress experienced by critical- care nurses. Although

nurses are a critical part of the process of problem-solving

in ethical dilemmas, Aroskar and Veatch (L977 ) indicate that

they do not malce the decisions.

A decisíon r,¡hich compromises one's personal integrí ty is
particularJ-y stressf u1. llhen stress is caused by externally
control-1ed factors, Anderson and Basteyns (1981) state that
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greater personal dístress occurs and is related to one's

inability to control the source. The critical care nurse,

according to Oskins (1,979), must be able to cope with and

manage such stress in order to be able to functÍon

effectively in the cri tical care area.

The nurse's ability to come to terms vith an ethical
issue is dependent on several factors. This review vill
focus on those determining factorsr âs described in the

Iiterature, vhich Iead to either the íneffective or effective
personal resolution of an ethical íssue.

fneffective personal resolution of an ethical issue is
described by l^lilkinson (19B6) as moral distress, that is, rfa

psychological disequilibrium and negative feelÍng state
experÍenced when a person makes a moral decision but does not

follor,¡ through by performing the rnoral behaviour indicated by

that decision" (p. 388). Vilkinson also describes the

phenomenon of moral outrage vhich she states is related to

but clearly distinct from moral distress. Although the

effects of both phenomena may be simil-ar, the difference
lÍes in the fact that vhen the nurse experiences moral

outrage, the feelings occur because of the actions of others

that are perceived to be immoral. Moral- distress, on the

other hand is the result of actions that are or are not taken

by the nurse her/himself
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Factors which are associated with this feeling statet

according to Zablov ( L9B6 ) , are those of poverlessness t

helplessness, indecisíon and uncertainty. Vilkinson (1986)

lists feelings of anger, frustration and guilt ín association

r,¡ith moral distress.
Prolonged exposure to a s tressful vork environnent,

according to Price and Murphy (1985)r eventually leads to a

state of enotional deptetion and spiritual exhaustion. 0ther

personal characteristics of this feel-ing state are descrÍbed

by Price and Murphy as a loss of enthusiasm, fatiguet
irritation or hypercritical reaction, depression, sleep

disturbance, loss of rísk-taking behaviour and psychological

vithdraval. The personal discontent associated vith moral

distress may eventually Iead to the phenonmenon that Gervaize

and Hovard (1984) describe as 'burnout'.
PsychologícaI disequilibrium generates great personal

indecision and uncertainty, according to Zablow (1986)r and

this disequíIibrium may be reflected in the nurse's abilÍty

to give patient care. I{iIkínson (1986) suggests that vhen

nurses experience moral distress as damaging to their
personal and professional wholeness, theÍr abílity to give

quality patient care may be significantly altered. Fron a

s tudy of the reali ty shock experienced by ne\¡/ graduate

nurses, I(ramer (1,974) suggests that the nursing care given by

a nurse vho is experiencing moral outrage, disÍllusionment,
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hostili ty or despair vilI certaÍnIy be different and Iess

effective. The climate vhich surrbunds the patient Ís

instrumental to that patient's veII being. The nurse who

experiences mora] distress, according to I(ramerr nâY have

díffícuIty in effecting a climate r^¡hich is conducive to the

l¡ell-being of the patÍent.

Ineffective coping with moral- distress is exemplified by

behaviours r^¡hich Vilkinson (1986) describes as avoiding

patients or situations, changing jobs or leaving nursing.

Nurses who are no t abl-e to cope vi th moral- dis t ress may also

experience a lowered self esteem. ViIlcínson states that the

nurses who do not leave the situation may experience even

greater damage to their self esteem, vhich may be reflected
Ín further deteríoration in patient care.

An alternative behaviour vhich a dissatisfied nurse may

choose is described by Aroskar (1982) as that of 'vhistle
bloving' . There are three eÌements of 'whis tle bloving'
listed by Murphy (1981). These are; dísagreement vith an

authority vhich ís made public; a conflict of loyalty between

peers and society; and an accusatíon reLated to ethical
concerns. 'Vhistle bloving' is rarely an effective means of

dealing vi th personal moral dis tress, and GIazer ( 1983)

states that it may result in personal and professional

harassment, loss of job, status or security, or defamation of

character and personal integrÍty.
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In summary, a nurse,s Ínability to cope personally vith
an ethical- issue may be associated with stress and loss of

self esteem. Ineffective behaviour nay be described as

"whistle bIowing", avoiding patients or situations, changing
jobs or leavÍng nursing.

The effective resolution of an ethical dilemmar that is,
successful- coping, is reflected in a feelÍng of control over

the situatíon, according to Vilkínson (1986). Such coping

mechanisms are associated with particular attitudes and

behaviours.

The nurse should have the personal quali ties of
intellígence and capabilityr âs vell as sinceríty and

truthfulness, according to Sheehan (1985). Nursing behaviour

should al-so be guided by the professional code of ethíes,
institutionaÌ protocol, and the Iaw. Rosovsky and Rosovsky

(1986) state that a nurse should act sensibly in any

situation vhich challenges personal beliefs or professional
responsibili ty. The nurse should also utlize sound

professional judgement in order to act in a reasonable and

prudent manner. Such actions should be based on reasoned and

cri t ical thinking
The nurse should ultimately be guided by a sense of

caring for another hunan being, states Flaherty (1982).

Caring describes a characteristic which is not unique to
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nursing, that is, caring does not distinguish nursing from

other occupations. Caring, however, is unique in nursing, in

that , as Roach ( 1984) points out r a1l at tributes which are

used in a description of nursing are derived from caring.

Caring is particularly applicable in situations, for example,

vhere a patient is deeply unconscious and quai.ity of Iife is
questionable.

The seríous and intense atmosphere of the critical care

unit often generates a norm of solennity, r^¡hích can be a

signíficant deterrent to the emotional well-being of the

staff. Humour is a deep and spiritual function which enables

one to assert or reassert perspective, according to Price and

Murphy ( L985) , and they suggest that cri tical care nurses

need to be able to laugh as a self-medication against the

insidious threat of burnout. Such behaviour may be a factor
in a nurse's ability to cope successfully vith difficult
ethical situations.

Nursing behaviour and responsibility in relatíon to an

ethical issue may be guided by clearly defined bureaucratic
protocol. Rosovsky and Rosovsky (1986) state that the

critical care nurse can be actively involved in establíshing
such guidelínes. This incLudes vell written job descriptions
and clearly defined policy and procedure manuals. By

particÍpation on the part of nurses in the fornul-ation of

such documents, the areas of such responsibility can then be
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nore clearly delineated in terms of the nurse's rol-e as a

patient advocate.

The critical care nurse should define his/her rol-e as one

of a patient advocate, states French (1984). Promotion of a

more autonomous role requires more autonomous attÍtudes and

behaviour accordíng to Pinch (1985c), and requires that the

nurse play a s tronger part in the problem-solving or

decision-making process, particularly in relation to ethical
d i lemmas .

The nurse mus t be f amí liar r,¡i th the legal boundaries

r,¡i thin vhich one f unctions in cri ticaL care in order to avoÍd

potential 1ega1 liability. Brent (1985) states, for example,

that advanced knovledge and skill- are required in critical
care nursing. The legal implications of this advanced

standard of practice may complicate the ethical issue that a

cri tical care nurse confronts. In order to narro$¡ the

possible legaì- dirnensions of an ethical issue, Brent ( 1985)

suggests that the nurse inform the manager vhen he/she does

not feel knovledgeable enough or suitably skilled to meet the

patient's needs. Clear and concise documentation of nursing

activities, careful delegatíon of duties to colleagues, and

practice r,¡ithín the guidelines of the unit's documented

polícy are also sugges ted as means of avoÍding legal
líability in the resolution of a complicated ethíca1 issue.

The critical care nurse is in a unÍque position of having
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intimate knowledge of the patient and family. I(emp (1985)

states that the nurse should actively participate in

establishing facts regarding sÍtuations which require ethícal
decisions. The nurse can collaborate vith the physician in

the interpretatÍon of the objective data concerning the

patient's conditÍon and can also, according to l(emp, add

significantly to the more subjective information regarding

the patient's and farníly's ability or víIlingness to

participate in ethical decision-making. In providing direct
care to the critically ill patient, the nurse may be able to

determine that individual's feelings, knovledge and

understanding of the si tuation in a comprehensive manner.

This knowledge may be essential ín determining a patient's
ability to share in the ethical decision-making process.

A more studíous and reasoned approach in the resolutíon
of an ethical dilemma is vhat Aroskar (L982) describes as

preventive ethics. As Clouser (1980) states, the difficult
and sophisticated work is in the analysis of the

circumstances that are to be morally appraised. An ethics
committee made up of a variety of health professíonals as

vel-l as a philosopher or a theologían, can offer expertise
and serve a multitude of purposes. Education, development of

guidelines, emergency revievr of casesr clarification,
communicatÍon and deliberatíon of moral issues and legal
problems , counselling of staff and families as well as a
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retrospective study on decision making processes are examples

of the issues that coufd be considered by such a committee,

aceording to Fowfer ( 1986a) . This commi t tee coul-d be a

valuable resource for the critical care nurse.

The establishment of an interdisciplinary ethics
comnittee is challenged by Lestz (1977), because of the

potential control that such committees may assume over the

decision making process. He compares such potential control
over Iife and death decisions vith the coercive influence of

a Big Brother, âs depicted in OrvelI's (1949) book Nineteen

Eiehty Four. In spite of this possibility, ârr

ínterdisciplÍnary ethics commi t tee could serve a useful
function as a resource in the problem solving process.

A clinical ethicist, that ís, an individual vith advanced

knowledge of ethicsr mây be an effective resource to the

critical care nurse in the resolution of an ethical dilenma.

Davis and Aroskar (1983) state that this individual can

assist the staff in the resolutíon of an ethical problem by

delineating the el-enents that may be invol-ved and providing

an alternate perspective r,¡hich is grounded more in phtlosophy

and theology than in the health sciences. Utilization of

such a resource in cri tical care, according to FovIer

(1-986b), provides a \,/ay of clarifying or Ílluminating a

problematic situation for the nurse.

An ethical round is described by I(iely (1-985), as a
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díscussion vhich occurs vithin a mul-tidÍsciplinary framework

and incorporates a didactic exploratioh of ethical issues for

the purposes of ethical analysis and education. This ís

simíIar to the ethÍcs committee approach but perhaps Iess

formally established and more readily accessible to critical

care nursing staff. Davis (1979) states that when ethical

rounds are led by a nurse for a group of nurses, the nature

of the issues that arise are different than in rounds led by

physicians. Ethical rounds vhich focus on nursing concerns

may result ín a more effective resolution of an ethical issue

for the critíca1 care nurse.

Support systems for the cri tical care nurse are an

important element in facili tating the effective resolutíon of

an ethical dilemma. stone et al (1984) identify the coffee

and meaL breaks as a source of an informaÌ support netl¡ork.

Kravcyk and Kudzma (1,978) state that vhen the environment is

not associated \,¡ith the stress of the clinical arear greater

partícipation and discussion occur. Crisham (1980) describes

the enriehed envÍronment as one in which individuals are

encouraged to share their vievs thoroughly and

systematically. This process encourages principled thinkíng

and may result in more effective resolution of ethical

issues in critical care.

In summary, the ineffective resolution of ethical issues

may generate significant personal distress for the critical
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care nurse, erode personal integrity and dramatically affect

one' s abi IÍ ty to give quali ty pat ient care. At t i tudes and

behavíour vhich result ín a more effective resolutíon of an

ethical issue are related to competencer reasoned judgement

and adequate support systems. Communication between peers

and colleagues, the availability of an ethícs conmittee or a

clÍnÍcaI ethicis t , and the opportuni ty to participate in

ethical rounds are mechanisms which assist the critícaI care

nurse to resolve ethícal issues.

Con clus i on

Care of the critically iIf patíent involves a complex

plan of care delivered in an environment charged ltíth the

tension of potentiaÌ crisis. The health care that is

currently availabl-e to the patient experiencing a life

threatening event has the potential to provoke a variety of

concerns vhích are ethical Ín nature. This reviev of the

literature has described the kinds of ethícal issues vhich

are possible in relation to critical care as well as factors

vhich may influence the manner in r^¡hich a nurse responds to

the situations which are ethically problematic.

It ís evident that many of these ethical issues have the

potential to generate great personal dístress for the nurse
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involved in a particular patient care situation. It is also

possible that the quality of patient cäre may be dependent on

the nurse's ability to cope vith the morat distress that is
often associated with such issues.

The ethical problern for a particular patient is
determined by the unique circumstances of that patient's life
situation and by the care that ís required. It is also

affected by the health care givers v¡ho are responsible for
determíníng the plan of care. The nature of the problem

sofving process generates numerous possibilities for conflict
vhích may be personal or interpersonal and may have a

sígnificant impact on the stress experienced by the staff.
The actual- resolution of an ethical issue may be

straightforward in consideration of the alternatíves l¡hich

are avaílable for the care of the patient. Hovever, the

personal resolution of the issue may be far more complex,

particularly when the final decision contradicts one's
personal values or moral beliefs

From this reviev of the literature, Ít seems evident

that the ethical dímension of patient care decisions in the

crítica} care unít are not only conplex, but may also be the

source of a lack of team cohesiveness in an enviroment which

demands uni ty in coping wi th the ongoing tension of

unexpected life threatening emergencies.
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Everything is neither right nor vrong. The

right or l¡/rong ís in the choosing, the keepÍng,

the losing. AII paths are light and shadow,

and every path is a different thíng to each man.

The right and the wrong, the good and the bad,

lie not upon the silent pathvay,

but in the man that walks it.

(Anonymous )
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CHAPTER THREE

Presentation of the Findings

The Ínformation presented in this chapter is separated

into several sections. The biographical ínformatíon obtained

from the participants is folloved by a description of the

particÍpants' definition of an ethical dí1emma. The

subsequent three major sections reflect the dominant themes

or patterns which emerged in the analysis of the transcripts.
This information is presented under the topic headings of:
the kinds of si tuatíons that partÍcipants described as being

ethical dilenmas; the factors vhich influence perceptions and

response; and finally the manner in which they responded to
and coped vith the situations which were described.

Biographical fnformation

The information obtaÍned on the biographicaJ. data form

revealed descriptive characteristícs about each group of
participants. The group of instructors or experienced

eri t ical care nurses are all f emale and betr,¡een 3l- and 50

years of age. Three of these $/omen are single and tvo are

married. One partÍcipant in this group indicated that she

is Roman Catholic and four indicated that their religion Ís
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Protestant. In refation to educational background, alI of

the instructors are graduates of a diploma program in nursing

as well as an Intensive Care Nursing Program. Tvo

participants in this group have a baccalaureate degree in

nursing and the remaining three are currently completing the

requirements f or a universi ty degree. I,li th regard to vork

experience, responses indicated that each member of this
group of nurses has between seven and ten years of experience

Ín a critícal care setting. Three of the group members have

ruorked as an AssÍstant Head Nurse in a critical care unit.
Participants also indicated that their experience as an

instructor in the IntensÍve Care Nursing Program ranges from

t\^¡o to seven years.

The group of neophyte critical care nurses are also

atl female, but betveen 18 and 30 years of age. AIl are

single. Three members of thís group are Protestant, one is

Roman Catholic and one member did not respond to this
question. Educational background informatÍon revealed that

each member of this group has obtained a diploma in nursing

and a certificate in Intensive Care Nursing. None of the

group members has post secondary-education at a university
level nor are any currently enrolled in pos t-secondary

educat ional programs. I,tork experience f or this group varies

from one and a half to three years, and occurred in an acute

care facility (as opposed to a community heaÌth setting).
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In summary, the group of ins t ruc tors is
characteristicalì-y ol-der, has more prâctical experience as a

critical- care nurse and arso has more educational preparation

than the group of neophyte cri tical care nurses. AII
participants are femaÌe, only two are married and all except

one indicated a religious affitiation. The majority of the
partÍeipants indicated that they are of a Protestant faith.

Ethical Dilemrna Defined

At the beginning of each interviev, participants \,/ere

asked to describe their definí tion of an ethical diLemma.

Responses to this question revealed that participants
perceive such a dil-emma to be associated r^¡i th di f f erences

betveen right and vrong or good and bad. Intra and inter
personal conflict \^,ras stated to be the result of a

díf f erence in personal values or belief s. Past lif e and r,¡ork

experience, culture, education and professional/J-egal
obligations were described as Ínfluencing one,s perception of
vhat might feel morally right in a given situation.
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General Examples of an Ethical Dilemma

Participants described a variety of situations as

general examples of vhat they believed to be ethical dilemmas

in critical- care. fncluded in these responses are situations
ínvolving: ínformed consent; prolongation of life when

quality of life is compromised; discontinuation of therapy;
treatment decisions; admission criteria; organ retrieval from

a brain dead patÍent; patient, s loss of

dignity/privacy/confidentialíty; role conflÍct/confusion for
the nurse as a member of the health team; when to aLlov
death; restrainíng the patient; and communication with
patients/families/peers/administratíon/health team members.

Situational Context of an Ethical Dilemma

This section of the chapter presents the data in the

form of exemplars (a small instance of a particularly
meanÍngfuJ- transaction) and direct quotations from the

transcripts, ín relation to vhat the participants descríbed

as the situational- context of an ethical- dilemma. Vhen they
rrere asked to describe one situation ín whÍch they had been

personalJ-y involvedr pârticipants talked about incidents
r,¡hich were related to specif ic topic areas. An analysis of
the interviev transcripts reveal-ed that the common themes
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r,¡hich emerged in these descriptíons could be grouped into
those si tuatÍons r,¡hich dealt vi th ei ther excessive treatment

or discontinuatíon of therapy. There are al-so several other
issues which emerged in relation to the sítuational context

of an e thi cal di lemma. These are presen ted under the

heading: the interpersonaf dimension.

Excessive therapy

fn this category of ethical issues r pârticipants
descríbed situations involving patÍent care whÍch they

perceive to be excessive in viev of their understanding of
the particular disease process, the patient and/or family, s

wishes and the prognosis.

The folloving exemplar describes a patíent care

sÍtuation which seems excessive to the nurse even though the

patient has expressed a desire to Iive.

She vas so ill and so malnourished, she was

just in really bad shape and her lungs were...
there \{as nothing lef t of them. . just to see her

coughing up aII this blood and kind of laying
there ín a baII... every time I had to
suction her, I just thought, why arn I doing this
to her? I knew at the time that she wanted
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to live. I knew I vas doing good by suctioning
it out, but it \,/as getting to the'point where

it almost looked as if ve \{ere pulling up

lung tissue vith it. . . I just thought,

vhat am I doing to her, what is left of her...
to put her through all that trauma of having

to suctíon down her ET tube seemed almost inhuman

to me at the time.

The next exemplar describes a situatÍon of a hopelessly

ill Ìroman vho did not vant aggressive therapy and who

eventually died after several veeks in the critÍcal care

uni t.

She vas rejectíng her kidney.. she vas septic
and she was basically dying.. and they kept

treatíng her.. the famíly had said she vas tired
of all this and shefd been through so much in

the past eíght months that she had saíd she didn't
want anymore and here they vere doíng aIJ- this
to her, and you couldn't help thinking this
is vrong, they shouldn't be doing this. It
just seeme to linger on so long ín my eyes.
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It was a hopeless sÍtuation, this
going to survive. I j us t thought',

this woman, Iet her die.

Iady was not

\,/e're torturing

The preceeding descriptions are a depiction of the nurse

in the situation vhere therapy was perceived to be excessive

for the patient. There are several elements which vere seen

to be common to these kinds of situations and which add to
the understandíng of the meaning that these incidents have

for the nurse involved. Four elements which recurred

throughout the transcripts in relation to the issue of

excessive therapy are: the Ioss of patient dignity assocÍated

\,/ith eompromised quality of Iife, maintainíng patient
comfort, violation of the patient's right to determine care

and the nurse's perception of the family,s sufferÍng. These

elements are seen as f actors r,¡hich af f ect the nurse's
perception of the situation. and are described using excerpts

f rom the intervier,¡ transcripts.

Loss of patient dignity

Loss of dignity for the patient is an element which

recurs throughout the transcripts in relation to several

issues and topic areas. Loss of dígnity, ín situations
Ínvolving vhat is perceived to be excessive therapy, is
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assoeiated vith compromised quality of life. Nurses

describe loss of dignity in several vafs.

The following tvo exemplars íllustrate the si tuations

vhere loss of pat ient digni ty is assocíated wi th the

use of Ínvasive types of procedures. Nurses in these

instances perceive loss of patient dignity to be assocÍated

wi th the use of such interventions as endotracheal

intubation, nechanical ventilation and invasive lines used

for central monitoring.

Intubated, linedr s€ptic. . . it' s one of those

hopeless kinds of cases you reaÌly don't

anticipate that they're going to get any

better... they just seem to be getting
progressívely worse. Are ve really doing thÍs
person a favour? Vhat is the quality of Iífe?
Vhat is the real- prognosis here?

Do you really believe they'11 ever recover and

walk out of here?

Patient is in end stage cardiac fail-ure... she

recognizes that her heart has reached its end

point where íts not going to be able to

function and íf they can't do things by manner

of not invading her, then just 1et her
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go peacefully. Physicians intubate the patient
now she can't even verbal-ize to her famíly.
She's put on the ventilator, sedated, they put

in lines and the patient ends up ì.ooking like a

pin cushíon.

In this next exemplar, the nurse associates Ioss of
dÍgni ty vi th the progressive deterÍoratÍon in physical
appearance assocíated vith the advanced disease state prior
to the patient, s death.

She vas comatose and it vas avful... she vas

so swollen, every type of tul¡ing she had in
vas leaking and she was bleeding from the eyes...
there vas no hope and the family knew and

accepted that. Ve let her go on so long.
I believe that when people die, they should die
r+ith dignity and thÍs lady had gone beyond that.

Loss of dígni ty ís perceived by nurses in these

situations to be directly related to excessive therapy. The

use of invasive and mechanical interventions as r,¡ell as the
physical deterioratíon caused by the advanced disease state
are factors associated r^¡ith Ioss of dignity for the patíent.
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Patient comfort

Excessive therapy sometimes affects the patient I s

comfort by causing or increasing suffering. Nursing care of

the patient may directly cause discomfort for the patíent,

may be extremely unpleasant or may make no difference to the

patient's state of health.

Her skin just peeled off everyvhere and she

r¡/as just contínuously oozing and bleeding...
vhenever you vould change those dressings she

vould just flinch and that bothered ne cause

no mat ter how rnuch pain relief you gave her,

it didn't seem to do very much... there

rras absofutely nothing you could do to nake

her look comfortable. Ve couldn't turn her because

she vas so big and her skin vould tear and

she vould bleed.

Just ordinary routine care that we take so much

for granted can be extremely painful if someone is

acutely itI.. simple things Iike turning and

suctionÍng. . . doing treatments ' dressing changes 
'

It's obvious that it's painful. You give them aIl

the analgesic that you canr but you have to be
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careful, there's only so nuch you can give. You

come avay at the end of the day and you feel

as though you haven't improved the status QUor

you're just ínflicting pain.

She didn't want to do a vhole lot. Every time ve

turned her, it seemd like ve vere giving her so

much pain. . .

These situations exernplify the nurse's perceptions of

instances l¡here basic carer such as turningr dressing changes

and suctíoning Ís the direct cause of pain or suffering for

the patient. Compromised patient comfort ís one elenent which

nurses describe ín situations vhere therapy is perceived to

be excessive.

Violation of the patient's riehts or vishes

Situations which are perceived by the nurses to involve

excessive therapy may be characterized by a violation or lack

of consideration of the patient's rights or víshes.

Participants described several si tuations in v¡hich this was

perceived to be the case.
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Patient (states) that if they can't (avoid)

invading her, just let her go peace'fuIly.

She vants her family around. Nurses indicate
this ínformation to the physicians but

the physieians Íntubate the patient. The

family is kept out during the procedure...

the doctors disappear, the fanily comes in

and s tar ts screaming at the nurse, '\,/hat have

you done to my nother?'

This si tuatíon depicts a lack of consideration of the

patíent's r,¡ishes before invasive therapy (intubation and

mechanical ventil-ation) are instituted. A related issue

which seems relevant to this particular si tuation is that of
informed consent. It is not clear that consent to treatment

!/as obtained prior to the initíation of therapy in this
situation.

He'd had surgery... it had been futile and

he vas at this point unable to wean

( from the ventilator) . . . chronic temps. . .

pleural effusions... hovever the surgeon

remained very optimistic that he ruould

somehow r/ean. ALso some of the doctors in
the unit thought that if they opti¡nized
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this and optimÍzed that and optimized the

other thing, that he'd be able to wean...
Despi te all this, the patient took forever
to \,/ean, was not weaning and was theref ore

activel-y requesting to be taken off
the ventiIator.... The saddest thing about

this whole issue was that for the longest time

they denied this patient his rights.
The bottom l-ine vas, his ríghts were violated.

Denía1 of the patient's right to refuse treatment is
evidenced by the fact that the plan of care involved
treatment desígned to assist the patient to wean from the

ventilator. Despite the fact that the patient actively
requests that the ventilator be discontinued, the treatment

continues over a period of several months. In the end the
patíent's vísh to be removed from the ventilator is achieved

and he dies \,/í thin f if teen minutes.

The folloving exemplar descrÍbes a situation ín vhich
the patient is unconscÍous. Even though her previously
stated wish for no further treatment is knovn to the famÍly

and the health tearn, therapy is continued.
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The family had said she vas tíred of all thÍs
and she'd been through so much in the past

eíght months that apparently thÍs vonan had

said she didn, t \^/ant any more treatment and here
we were doing all this to her, and you couldn,t
help thinking thís is vrong, we shoul_dn, t be

doíng this.

I,lhen therapy or treatment regimes are perceíved to be

excessive, this group of nurses indícated that patients'
rights or expressed vishes may sometimes be ignored or
actívery víolated. The exemplars presented in relation to
this factor describe such íns tances in the realí ty of
practice.
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Family suffering

Interviever: Vhat

that
was the mos t di fficutt thing about

situation?

Participant: Dealing with the family' watching the paÍn

. they were going through.

Situations involving excessive therapy for the patient

also pose difficulties for the patient/s farnily. The

suffering of the family is a factor in how the nurse

perceives such si tuations.

Prolongation of life vhen there is minimal

hope of return of a quality lifestyle...
and treatment is stilI very aggressive...

but ultimately that patient r^¡il1 die anyvay.

You're really putting a lot of mísery not only

to the patient but to the patíent's famíIy.

It all seems so futile. You're torturing
in a sense that poor patient and his family.

The follovÍng exemplar describes a situation

the patient's wife is caught ín a conflíct betveen

health team beLieves is best for her husband and

in vhich

what the

what her
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husband vishes hímself. Therapy is

by the patient' yet the personal

experÍences is shared by the nurse.

perceived

cónflict
to be

that

exces s i ve

the wi fe

His poor vife vas talked to by all sorts

of doctors. Ilhat this woman \^/as trying to

do was to be a voice for her husband and

afso trying to sort out her own feelings, trying
to get the facts and she had all kinds of different
opinions from different people, but basically
she v¡ouId be sort of pushed into the corner

and told 'yes your husband can vrean and there's
no physical reason vhy he can't', implying that
she should be more supportive and that she's
givíng up hope on him. I felt very sad for
the wífe because she was torn betveen the devil
and the deep blue sea and vas receiving all kinds

of guilt-ridden messages.

The next t\,/o exemplars describe si tuations in vhich the

family is unable to accept the seriousness of the patient's
condition. The nurse perceives therapy to be excessive whiLe

the famÍ1y is still hopeful of the patíent's recovery.
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Her f ami ly would come ín and they vouì-d

look for every ray of hope and yolr don't

\,/ant to give them f alse hope, but you don' t

vant to keep them hoping that she vas going

to get bet ter too, so that \¡Ias hard to deal vi th. . .

the famiì-y sufferíng.

I could sense r,¡i th the f amily that they

really hadn't sort of come to terms vith Ít'
they didn't realize the seriousness of the

situation. I guess in my mind knev that she

was eventually going to die and they of course

had to keep having hope. I t \,/as really hard.

Farnily suffering is a factor in sítuations which the

nurse perceives to involve excessive therapy. Suffering nay

be in the form of anguish over the situation of the patient'

conflict resulting from the divergent viel¡s of patient and

health team or the need for hope even vhen the sítuation
seems futíle.
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Discontinuation of Therapy

Discontinuation of therapy is a second kind of situation

that participants described in relation to their experience

r,¡ith ethicaL dilemmas in critical- care. The care of the

critically ilt patient sornetimes reaches a poínt vhere

therapy \^/ill not reverse or halt the disease process.

'[lithdraving therapeutic interventions is necessary to allot¡

the patient to die. Such situatÍons may involve the removal

of tife support equipment such as mechanicaÌ ventilators' or

dÍscontinuing drug therapy. Drugs are administered Ín the

critÍca1 care area through infusion pumps vhich partícípants

described as 'the pump or the sage pump'. Discontinuation of

therapy may also invol-ve the use of large doses of

sedative/analgesic medication for relief of discomfort or

anxiety.
The incidents involving discontinuation of therapy are

characterized by t\,/o recurring themes which are relevant to

an understanding of vhat this kind of experÍence means to the

individual nurse. The situation of discontinuation of

therapy ís presented in relatÍon to the 'care versus ki11'

conflict and the problem of decision-making/not-making.
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The 'Care versus I(ill' Conf lict

Participants describe patient care sÍtuatíons

ít l¡as necessary to take deliberate action in order

the patient to die. These actions are equated

deliberate act to end the patient's Iife.

in r,¡hích

to allol¡
vÍth a

Atl we did vas discontinue the medications and that

\,/as assuring us that he vould díe shortly. I t was

just a matter of pushing a little button off.

The doctor came in. He gave her several doses of

morphÍne and ve vaited and she was still awake. So

he said 'vell, just hang on, it'II catch up and

eventually accumulater and she'11 go into a

sleeping pattern'. Adjustments vere made on

the ventilator and eventually the rnachine was turned

off. She struggled' gasped for air and died.

Some instances of díscontinuing or vithdraving therapy

involve the use of sedative agents in order to Iessen the

patient's discomfort or anxiety prior to death. Participants

describe thÍs kÍnd of situation as being different from

situations requíring deliberate action to wíthdraw

intervent ions
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Itve sat with patients, not necesSarily turned

anything off but given them norphíne and that's

doing the sane thing in a sense as turning off

sage pumps but \,tasn't as obvious. It \¡/as the idea

that I gave the needle for pain. You can alvays

rationalize it that way. But in this situation, this

\ras it. Vhen I turn that off, he's going to die.

And that \,{as the hard part. The pumps \,/ere very vivid.
I can still see the ones f turned off.

The situation of discontinuation of therapy may also

involve not taking action which is contrary to the normal

helping role of the criticaL care nurse. The folloving two

exemplars illustrate thís.

You go dovn on a drug and watch the monitors and

see what's going to happen and you might see a lot

more ectopics or something happening on the screen.

It vas kind of strange seeing all these things happeníng

and not doing anythíng. Standing there and watching.

She grabbed my hand. Ve hadn't touched the ventilator.
Ile were waiting for this sleep pattern. She vas a very

frightened woman. ft was a terrible situation because
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if you sav someone drovning, your immediate reactÍon,
if you knov hov¡ to slrim, would be to save them, but

vlhen you're ín the situation at the bedside,

they' re asking you to save them r¿i th thei r
expression and their fear and you,re standing
right there and you,re not doing anything. AI1 I
could do vas hold her hand.

Participants describe

these situations Ín terms

of the nurse as care giver.

the conflict they experienced in
of theír perception of the role

You alvays think of your patients as gettíng
better rather than not and you feel a Iittle
helpless and useless vhen you knov that you,re not
going to be able to cure this person.

You vere taught, the nurse, to

better. You learn in the real
can' t change everything.

make everything
r,¡orld that you j us t

Participants then describe the conflict that they
experienced when they real-ized that care \,/as not going to
cure the patient and that therapy should be discontinued.
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I vas appalled that thÍs (discontinuation of therapy)

even vent on. You knov it happen's, but not to me.

You're a critical care nurse, you save people's 1ives,

you don't help them die. f agreed vith what they

vere doíng. I understood why they vere doing it
to the patient and that r,¡hen ve turned i t of f
he vould die peacefully. But it wasn't any easier

to actually do it. I sav both sides of the story
and I stood somewhere in the middle saying

'oh my God, I don't know what to do. Can I do it
and live vith myself later. You get sent to prison

for killing people' and that's exactly how I felt.

Another nurse stated her perceptions in the following
excerp t .

This is the end point. There is brain death.

At one point we're faced with the fact that this is
the terminal event. You shut off that ventilator,
that person dies and vho has the rÍght. It's like

'oh my God, this is it and I am a part of it'.

of

of

The folloving exemplar

the dilemma in relation
therapy.

describes one

to the action

nurse's perception

of díscontínuation
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To me it felt like r,re .t,/ere putting her out of her

misery and all the anguish that \^¡e 'l/ere put ting
her through, but at the same time, it felt like we

\4¡ere kí]Iing another human being. I would be happy

to knov that she vras finally at peace and that she

\,/as relaxed and comfortable, yet at the same time,

it's hard to know that you've taken someone elsets life.

One par t i ei pant des cri bed

discontinuation of therapy r,lhich

experience for her to participate

dramat ic incident of

an extremely dÍfficult

not get this
particípated
murder.

a

1/A S

in.

Vhen f went home that night I could

day off my mind. I felt that f had

in a murder. I felt accessory to a

fn some instances, the nurse may suggest to the health

team that discontinuation of therapy be considered. In one

incldent, vhere therapy vas considered to be excesive and the

patient \,/as askíng to be taken off the ventilator' the nurse

did question the aggressive plan of care and rtas accused of

vanting to murder the patient.
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The surgeon actually ended up telling me and the

nurses in front of the patient's Üife that

\,/e were murderers and that ve vere just not helping

the situation at alI.

The 'care versus kitl conflict' is related to si tuations

which may require the nurse either to take deliberate action

or to ígnore life-threatening symptoms. ParticÍpants

perceive this kind of situation as contrary to their beliefs

about the helping role of the nurse. The deliberate action,

for example, of turning off the ventilator, is sornetimes

equated r,¡ith a feeling of having participated in or of having

comnitted a murder.

Deci s i on-Maki nslNo t -Making

Decision-making is a second theme r^¡hich recurred in the

partícÍpantsf descriptions of situations involving

discontinuation of therapy. Decision-making involves several

dimensions. Participants described situations vhere

decisions vere eíther made or avoided, vhere patients ríghts

or vishes rvere not considered and where there vas confusion

because of a prolonged decision-making process.
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The following two exemplars describe situatíons vhere

the patíent's vish to have therapy disContinued was perceived

by participants as not being considered by the health team.

An end stage respiratory patient vho absolutely dÍd

not r¡ant to go back to the respiratory centre' did

not vant to ever go home again and the r^¡ífe vas at

her wits end. She dÍdn't knov what to do. She

felt that she could not voice her opinion and she

felt very very guílty asking us not to be so aggressive

because her husband did not r¡Iant to get bet ter. He

pleaded with her to stop all this aggressive nonsense.

Yet, \^¡e didn't r,¡ant to.

This r,¡oman \¡/as a chronic COPDer and they !/ere

keeping her alive on the ventilator and she kept

vriting notes 'let me die, I vant to dier I canft

live like this' . She vasn' t able to vean off

the ventilator and doctors saíd flet's give her one

more day and l¡e'11 try thís'. Her husband dídn't

want her to suffer any more and she didn't want

to suffer any more. She said 'f'm suffering, this is

no way to live'. She arrested and they reintubated
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her. Vhen she voke up she

this? You should have just

they finally did.

said 'why did you

let me die'. In the

do

end,

Patient participation in the decision-makÍng process

varies depending on several factors; one being the patient's

level of consiousness. When the patient is unconsious, the

decisíon to discontinue therapy may be complicated. The

following exemplar descrÍbes a patient situation in vhich the

decísion to r^¡Í thdraw therapy is prolonged creating a

confusing and disturbÍng si tuation for the participant.

It \¡/as a hopeless situation. This lady vas not going

to survive. Vhat I'd been hearing all along vas

that they're going to probably discontinue on her

on Monday. They hadn't dialysed her for three days

and she vas fluid overloaded and her kidneys

!/eren't vorking and then vhen I came back on

Monday, they vere dialysing her again. I couldn't
believe it. They eventually did stop everything'

but it just seemed to linger on for so long.

The next exemplar describes a si tuation vhere the

decision was made to discontinue therapy on a conscÍous

patient without consideration of that patient's wishes.
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I \,¡ent to a neeting vhich inclüded all of the

tean members. I felt more of an observer than I
díd an actual participant because this vas something

new f or me. I,Ie discussed this lady's caser the

long term effects of her C0PD' hov this l/as end

stage and that she physiologically could not cone

out of this state. It made sense to me. The other

team members agreed and the decision vras made that

she vas going to be discontinued from the ventílator.
After leaving this meetingr coming down the staÍrs,
i t hi t me that r^¡e had missed a very important part

of this decísion and that \,¡as the pat ient and maybe

even the f amiì-y to some extent.

Decisions to discontinue therapy may have a situational
context. The folloving exemplar describes an incident Ín

r,¡hich the participant perceived factors other than the

patient's condÍ tion to have an influence on the

decision-making process.

I vas angry because of the situation, just

the circumstances that v/ere leading down to it.

0n the first set of rounds (in the morning) they

decided 'no r,¡e'll continue treatment' and on the
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second set of rounds (afternoon) vhen they were

short of beds, that's vhen they dêcided to díscontínue

treatment.

A second exemplar in relation to situational factors is

the folloving vhich describes a situation involving a patient

from a lower socio-economÍc class.

He was a man who lived on the street, had no next

of kin, chronic obstructive Iung disease, and they

\,¡ere vant ing to j us t pull the plug on him. I,le had

no meetings. I,le had no discussion. It was, rwe¡re

going to take him off the machíne, just take him off'.

Decisions whích are made or not made to dÍscontinue

therapy are perceived by participants to be colored by such

elements as the patient's rights or wishes, patient's level
of consciousness and situational factors.

A theme which recurred throughout the transcripts and

t¡hich is relevant to the preceeding information is the vay in
which the participants' perceive death. Several examples

índicate that death is vieved as something to be controlled,
allowed or prevented rather than as a natural part of the

Iife process. The following excerpts illustrate this.
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The patient was steadily goíng downhí11,

very slow and Í t \'/as going to take a long

but it was

time. It
to a haLt.\,/as just going to be a long, slow, grind

All he really vanted to do was to sl-íp away and

we voufdn't let him.

Vi thin a

treatment

veek ve

and we

r¿ere r¡i thdraving aggress ive

t to dÍe.all-or,red the atien

They

her

should have just let her go peacefully, make

comfortable and just let her go.

llhen death is vieved as an event to be

aIl-or,¡ed, the care of the patient is then

controlled or

seen as an

investment. The f ollor,¡ing excerpt describes this.

They

\,/e f e

had invested so much up

just not willing to let
to this point and they

go at that tíme.

So much is ínvested that

knov vhen is the time to
t rea tmen t

you find
s top all

it difficult to

that aggressive
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Care of the critically ill patient ís described by one

participant as an investment of time', as velL as human and

material resources. Vieving death in this manner is
reflected in the difficulty vi th vhich the decision to

díscontinue therapy is associated.

fn sumnary, discontínuation of therapy is a situation
vhich participants described in relation to a 'care versus

kill' conflict and factors involved in the decision-making
process.

The Inter ersonal Dimension

The interpersonal dimension of patient care situations
is related to several issues vhich emerged from the interviev
transcripts. Participants described si tuations involving the

recurring themes of interpersonal communicat ion and

professional relationshíps. This section of the chapter vill
describe the si tuational- context of perceived ethical
diLemmas in refation to these tvro major thenes of the

interpersonal- dimensíon.
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Communicatíon

Communícation bet!/een coJ-leagues, patients and families
is a theme which recurred in the participants' descrÍptions

of the situational context of an ethical dilemma. The

follovÍng examples from the transcripts illustrate the issues

related to Ínterpersonal communication and ínformed consent.

Interpersonal communication is described as an ethícal
Íssue vhen the treatment decisions are controversial. The

folloving exemplar describes an incident in vhich emergent

surgery is performed on a young patient in the critical care

unit. The participant was the charge nurse on night shift.

One night he became extremely ilI, acidotic probably

due to an infarction in his gut. So they proceeded

without consent of the family, to actually do surgery

in the cubicle on thÍs man, and I'm talking a

laparotomy. I talked to the attendíng doctor vho vas

at home, because I vas very emphatíc that they vould

not do the surgery in the cubicle. I r^ras also emphatic

that they would inform the famíly about what

was happening. I did not receive the support of

the attending physician. It vas a very political
situation. They did go into the cubicle and start
to do the Iaparotomy. I felt very sad that thÍs farnily
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did not know vhat \,,ras going on because i t \,ras

quite possÍbIe that this patien't's last moments

\.rere going to be spent in the surgery. I felt that

the family was deprived of being able to say good-bye

and that they were deprived of being able to make

a decisÍon (about the surgery). I v¡as very angry at

the doctors. I \^/as conf used because I couldn't f oIlov
their line of reasoníng. I felt angry that they would

not Iisten to me.

This exemplar describes difficulty vith conmunication

between the doctor and the nurse regarding the plan of care.

It also describes the nurse's concern regarding the lack of

consent for the surgery and the fact that the famÍly has not

been informed about the patient's condition.
Another factor in this particular situation involves the

nurse's concern for the patient's comfort during the surgieal
intervent ion.

They gave him pavulon (paralytíc agent) and they

touched him up r,rÍ th a Ii t tle bi t of morphine

(paÍn reLÍef/sedation) and they proceeded to do

the surgery, vhereupon his blood pressure

rose. I f elt the patient was partiaJ.ly arrare of vhat

was happeníng, so I j us t created a big scene. I \^¡ent
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in and sort of spoke up loudly, almost grabbing

the surgeon's arm at one point saying 'excuse me but

this patient is a\,/are'.

These exemplars dernons trate an ínterpersonal conf l-ict

betveen the nurse and the surgeon regardíng appropriate care

and ítlustrate patterns of ineffective communication.

Not being Iistened to by the medical staff is

iltustrated in the next exemplar which has a different

sÍtuational context. The patient ís an elderly lady vho has

requested that no aggressive measures be instituted and the

family has agreed vith her l¡ishes. However, aggressive

therapy is instituted in the form of mechanical ventilation

and central monitoring Iines vhÍle the family is not in the

uni t .

Vhat else can I (the nurse) do if I've already told

them that that $tas the patient's vishes. It's

documented in the chart and in the progress notes.

Nobody Iistens.

Communicating concerns about a patient's condition to

the medical staff is also described as a real problem for the

nurse when no appropriate response is forthcomíng. The
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are illustrations of such a problem.

si tuations vas' deleteríous for the

following t\,/o

The outcome

patient.

Ano ther

vhere i t \,¡as

her concerns

incidents
of both

I was in charge of a respiratory patient who had

a lot of secretions and I had read that you can

have a mucous plug that acts as a one way valve in
an ET tube. The patient developed a tension pneumo

and at the same time obstructed his ET tube. lile

called the doctors, nobody would do anythíng about

ir.

part icipant described a simiLar type of incÍdent

difficult to get a response after communicating

about a patient to the attending doctor.

The doctor had seen him in Emergency and sent him to

the unit. He l¡as in some sort of junctional rhythmt

I kner,¡ he wasn't vell. The doctor vouldnt t come in.
Ve phoned him at hone and he still vouldn't come in. He

(the patient) gradually r¡ent into cardiogenic shock.

Communication sometimes ínvolves mediating bet\,/een the

patÍent and/or family and the health team. The following
exemplar depicts the nurse in the situation of comnunicating
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the patient's or family's vishes to the health team. The

situation involves an elderly man r,¡ho'vas in the end stages

of respiratory dísease and vho did not \,¡ant to continue vith

aggressive therapy. Communicatíng the patient's wishes to

the health team is met vith a negative response.

One day I found the vife crying. She felt she could

not voice her opinion and she felt very very

guilty asking us not to be so aggressive. She did

not want to say'stop this, my husband does not vant

to live any longer'especially when r¡/e \,/ere coming on

so strong. f was really quite bold and I reported

i t during rounds. 0f eourse I r^¡as shot down and

told that i t !/as absolutely ludicrous to think
of anything like that at this stage.

Interdisciptinary comrnuncatíon is described as an

ethical issue vhen there are conflicting thoughts about what

Ís appropriate care r^¡ithin the context of a situation, when

the patient's rights to comfort and family's rights to be

informed are not considered and vhen the nurse presents

a patient's or famÍly's concerns to the health team.
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The patient's right to informed consent is another theme

vhich relates to communication in the critical care unit.

participants descrÍbed two different kinds of incidents which

portray this issue. The fol-loving exemplars describe a

patient vhose right to ref use treatnent !'/as denied.

A woman came in, requÍred sone energency

surgery, decided she did not vant the surgery.

She had the r ight , there \,/as no thing r¡¡rong

vith her nental status. She did not \'/ant the

surgery. I t \,/as explained to her that the

likelihood of her dying vas going to be increased

if she didn't have the surgery. She said 'no',
she didn't want the surgery. So they ended up

declaring her incompetent and somebody else signing

it.

The next exemPlar

pat ient r¡¡as perceived

prior to surgery.

concerns a si tuation in vhich the

by the nurse to be PoorlY informed

Ve had a patÍent who was going for surgeryr so

they ( the surgeons ) discussed i t \,/i th the f iance

and they came back and the only explanation that
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the patient got wasr '\,¡e're going to do a dye test

and then \,/e're going to take you to surgery. Now

we want you to sign this consent'.

Inforrned consent is perceived to be an ethical íssue

vhen the patient's right to refuse treatment is not accepted

and vhen the patient is perceived to be poorly informed prior

to the institution of essential treatnent.

Professional Relationships

A second theme related to the interpersonal dimension of

an ethicaf issue is that of the professíonal relationships
whÍch the nurse experiences in relation to a patient care

situation. Partícipants described several type of issues

vhich íllustrate this theme.

The cri tical care nurse works as a member of an

Ínterdisciplinary team in any patíent care situatÍon. This

is described as a problem in situations vhich are perceived

to be ethical dilemmas. Vhen the care is perceived to be

excessive, one participant describes the folloving role

confliet that she experienced in trying to provide comfort

when required care is painful for the patient.
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You have a certain responsibility to your

colleagues. You have to support them. I feel
very strongly about that. I felt badly for the

patient. I felt I had to carry out some of

the procedures in order to be loyal to the health

team, but at the same time, f had a responsíbility
to the patient.

The effort of the team was emphasized in several

instances as a significant part of the process of carÍng for
the critically í11 patient. Hovever, vhen the nurse does not

agree r,¡i th the plan of care because i t is perceived to be be

contrary to the best ínterests of the patient, an ethical
problem arises. In the following exemplar, the nurse

describes the sítuation of the nurse who is assigned to care

for a patient vho is being aggressively treated Ín the hope

that he wiII be able to \,/ean fron the mechanical ventílator
The patient has persistently requested that therapy be

discontinued.

Thís (the situation) presented a big problem

for the nurses because, the nurse had the choice

of goíng along wíth the patient and therefore
leavíng him lying in bed and not sort of

actívely pursuing things, in as much as the
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doctors orders alloved, or they had the choice

of totally disregarding vhat the patient said

and weaning him and getting him up to valk and so on.

It was a real problem for the staff.

In another situation, the nurse describes the Ioss of

team support after being invol-ved in a meeting vhere the

decision was made to discontinue therapy on a conscious

patient.

I nov had to face the patient afone. Everyone else

from the team who had participated in this decision

had gone in their ovn direction. I knew that I
wasn't going to be the one to tell her (that
she vas going to die), but I felt guilty having

that knowledge. I felt so uncomfortable and I
thought '\^¡hy an I the one that I s having to f ace

this burden alone? Vhere is the team? I felt
very comf or table r^¡i th the team. Vhere had the

team gone. The support service had been taken ríght
out from under my feet. The team was gone and I vas

now alone to f ace this on my o!/n.
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Professional relationships also Ínvolve dealing r+Íth the

inappropriate behaviour or attitude of other members of the

health team. Participants described several examples of
situations which exemplify such inappropriate behavíour or

attitude. These incidents relate to such issues as the

patíent's right to privacy and confidentiatíty. The

following excerpts describe examples of these issues.

There's a great problem wi th

alvays bare bottoms flashing
takes the dígnity away.

You can valk through the

around and sometimes they

sheet on them.

unit and take one look

don't even put a little

pr 1 vacy .

around and

There' s

it just

f've heard nurse talking right over top of the

patients. In rounds, we used to alvays move

dor,rn a little so the patient couldn't hear and

the last time I vas on rounds, I had to suggest

that. The patient's sitting right there and

we're talking about the lady possibly having a

heart lung transplant. If ve haven, t discussed

that víth her, then ve should move down a little bit.
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Participants described situations vhich involved a l-ack

of respect or caring for the patient as a human being. The

following excerpt describes a patient vrho vas from a lover

socio-econmic class and vho had no next of kin.

This man vas taken dovn to the morgue by the

unit assístant and instead of J.aying him on his backt

he was flipped over on to his face. The face r¡as

beyond repai r and there was no \,/ay the f uneral

home could do anything to prepare him for a funeral.

Lack of caring is also described in relation to the

highly technologi cal orientat ion of the cri t i cal care unÍ t .

The pressure on the individual nurse to be skilled Ín the

technÍcal aspects of patient care is perceived as a problem

vhen the nurse ís not able to recognize the human element in

the care of the patÍent.

Over the years in ICU ' you tend to become

very proficient in technology. You can't help it.
That must be at your fingertips. I think we all
feel that way at sometime, that rde are performing

technical tasks
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There are nurses in critical care who cannot

define nursing. They see it 'as a subdivision
of rnedicine. And you see that ín terms of the

super nurse, knows every bit of skiII and technology.
ft's not playing the role of the nurse in terms

of working wíth that patient, Ít,s just dealÍng with
an inanimate object and pushing or pulling people

to deal with that individual as an inanimate object.

Pee rs

being vho

indication

may then be perceíved as insensitive
is the patient and one participant
of this in the following excerpts.

to the human

descríbes an

I hear a lot of conversation in the coffee roon,

from nures who feel it is absolutely ridiculous to

carry on (vith caring for certain patÍents)

'Vhy don't they just pull the pIug,.
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f see nurses suctÍoning wi thout preparation of

the patient.

Caring for
nurse's attitude

the patient is described in terms of the

by one participant.

It's the attitude vith vhich people are treated,
the gentl-eness vith vhich the care is given, the

manner in r¿hich the patient is spoken to,

the infringement on the patient's rights.

[Ihen the nurse's attitude Iacks a caring and respect for
the human being, this is reflected in the kind of decisions

that are made for the patient. The followíng are t\to

examples of hov a non-caring attitude may be reflected in
patient care decisions.

The patient is combative. Does the nurse have the

right to use undue restraint on that patient?

Some people approach it, yêsr you have to restrain
all four 1ímbs to protect the patient. Another

nurse feels that her role is to be there, see

what's causing this agi tation and maybe rectify
the situation so that restraints are the last element.
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Wíth pain control, the patíent is the only person

vho knovs how much pain he has' and imposíng

belíefs occurs by saying that you don't believe

that patient is having paÍn. It is the lack of

wanting to recognize that what Ís painful for

some people may not paínful for you and this

is evident vhen the nurse says 'no that patÍent is

not Ín pain and therefore they're not goíng to

get any analgesics (pain relieving medieation)'.

Dealing wi th the individual personali t Íes Ín the

critical care unit is also a factor in professional

relationship 1/ith other members of the health tean. This

issue Ís related to the perceptíon of the super nurse r^¡hich

!,ras described earlier. One participant described the

folloving as an example of the inappropriate behaviour of

o thers .

There is a special type of person vho vants to work

in ICU, Qui te an ambi t ious person ' \lrants a challenge

and is afso pover hungry. I have found a great deal

of difficulty in dealing with these people who are on

a por¡/er trip, always picking on the vulnerable. It

takes avay from my ability to be the nurse that I want

to be.
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She used the folloving incident'to exemplify vhat she

meanr and described the difficutty she had in fulfilling her

role as eharge nurse of the unit r¿hite having to vork with

one such individual.

This person liked to be vherever the action vas, had

to be there, really had to be in the front IÍne' so

to speak. There vas no \üay she vould let me handle

my responsibilities. She took over (fron me ) vhenever

there was something exciting goíng on.

In summary, the interpersonal dimension of ethically

problematic situations is rel-ated to communication between

the nurse, the patient and other members of the health team.

It is also reflected in the nurse's perceptions of the degree

to which the patient has been informed príor to consent being

given for treatment.

Professional refationships involve several elements and

this is refLected in the conflicting loyalties that the nurse

perceives as well as the perceived inappropriate behaviour

and attitude of other members of the health team.
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The situational context of a perceíved ethical dÍlemma

ínvolves three major themes. ' Excessive therapy'

discontinuation of therapy and the interpersonal dimension of

vork refationships emerged as major categories of ethical

dÍemmas in critical care. These themes are exemplified in

this section of the chapter using direct examples and

quotations from the intervÍew transcripts.

Faetors l^thich Influence Perception and Response

Findings of this investigation also revealed categories

of factors which influence partieipants' perception and

response to an ethical dilemma. These factors may be

associated vith an external or an ínternal source and are

presented Ín this section of the chapter in relation to these

tvo major categories.

InternaL lnfluencins Factors

Attitudes, belíefs and feelings are consídered to be

signíficant internaf infl-uences for the participant. The

folloving presentation of the findings describes attitudes
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the f eeÌ ings l¡hi ch

ethical dilemmas in

emerged from the transcripts
particÍpants des'cribed in

the critícal care unit.
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and secondly

relat ion to

At t i tudes and Beliefs

particípants described their attitudes and beliefs in

reLation to self, to the patient and family and lastIy in

relation to life and death. The folloving information is

sequenced to reflect these three elements.

Bel-iefs about the role of the critíca1 care nurse are

described by participants in relation to the vay in which

they perceived and responded to situations. The folloving

excerpts describe a partícipant's expectations about the role

of the critical care nurse in relation to how she felt in a

situation involvÍng discontinuatÍon of therapy.

I vas so j unior and so una\,/are r and I didn t t vant

people to think that I was veak and not able to

handle this. I thought this \^¡as sort of the

toughness that you needed to tlork in this area.

This ¡,ras my first experience. I vas scared maybe

of not having the right stuff to be able to

this (diseontinue therapy) and nobody else seemd

to be really upset about ít.
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I felt I guess that if I did cry'or if I did look

really uncomfortable that maybe I wouldn't meet

the criteria to be a good ICU nurse. I didn't
!¡ant my head nurse to know that I couldn't handle

this kÍnd of incident, that I'm very soft.

Beliefs
of sítuation

about the role

are illustrated
of

1n

the

the

student in the same kind

next description.

They volunteered to do it for me (turn

sage pumps), but then I thought it was

I was going to have to get used to and

l¡as very tempting (to let someone else

sage pump), but then I thought r this is

do and this is r,¡hat I'm getting marked

off the

something

face. I t
turn off the

what I have to

on.

In the following sí tuation, the

beliefs about her role as the charge

involving the death of a young $Ioman.

nurse describes her

nurse in a situation

I felt really sad, but I thought, veÌ1r I'm the

charge nurse and I must be strong for my bedsíde

nurse. So I was trying to be sort of busÍness líke
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and

had

the

al-so trying
to be very

s i tuat ion.

to be supportive.

s trong because I'
I felt that I

\¡/as in charge of

Attitudes and beliefs about the role of the critical

care nurse reflect a perceived characterístic of toughness

and capability in handling difficult situations vithout

J-etting inner feelings shot'¡. These perceived expectations

appear to influence the participants' response to the

situation.

Beliefs and attitudes about the patient and or family

also emerged from the transcripts. The folloving excerpts

describe beliefs that partÍcípants stated in relatÍon to the

patient's right to be informed and to be actively involved in

decÍsions involving treatment plans.

Patíents shoul-d be able

des t inies . They should

terms of therapy. They

some decision.

to control- their o\,/n

have the choice in
should be able to make
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Patients choose their destiny, not someone eIse.

If theyr re conscious and they can

decision, then that's their decision
believe they have that right.

make the

to make. I

Tf the patient is able to make the

ratíonally, then that patient's
should be considered utmost.

decision

decision

You have a right to know l¡hat they're going to do

to you prior to them doing it.

Respect and caring

being is reflected in the

for the patient as

folloving statements

another human

of belief .

I think everyone should

given the best care of our

be treated equally and

ability.

Respect of the individual ís extremely important.

If you cannot empathize vith that individualr then

you can't really meet the needs of that patient.
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It ís a

need to

patíent, a human being in that bed and we

respect that.

You have a person here, that's my philosophy.

I don' t

for the

feeJ- good about my

pat ient . That' s vhy

day unfess I feel
I'm here.

My basic belief, certaínly my sentiment is to the

patíent first and I am a big believer in
patient comfort. You have a responsibility to make

these individual-s' last days as comfortable as possible.

The fami ly
influencíng the

is also seen to be important factor in

and beliefsparticipants' attitudes

I realIy believe in the access of the famíIiest
that it's their right to see their famÍly member,

even if they're dying and gravely ill and have

zillions of. physicians hangÍng over them. Families

should never be denied access to their relatives
except ín very extreme situations.
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In sumnary, attitudes and beliefs about the patíent and

famíly are described in terms of the patients' right to be

informed and to make decisions for thernselves. A respect and

caring for the patient as a human being is important as well

as the right of the family to be present in the critical care

uni t.

Attitudes and beliefs about life and death are also

evident in the ínterviel¡ transcripts. Lif e is seen to be of

value when there is some quality which participants describe

as an interaction vith the environment.

of life rather than quantÍty ofQual i ty
is very

rather
you ' re

life
lÍved

breathing so that means

Sometimes the end result of the techology is not

alvays beneficíal to the patient. If someone's

mentation or their ability to five and to be

able to participate is not going to be there and

they're goíng to be left in a vegetative state'
then to me that's not J-iving.

important to
than, you' re

aIive.

me. Life should be
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The following t\\ro excerpts reflect a somevhat fatalistic

viev of death which may ínfluence perceptions and response.

Vhen l-ife becomes a rnisery is it

living? I,lhy not let nature take

rea1ly \^¡orth

i ts roLe?

Usually it's (death) the best thing for

patient. UsualIy there's nothing that

can be done and vhy Prolong life.

that

really

Religion influences attitudes and belíefs about Iife and

death. Several participants described their beliefs from a

relÍgious perspective.

I think that life 1S

of

sacred; death is not an end,

a different kÍnd of life.
earthly life and ultimatelY

i t's a beginning

It's the end of

lre'11 aIl die.
our

There's a heaven and something beyond this. Once

you' re dead, yout re not just put somevhere and

the body rots and that's that. There is something

more. In a 1ot of our patients, death ís more

of a relief . They're f inished r,¡i th this suf f ering

nov and they're gone on to something better.
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That's my reIígíous belief , that a patient should

die with honour.

Attitudes tor,rards death reflect a

even t tha t should occur r,li th respec t

considerat íon of the f amil-Y.

belief that it is an

for the patíent and

I sort of val-ue life and I have a very strong

feeling towards people. And I think that vhen you

die, it shouldn't be a experience that family and

the people around are left with a state of shock

and dismay over.

It makes me feel good to knov

suffer anymore, that theY'Il be

have the family there. It'd be

have the famíIy there.

that

ab Ie

nice

they won't

to die in peacet

for them to

Past life experíences al-so have an effect on hov

participants perceive and respond to life and death

situations which they face in the practice of nursÍng. Past

experiences for several participants focus on the death of a

grandparen t .
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f nursed rny grandmo ther all las t year when she

was sick. f had never deaLt vith death before

that. She talked a Iot about what she

was going through. I found that dealing vith
her has really helped me to understand a lot.
I was really really close to her so a lot of
vhat she talked about and explained, I can

understand now when Ít comes from other people.

One nurse described the death of her grandmother as a

significant event vhich helped her to decide to become a

nurse. Her sensitivity to and avareness of the person that
her grandmother \¡/as has been a signi f icant inf luence in her

response to the uniqueness of each patient that she cares

for.

I think what has kept me so sensitive to nursing
ís my family. My grandparents meant the vorld to me

and I decided to go into nursing when I was twelve,
when I sav my grandmother díe of cancer. I rr¡rote

her a letter every day for four months vhen she was

in the hospítal, hopíng that a nurse r¿ould read her

the Ietter because I couldn,t. Even though Grandma had

cancer and she vas dying, she was still very much a

person to flêr so I,ve never forgotten that.
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At t i tudes and beliefs , as internal factors , influence

partícipants, perceptions and response in several \,tays.

Perceived expectations and belíefs about the role of the

crítical care nurse reflect a need to be strong in

emotionally difficult si tuations. Beliefs about the patient

and family are described in relation to rights and the need

to respect and care for the human being. Participants also

describe beliefs and attitudes about Iife and death vhich

reflect a fatalistic or religious viev and the ínfluence of

past Iífe experiences.

Feel i ngs

A second theme vhích emerged from the transcrípts in

relation to ínternal influencing factors is that of feelings.

Participants described feelings about seIf, about the patient

and about other individuals in the situation. The following

information Ís presented in a manner which reflects these

three views.

Feelings about self are described in terms of an inner

turmoif. Such terms as frustration, anxiety, panic and

agítation are used to convey the emotive quality of the

experience for the participant. In si tuations which they

perceived to be particularly tense, several participants
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described severe emotional dis tress

role in the incident.
associated wi th their

The following description relates to a situation

which the nurse perceives that the doctor's plan of care

the patient is not appropriate for the settíng.

in

for

I vas very agi tated, very agi tated. I was

obviously upset. I don't think I vas out of

control. They could see that I was upset. I

didn't usually lose my cool and that bothered

me. I wasn't usually near the point of tears.

Another nurse describes feelings vhÍch occurred as a

result of a situation in r,¡hich a decision vas made to

discontinue therapy wi thout considering that patient's

vi shes .

I felt really uncomfortable and I started to feel

realIy panicky. I felt guÍIty having knowledge that

she didn't have. I felt that I had ínvaded her

prívacy (by having thís knovledge). It scared me.

I felt all of a sudden that I was ínvolved in
something that !¡as very r¿/rong. I felt that I

had betrayed my patient. The conflíct vas going
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on inside of

that f vasn't
handle thís.

me to such an uncomfortable extent

sure if f vas going'to be abLe to

In describing the feelings associated '¿ith her fÍrst

experience in havÍng to discontinue therapy on a patientr one

nurse stated the folloving:

I was sick to my stomach. I vas really sick.
I was very upse t . I really had a bad t Í¡ne .

I t r¿asn' t very easy. To me that vas really
traumatic and stiIl is.

Feelings about the patient are also evident in the

interviev transcrÍpts. Feelings ranged from sadness and hurt

for the patient's suffering to feelíngs of anger at the

patient for dying.

The folloving excerpts descríbe the feelings that
four nurses experienced in relation to their patients. Each

incident refers to situations vhere therapy vas pereeived to
be excessive.
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It/s a very frustrating situation to be inflicting
pain (vrith the routine care). 'Itfs very

depressing. My main feeling vas one of frustration
and almost a disappointment in yourself that you

knov that's r^¡hat you I re coming in to do that day.

I felt
I have

bad ly
to do

for the patient. I
any thing that l¡ould

hurt

hurt

inside vhen

the patient.

Puttíng her through

really frustrated vith
so much pain. I was

that.

I felt
he vas

very sad for
going through

the patient. I felt that
very upset about

vhat \,¡as happening to

hell. I was

the patient.

0ne nurse described feelings
patient's death. Feelings vary from

anger at the patient for dying.

associated

a sense of

wi th the

failure to

Vetre so geared to saving those lives and our

feelings of satisfactíon, accomplishment,

success, alvays seem to gravi tate to get ting
that patient out of the unit in a healthy state.
trlhen you have death occurring, you're faced
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\,/i th f eelings of f ailure. People may come up to
you at the end of a resusci tat'ion and say you

did a realIy good job, but that person (the patient)

is still dead and you feel down.

f can be really mad at someone for dyíng on me.

If a patient goes sour on me vhen I've spent three

quarters of the day vorkíng really hard and then

they have the audacíty to go sour on me, sure I
can be angry.

Participants also describe feelings that they experience

about others in association with ethical dil-emnas. These

f eelings l/ere described in relatíon to colleagues r the

patient's family and to the sítuatíon.
Feelings of anger towards the doctor(s) is described in

several ways and in associat ion wi th several kinds of

situatÍons. The fo11or,¡ing excerpt illustrates the anger that

one participant descrÍbed vhen the doctor gave inappropriate
verbal orders regarding discontinuing therapy on a patient.

At first I thought he vas joking because I
really couldn't bel-ieve what I vas hearing. And

then when I realízed he was valkíng away, and he

wasn't joking, I f elt quite angry t¡ith that.
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Anger is also descríbed by participants when

communication vith the nurse or the patient is perceived to

be ínsufficient or ineffective. The folloving excerpt

describes a situation where the nurse perceives that the

patient is poorly informed prior to surgery.

An angry outrage. I just wanted

and say 'excuse me, could you say

to stop the doctor

a little more pleaserr.

Vhen treatment decisions are contrary to vhat the nurse

believes to be appropriate for the patient and the situatíont

anger is one feeì-ing that is described by participants.

I felt angry at

really couldn't
felt angry that

the doc tors . I r¡as very angry . I
follow their Iine of reasoning. I

they vould not listen to me.

I r¡ras angry because of

the circumstances that

was reaIIy angry.

the situation, just

vere leading to it. I

0ther partieipants described anger

involving vhat was perceíved to be excessive

patient.

in situations
treatment of the
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I just thought, \^/e're torturing this voman, let
her dÍe. I vas mad because everybody vanted

to discontinue except for this one doctor. So

I vas mad at the medícal profession.

I vras angry at the doctors. I f elt
angry at the attending (staff doctor)

not take a hand in this sítuation.
made a bad situation vorse.

a little
vho did

He had

Participants described feelings of anger toward other

staff members as vell. The following excerpts describe

participants' feelings in refation to behaviour of another

staff member vhich vas perceived to be inappropriate.

I just shuddered. I was

they should be severely

like that. I felt so

they should be fired.

so angry that I felt that
reprimanded for something

s trongly that I thought
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I have felt extreme anger at that person.

Frustration is another recurring feeling that
participants described. 0ne participant described the

feelings she experienced when her comnunication wíth the

doctor did not result in the appropriate response. The

patient's condition was deteriorating, the doctor was at home

and the nurse could not convince the doctor to come in to

assess the patient.

I felt desperation because

patient vasn't going to make

frustrated and desperate.

I knew that the

it. r just felt

Frustration
si tuatíon seems

difference or is

is a feeling vhich is described vhen

hopeless and care either does not make

very painful for the patient.

the

a

Frustrating. Beeause

heroic measures and I
to eventually die.

ve vere doing all t hese

goÍngknev that she vas
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It's
to be

just a very frustrating situation,
inflicting pain. It's verf depressing.

There vas no hope for her and to me, that

\^/as frustrating that we let her go on so long.

Feelings about the patient's family are described in
terms of sorror¡r or sadness for their suffering. The following
excerpts illustrate this.

I felt very sad for the family vho did not know

what \^ras going on.

You can't help but feel sadness for the patient.
I felt very sad for him. f felt that he vas

going through hell and I felt very sad for the wífe.

I just started to cry too, because I
very much about his wÍfe and f cared

about his sorror¡¡.

had cared

very much

I felt sorry for them. I guess

f or the daughter. f woul-d see

when I wasn't looking after her

I ' d think 'gee you' re s t i ll going

I felt a lot
her later on

mother and

through all thís'.
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Dealing vith the family, vatching the pain they

\^rere going through. I could ÍmagÍne hov I r^¡ould

feel- in that situation and they vere very helpless

in the end, totally out of their element. Just a

lot of sympathy for them.

It was very difficult vhen they came up to say

their last goodbyes. I just had to get out of

the cubícle, because I dÍd start to cry. It's hard

not to.

In summary, feelings are described by participants ín

terns of r,¡hat they felt about themselves in a situationr what

they felt about or for the patient and what feelings they had

about other colleagues or the patient's famíIy.

External Influencing Factors

External factors vhich

response are those related to

the patient and fanily.
Relationships vith other

perceived to be an influence

of uníty as a health team Ís

influence perceptions and/or

professional relationships and

nembers of the

in a variety of

described by

health team are

\^¡ays. A sense

participants in
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to decision-making and to follor¿ing-through with a

care. The f oIlor,¡ing excerpts' íllustrate how nurses

team effort as an external- influence.

It takes a whole team. It takes an entÍre team

of people to be able to perform something like thÍst
to be able to see patíents die, and feel comfortable

within all of us. Ve each have our level- of comfort,

our own ínner beÌíefs and I think that \re have

to respect each person's beliefs and comfort.

Ve're a team. You have a

your colleagues. You have

very strongly about that.
ve need to vork as a team

need to discuss it.

responsibility to

to support them. I feel
Even i f r^¡e don' t agree ,

and íf ve don't agree, \¡¡e

One neophyte nurse describes the support she recieved

from the team in a sítuatÍon where therapy was discontínued

on a patient she vas caring for. This vas her fírst
experience with this type of sítuation.

I sat down for awhil-e and the staffman cane and

talked to me. The head nurse came and talked to me.

My buddy came and tal-ked to me. They explained
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the situation to me. They volunteered to do it for
me (turn off the sage pumps). I dÍd get a lot
of support from the staff that I vas vith. They

vere truly concerned. I realized that I vas not

the only one that felt that \üayr especially vhen

the staff man cane over and he had tears in his eyes.

It was easier vhen I knev f vas feeling vhat everyone

efse experienced.

Another nurse describes her feelings in the same kind of

si tuat íon. I t vas also her f irs t experience \^/i th

discontÍnuation of therapy; hovever, there was no team

support.

I thought to myself, Vhy am I the one that's having

to face thÍs burden alone? Vhere is the team?

I f elt very comf ortable vi th the team. l,lhere has

the team gone aII of a sudden? The support service

had been taken right out from underneath my feet.
The team was gone. I was nov facing this on my own,

by myself , for the very first time.

Participants
individuals in
percept ion and

describe role models

their l¡ork Iife vho

response in s tressfuf

or significant
influenced theír
situations. One
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participant listed a number of individuals such as a teacher,
a doctor, a cJ-ergyman and peers who 'accepted and encouraged

her to be a carÍng nurse. 0ther partÍcípants described role
models as beÍng an important factor in Ínfluencing them.

The folloving excerpt describes one nurse,s. perception
of her peers in a situation involving discontinuation of
therapy q¡hich severely dístressed her.

Peers around me that I respected and vho

were knovledgeable and experienced in this
seemed comfortable. The doctor seemed avfully
cool. This l/as very comf ortable to him. There

Trere a l-o t of people who seemed to f eel very
comfortable vith this kind of death. I guess

looking at your social role model- and vhat

looks comfortable then you go along with it.

Another nurse described peer support in an extremely
stressfuL si tuation ruhich vas perceÍved to be an ethical
d i Iemma.

Two other senior nurses sa\,/ the si tuation and came

to me armed with morphine and said, ,why don, t you

let us go in? ÍIhy don, t you just vait outside?
You obviously don't want to participate,. They felt
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the same !¡ay, but they \,/ere f resh. I t vas a

very touching thing. They felt that I had done my

best and that I needed a break. I think it was a

show of confidence for me.

Professional relatÍonships influence nurses in a variety

of vays in situatÍons described as ethical dil-emmas. Team

support or }ack of, as well as significant role models and

peers also influence onets perception and response ín such

situatíons.
The sí tuation of the patient and/or the family is

described as a second type of external influence by

participants. I^lhen it is necessary to do nursing care l¡hich

causes the patÍent discomfort or l¡hen care is perceived to be

excessive, the patient's level of consciousness is a factor

in how the nurse perceives and responds to the situation.

Tf

it
the

for
patient is totally
a longer period of

unconscious. I can tolerate
time.

Level of consciousness is also an external influence on

hov the nurse responds to a situatíon of díscontinuÍng

therapy. Vhen the patient ís unconscious and decisions

regarding treatment are made for him, greater distress is
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experíeneed than if the decision is made by the patient. One

nurse compared two different situationS of discontinuation of

therapy involving an unconsious and a conscious patient.

One was consious and knew what she vanted. It
didn't bother me, cause she had made up her mind.

I just thought that was her right and good for her.

But the other one r¡asn't. It was like, you're

running this guy's life without him ever being avake

to particípate. The circumstances were dÍfferent.
I could handle one, but I just couldn't handle the

other one. I think Ít was because someone else

was decidÍng and it tr/asn't his vishes. It \,¡as

someone else deciding for him.

The presence of the family in the critical care unit is
an external influence for the nurse. The ability of the

family to cope with the situation and the distress that they

experience affects the nurse's perceptÍon and response. The

following excerpts illustrate particípants'perceptions of

the family.

They, to frêr just didn't seem to be coping with
ít as they should have been. They just didn't
seem to be realizing the serÍousness of the
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situation, so it \{as really hard. I didn't knov

hov I shoufd talk to thern or hov much more I

should say to thern. I didn't knov vhat I

should be doing ín order to help them. You can't

hetp but get caught up in the families. You want

to try and help them as well as the patÍent.

I felt like I eouldn't help them. I didn't know

vhat to do.

I found the wife crying and I could really relate

to the conflict in her. She did not vant to sâY'

'stop this, my husband does not \{ant to Live

any longer'. I felt very strongly for the significant

other, that it should not have been her decision.

Concern about the family may extend beyong the period of

time that the patíent is actually cared for in the critical

care uni t . One nurse describes this in the folloving

exemplar.

trle received a letter about three months after

he died and thís lady vrote to thank us for

the care. She just vanted us to knov that

he vas a courageous man. The whole letter made

me very sad, because I realized that ¡¡¡et d totally
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missed the boat r,¡í th her. She probably thought

that \^/e thought he was not a couhageous man and

that he \¡/as vanting to give up and die. That

sort of f eeling \,¡as lef t wi th this voman and

realIy, there was nothíng \,¡e could do about i t

at that point. f'm sure that voman did not have

an easy grieving process. That bothered me.

Thís

conce rned

nurse

abou t

then went on to

familíes after a

say that she

patient dies

generally feels
in the unit.

Ve really don't knov vhat happens to families

af ter they leave here. lle have no idea r¿hat

kinds of thoughts they're left vith and I often

vonder about that. There are situations I can

think of vhere I vorry about the families nov and

vonder how they relate, vhat they're thinking.

The family may be

perception and response

ill-ness and afso affect
lef t the uni t .

an external influence on the nursets

during the acute phase of a critical
the nurse long after the patient has
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In sunmary I êxternal influences are those fac tors

associated with rel-ationships the nurse has vith other health

professionals as vell as wÍth the patient and family. The

effort of the team and loyalty to the goals of the health

team influence perception of and response to in an ethical

issue. RoIe models and significant supporting relationshÍps

are also an external influence in this category. The familyt

particularly vhen they are distressed by the situation, is a

factor vhich also infÌuences the nurse. Concern for the

family may persist long after the patient leaves the unit.

Res pons e To And Coping lli th The Ethical Issue

In this final section of the chapter, findings are

presented which describe the participants' response and the

manner in which they coped r,¡i th the ethical dilemmas they

preceived in the cri tical care uni t . Analysis of the

interview transcripts revealed tvo major themes. Response

and coping are described in a manner which reflects a degree

of effectiveness in dealing vi th ethÍcally problematic

situations. The following information is presented in

relation to reactíons or actíons vhich \,/ere either effective

or ineffective for the individual in responding to the

situation or in coming to terms with the incident.
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Inef fective Reaction/Aet ion

Participants response to a situation vhich is perceived

to be an ethical dilemma, is reflected in the way in vhich

reaction to or action in the situation is described.

Ineffectíve reactions or actions are those which do not

appear to benefit the participant or the situation. The

following information describes reactions and actions l¡hich

appear to be ineffective in response to or coping \,/ith an

ethical issue. Information is also presented which gives

evidence that issues remain unresolved for some participants

for several years. Personal moral distress affects patient

care and this is described in the latter part of this segment

of the chapter.

Reac t i on

IneffectÍve reaction to the situation is described in

terms of both inner feelings and behaviour. Sarcasm is

described by one participant as a deliberate response in a

situation in r,¡hich communication vith the doctor is

ineffective, that Ís vhen the doctor has not responded

appropriately to the nurse's assessment of a patient

sítuation.
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In some \¡/ays r I use manipulation and I use

sarcasm to get the point across. It is

one of the techníques that I vill employ.

Cryíng ís descríbed by several- particípants as a

response to a situation perceived as an ethical dilemma.

Crying is described by one participant as a delayed reaction

to what she perceived to be the needless death of a patient.

I vent home and tríed to sleep that day and I

couldn/t. f was quite depressed. I felt really

sick. So I started talking to my mom and then

I just started crying. I felt better after but

it still bothered me.

The folloving excerpt describes

crying as an ímmediate reaction to

perceived to be excessíve therapy

patient's wishes.

an experienced nurset s

si tuatíon which she

a violation of the

a

and
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I had

cried.

just had it.
That was the

I went into the office and

culmínat ion.,

She describes

same patient in the

other nurses' response to caríng for the

f o1lor¿íng manner.

A lot of nurses that would realJ-y talk to him vere

rea1ly bothered. This vlas the only patient I can

ever recall vhere nurses vould be crying in the haII

at 9:00 o'clock in the morning.

Action

More deliberate kinds of action are also described by

participants. These actions range from doing vhat seems

right accordíng to the behaviour of others, to leaving the

job. One nurse describes her actions ín her first experience

with a situation involving discontinuation of therapy. She

describes her response to the situation as being based on hov

she sa\,/ others responding.

This vas my first experience and like many

experíences I had, they got easier as time

on. So I attributed this (my feelings) to

o ther

\,¡en t
my
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inex,perience in the situation. Peers around me

that I respected seemed comfortable and what l-ooks

comfortable (to others), then you go along vith it'

Hovever, the remorse that she fater experÍences ís

decribed ín the following.

I'm very sorry that I didn't express my feelings

a bít stronger. I felt that I had participated

in something that vas very wrong. I've had to work

at (dealing with this incident) for a very long period

of time.

A neophyte nurse describes her actions in a situation

involving discontinuation of therapy. These actions are

descríbed as being influenced by the expectations she

perceived for herself ín the role of student'

I don't think that day I really agreed vith it'

( the decision to discontinue therapy), but it llas

more, this is an expectation of the course' I

don't think I vas quite ready for it, but I did

it because I was in the course. It vas very

tempting when one of the nurses said 'I'lI turn off
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your sage pumps for you', but

is vhat I have to do, this is
narked on.

t hen

r,¡ha t

f thought, thís
I'm getting

Interviever:
Vhat do you think you

felt that expectation

voufd have done if you hadn't

as a student?

Participant:
I would have gotten someone else to turn
pumps. I kind of regret that I didn't'
don't thÍnk I vas prepared for that.

off the

cause I

One of the actions that is utilized by nurses in such

situations is mentioned briefly ín the preceeding exempì.ar.

Nurses sometimes help each other by turning off sage pumps or

ventilators for each other.

My buddy volunteered to shut off the sages. She

said, 'you knov, t¡hen I have a situatíon like
that I have someone else turn off my pumps and

I ' 11 turn them of f f or sorneone eIse. It's easier

for me because I'm not vorking with that patient

trying to save him all day. It's easier for me

to turn off those pumps that it is for you'.
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Participants describe action' and behaviour of

withdrawing from the situation. Such action rnay be as simple

as takÍng a coffee break or it may involve actually having to

remove oneself from the si tuatíon vhen the s tress is

unmanageable. The folloving excerpts illustrate this ín the

particípants' own vords.

It
to

felt like
my coffee

a torture chamber and I'd look forrvard

and lunch breaks.

I felt extrene anger, I would vithdrav. To a

great degree I avoid Ipeers vho appear to be on

po\,/er trip] . I will be very mat ter-of -f act,
professional, straightforward, business-Iike.

a

In any cÍrcumstances

the cubÍcle for five
room.

I get frustrated, I just
mínutes and go into the

I eave

co f fee
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Sornetimes, the distress is
Ìeave a situation and allow others

such that the nurse must

to take over.

I could not participate in the situation and I
just went and stood out by the desk. Two other

senior nurses went in and took over for me. I felt
that if there vas any vay I could avoid beÍng

in the room I vould. Qui te f rankly I r,¡as near tears.

Particípants described actÍons which they took after the

incident vas over. Such behaviour varied from an inability
to talk about the incident to resigning from the job.

FollovÍng a particularly distressing incidentr vhich occured

early in her career as a critical care nurser one nurse

describes the folloving.

I just didn't even really feel confortable to

talk about i t . I t \^¡as almos t the whole pain of

the entire Íncident was too difficult to talk about.

It tempted me to leave the area. I questioned

whether this vas the area for me. I really
\,/ent throught a diLemma. I questioned whether I
ruoul-d ever be able to become tough to this type

of treatnent (discontinuation of therapy), and I
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questioned whether I ever wanted to be.

was critícal care nursing, I vondered if
destroy me as a person.

If
it

this
vould

Another experienced nurse descríbes her thoughts

f olloving an incident r^¡hi ch was perceived to violate the

patÍentfs right to have therapy discontinued and in vhich the

nurses or the vife's opinion vas not considered.

If ever I thought of truly leaving the fntensive

Care Uni t and never corning back, i t \¡/as during that

time period. It was a time of real crísis in the

unít. It took a long time to resolve that.
I can remember wondering vhether I wanted to

be a part of thís vhoLe mess and I can distínctly
remember thinking that I reaIIy didn't believe

Ín intensive care units.

The situation may be sufficíently distressing for the

nurse, that resignation from the job ís the outcome. One

nurse descrÍbes her actions folloving what she perceived to

be a needless death:
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I r,¡alked out, picked up a resígnation f orm and

resigned right there, gave them two veeks notÍce.
I did not have a job, did not know vhat I was going

to do, but that \^¡as i t . I t was sort of like my

inner self saying, Irn leaving, I can't work here

anymore.

The Unresolved Incident

The issue may remain personally unresolved for a

considerable period of tíme. One experienced nurse described

through tears, her distress about an incident vhich had

occurred ten years previously.

Vhen I look back and think about it
don't knov hov I handled that the

wí thout cracking up Ii terally at

not returning another day to vork.

no!/,

way

the

f reaIIy
r did

seams and

0ther nurses describe vith vivid nonverbal behaviourt

(agitation, finger-tapping on the table, flushing of the face

and dilated pupils) their thoughts about incidents which

occurred more than five years ago.
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It's not

I'm s til-l-
a resolved issue. It's still there.

very very angry.

Yes, it does agitate me vhen I talk about it.

thought about it a lot, especially because

didn't usually Iose my cool, and that bothered

I
I
me.

One neophyte nurse described an íncident r¿hich had

occurred within the past three months and vhich she has still

not been able to resofve or talk about easily.

I had to vork it out a l-ot. I stíIl haven't

¡,¡orked i t out. I t's something inside that I
have to work out. I try to put it on the back

burner, but it stiIl kínd of catches me. I am

going to cry if r,¡e don't change the subject.

Effect on Nursins Care

Vhen the nurse is distressed by a situation, her

response to and care for the patient may be affected.

Nursing care then becomes compromised. Having to leave the

situatÍon has been previously descríbed. In some Ínstances,

the nurse describes having to vithdrav from the situation in

order to escape vrhat she cannot deal wi th.
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That vas the culmination, so I just

mêr I've had it' and I vent ínto the

then of course, I calmed dovn.

said, t Excuse

office. And

In
nurse t s

other instances, care is directly compromised by the

inabil-ity to deal r¡ith the situation.

I vanted to dodge going back into the cubicle.
I felt really uncomfortable and wanted to avoid her.

I didn't knov vhat to say. I felt very uncomfortable

even doing small treatments for her. It was very

difficult to carry through the basic care.

The family may

the

also be poorly cared for vhen the nurse

situation.is distressed by

Thinking back on í t no\,/ ' I was so wrapped up in

myself, I never even really appropriately dealt

r,¡i th that f ami ly. I could have helped them deal

with this problem, by giving them some time so

that they could stay (vith the patient vhen

she díed), but they left.
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I,trhen an ethica] dilemma or issue arises, one's reaction

or action in response may indicate the degree to vhích the

problem has been personally resolved. The preceeding

information has described the kinds of reactions vhích

emerged from the íntervíew transcripts and the actions that

participants describe vhen the issue was dífficult or

ímpossible to resolve. The effect of such distress and

diffículty in coping may be reflected in the kind of nursing

care that the patient and the family receive. Particípants

decrÍbed difficulty in giving basÍc care' wanting to avoid

the patient and inability to respond to the needs of the

family. Evidence of unresolved feelÍngs about íssues vhich

occurred in the past is also presented.

Effective Reaction/Action

Participants describe actions or reactions in a

situation which have more posítíve characteristics. This

section of the chapter presents those findings vhich are

perceived as effective actions or reactions to an ethical

d i lemma .
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Reac t i on

Assertiveness is described by participants in relation
to several kinds of si tuations. The following excerpt

describes one nurset s reaction when the doctor valked a\¡¡ay

after giving her orders vhich she perceived to be

inappropriate for the s i tuat ion.

I brought him back and

l-eave me vi th that kind

going to leave me vith

saíd 'You're not

of responsibiÌíty.
going to

some kind of orders

You t re

as to
vhat you \'/ant done here t .

Giving information to the patíent is another kind of

action that the nurse may take. The nurse sometimes

perceives the patient to be poorly informed príor to surgery.

One participant describes the reaction that she had in such

a situatíon.

I just sa\,/ that the patient needed

information. After the doctor got

(for surgery) signed, he left and

talking to the patíent, explaining
going to be doing.

more

the consent

I vas left
vhat they're
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Assertíveness is also evidenced in the manner in whieh

one nurse reacted to a situation in which she r¡ras concerned

about the patient's comfort during an emergent surgical
procedure.

I just created a big scene and I vent in and

gave the guy more morphine. My response \{as

'I'm going to give him some morphine', sort of

giving it at the same time that I vas sayíng it.
It was probably an act of defiance and certainly
a statement. You knov, 'Excuse me, but this patient

is aware'.

Action

Participants describe action in si tuations perceived as

ethical dilemmas in relation to those actions involving selft
those involving other health professionals and those

involving the patient and/or farnily. Information ís

presented ín this section in relation to these three topic
areas.

Actions involvíng self and vhích are qualified as beÍng

coping are varied.a more effective response or manner of

Talking to peers is described by several nurses.
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The fírst thing you have to do ís to vent to others,

so you tend to do that on the unit, talking to

the charge nurse, the head nurse, the people that

you \,¡ork r^¡ith. You tal-k at coffee or at lunch.

I think that the majoríty of ethical dilemmas are

dealt r,¡ith informally, over a cup of coffee or

vhen you go home and phone ano ther person.

It's ventíng, a release of some of the pressure.

Bee f
roon

about ít, to each other. You sít in the coffee

and say rlsn't this a dumb thing to do'?

I talked to a lot of girlfriends that night.

It is interesting to note at this poÍnt that nurses

stipulated that they choose to talk to indíviduals vho have

experienced the same kinds of situations. They did not

talk to family, friends or others who $rere not associated

wi th their v¡ork environment.
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Someone else vho's not involved can't realÌy
understand. They can't appreciate it. It's
very cut and dried for them cause they're

not experiencing the situation. They can

l-isten, but it's not the same.

I've talked to my

because he doesn't

point of viev. He

boyfriend. I t's hard though

really see it from a medical

doesn' really understand.

Diversion, physical activitY, and

personal needs such as sleep and adequate

described as rnethods of coping r*i th the

participants experience as a result of an

caring for basic

nutri t ion, are also

ernotional distress
ethical dilemma.

I do crafts if I'm upset. I do things like

house-clean, just somethíng physical or totally

different that ís distracting.

I'm pretty active. I find that physical actívíty
helps. Something that I aLso find crucial is

that I have to have enough sleep vhen I come to

work. If I don't have enough sleep, f'm sunk.
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I cantt cope. And sugar, I need sugar. If I
don't get those, then I'm apt to be in tears

in the coffee room at lunch.

Humour

and stress.
íllustrated

plays an important part in alleviating
Humour is described by several nurses

ín the following excerpts.

tens ion

and is

I,tre laugh and j oke a 1ot, not because

certain situations that are going on, but I
that's probably one \,/ay T¡/e cope wi th

in intensive care. There's a lot of jokÍng

on betr¡¡een each other.

of

think
working

that goes

trIe' d go ou t as

laugh and j oke.

a group

Ve had

and talk about thíngs and

a lot of fun together

Two neophyte nurses describe theír víev of intensive

care nursing as being just a job. They emphasize that they

try very hard to look at it from this perspective and not to

become involved or take it home with them.
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Usually I can forget about most things on rny

days off. I usually like to forSet about vork

and just leave it there, otherwise I/d probably

go crazy if I took it home with me.

I try not to dwell on it. It's just a job.

You can't be depressed about what you do at

work. You can't bring it home. You cant t

live it. It's your job. You have to somehov

f ind a \¡Iay to separate yourself f rom i t. If
you became ínvolved with every patient you looked

after, you'd be an emotíonaL vreck. It's a job.

Education is
insight into the

colleagues in the

a means that one nurse chose

kinds of situations and the

crÍtical- care area.

to gain some

behavior of

A Iot of my university
been circled around this 

'

cours e s I've taken have

to help me

those coursesunderstand behaviour. I've
to try and understand.

trying
chos en

trlhen they are in the process of coming to terms with an

ethical dilemmar pârtícipants describe severaf actÍons that

they found helpful. These involve a purposeful, rational
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thinking-through the situation, using the situation as a

learning experience and a base ftom which to improve

subsequent experiences.

Rational- thinking is described by participants as a

deliberate activity which they go through in their own mínds

to sort through an ethical íssue.

Interviever:
Hov do you think you cope?

Participant:
A lot of it is logÍca1, a result of the brain, not

of the heart. SittÍng dovn and going through a problem

solving process, identifying vhat has produced

those emotions, going through ít in your head,

rationalizing í t out.

Another nurse stated her process of coming to terms

in the following way.

I think as long as T can sit and thínk about it

and have the time to think about it and in my mind

maybe ratíonafize vhat they're trying to do, then

I can sort of understand and feel a little better'
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to sit down and look at both ends of the spectrunt

what they're trying to accomplish'and why they're
trying to accomplish it versus vhat I believe.

FoLlor,¡ing an incident in vhich she perceived herseLt as

not coping velJ-, this experienced nurse describes the process

vhich she vent through once the ineident \,/as over. This

process was described as a necessary part of her being able

to feet justífied about her feelings and actions during the

actual event.

I just thought the situation through. 0ne of the

first things I did was just to revíew the situation

and make sure that within myself I'd done the

right things. I felt so upset that I thought 
'

ge€r maybe I was really inappropriate. But I

l/ent through it and felt that I had, from a sort

of intellectual point of viev, folloved the correct

procedures. I felt that I had done vhat I couldt

so that I reassured myself from that point of viev.
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Sometimes the process of rational thinking may not be

suffícíent to resolve the emotional asþect of the difemma for

the nurse. One experienced nurse describes this as an

outcome of an situatÍon in l¡hich she vas involved early in

her career.

I kept resorting to the biological--medical mode1,

that scientifíc proof that thís is okay. If you look

at it from that theory, and you ean' t dispute

that theory, then it makes you very comfortable.

So I resorted to the medical model. It made me

feel comfortable for awhile, put the Iid on it.

But something inside of me kept coming out and

saying despíte all this theory, there's something

here that still doesn't sit rÍght

A neophyte nurse describes the process of coming to

terms vith her first experience involving discontinuation of

therapy as one of trying to look at the good side of the

si tuation. Religious beliefs are aLso evident in thÍs

description.

I usually think of the good síde of it' because

that's the only thing you're left with, to make you

feel a littIe better. Yes, this man is out of
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pain. His family ís going throught the grieving
process and thatts good. Yes, he vas loved and

yesr he had a good life. And yes, he must have

been something special- to be taken from this earth.

Participants describe how they used thís process of

rational thinking-through the situation. Learning from the

experience and thinking about hotu they vould behave in a

simÍIar situation in the future are several outcomes of this
process.

I just had to think it through and sort of try
and put it ínto perspective. Try and decide

vhat I would do if that ever happened again.

It probably vasn't the best thíng I could have done.

If it were to happen to me nowr I r,rould go further.
I r,¡ould have taken more concrete steps in trying
to assure that this vould not happen or that it came

to the attention of the higher-ups that this had

occurred.

0ne experienced nurse l/as unable

situation in terms of her concerns about

o\{n response at the time.

to ratíonalize
the patient and

the

her
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Something inside of me kept coming out and

saying, despite all this theory, there's something

here that still doesn't sit right; I vas coming to

the conclusÍon in my own mínd that this vas v/rong.

Despite aII medical science and their theories, this
is !/rong based on my feelings.

In order to come to terms r,li th the

accept that her action was vrong and

situation as a learning experience.

situation, she had to

to decide to use the

The major thíng I fearned from this situation vas

that it was never going to happen to me again.

Vitnessing this once \^¡as enough. I was never going

to go along \,/ith a situation which I had even a

l-íttle vee bit of uncertainty about. I vas going to
say no until I felt comfortable with the situation.
I think that vhat made me feel comfortable workÍng

it out was that I felt that I could use this as

a learníng experience. It was almost tike I could saYr

'It's happened this time, but this won¿t happen again

to me. Next tíme I'11 handle the situation dífferentfy' .
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helping the

probJ-ems.

nurse

0ne

to

Subsequent experiences are a factor in

to come to terms with difficult ethical
experienced nurse describes her perception

this.

Vhen I feel that faílure, that frustration,
rvhat I need is to be able to vork i t out

and to have a pick-m€-up, a success storyr to

balance i t out . Li f e goes on. Ile have the bad

and we have the good. It doesn't necessarily have to

be a success story right then and therer but somebody

you can get satísfaction from, accompÌÍsh something

positive. If you go in and you knov that the patíent

is gravely iII, but at the end of the day you have made

a difference, that you can seer then there's that

satisfaction.

Another experienced nurse describes hov she used her

distress and sense of havíng failed her patient to control

and ensure that subsequent similar situations are more

satísfying for patient and family as well as the staff.

I put that dramatic incident to

my best from then on to develop

I r,¡as bound and deternined that

in relat ion

good use and I trÍed
my own philosophy.

Ín any way I could
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I r,rould help someone else through something lÍke that.
It \^¡asn't until I sav hov it could be done dif ferently
that I could be at peace vith myself.

This nurse describes the vay in vhich she utilized her

previous experience r,¡hich Ínvolved discontinuation of
therapy, to nake a simil-ar situatíon less traumatic for
herself, the patient and family and the neophyte nurse that
she vas supervising.

This was an experience vith sadness vhich happened

in a way which I thínk \^/e could best all-ow i t to

happen. I didnft Leave the hospital goíng home

in fear, feeling that I had participated in a

dramatic death with feelings of guíIt. I made

it happen. I made sure those family nembers vere

there. T made sure \¡/e were alI involved and that
we af I f elt comf ortable vi th this and that \¡/e

didn't push thís incídent. Ve (neophyte nurse and

self) stayed behind and had a nice talk about this
whole thing and she didn't have the same feelings
that I had had (in the prevíous incident), f know

she didn't. I allowed these things to happen.
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In responding to or coping v¡ith an ethical dilemma'

participants descríbed actíons vhich' involved other health

prof essíonal-s. The f oltor,ring inf ormation ref lects the manner

in which participants described such action in the intervíev

transcripts.
Support from other health profesionals is descríbed as a

factor in assisting the nurse to respond to or cope vith a

situation vhich is perceived as an ethical dÍIemma.

Supportive actions of other health professionals has been

described in previous sections of the chapter in relatíon to

the team effort, venting to others and in the section on

feelings about self and others. These actions involve

concern from others, offers to relieve the nurse from the

situation, and talking about the situation vith peers at

break t imes .

One nurse described the cohesiveness of the group that

vorked together as a significant factor vhich affected copíng

abiJ-ity.

The group was a very cohesive group. The group

had a lot of fun and the tendency of the group

was to $¡ork hard and play hard. The group was a

great support , had a great sense of hunour. I'le'd go

out as a group and talk about thÍngs other than the

uni t and r,¡e had a lot of group cohesiveness and a lot
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of sensitivity vithin the group too. For Ínstance,

with that one patient who had the'veaning problem'

and nurses were crying in the hall at 9:00 o'clock
in the morning, you vould see another nurse walk over

and talk about it with the person and be very

supportive.

Ano the r

the hospi taI
nurse described the support she received from

chaplain.

He gives me little blessings, he listens, he touches

flêr holds my hand. There's a trust there. He r,¡ould

stay and talk to ne for a little vhile. Sonetimes,

he'd say 'I'II pray for you today' and I'd go back

Ínto my cubicle and I'd feel better.

The chaplain was a significant resource in helping this
nurse to come to terms vi th and resol-ve an extremely

traunatic incident vhich she had experienced several years

previously.

He made me feel a lot better' helped me sort

out a fev things. I guess maybe having his blessings

too, you know, it was almost like I vas forgiven.

And maybe that's l¡hat I needed, I never thought of that
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untíl just no!/, but maybe all that tÍme I was

for forgiveness. I vould Iike to'have gotten

her (the patient) but I got it from him.

aski ng

i t from

Participants descrÍbed actions that

them to cope vith ethically problematÍc

folloving description indicates how a

descríbes coping v¡ith the situation of a

therapy vas perceíved to be excessíve.

I^le changed s taf f through her really
had her the most tvo days. And if

cope more than one day, then You onlY

are taken to

si tuations.
neophyte

he lp
The

nurses

patient for whom

quickly. You

you couldnt t

had her one day.

Participants also described how they heJ-p each other to

care for the pat ient ín a sÍ tuations involvíng

discontinuation of therapy. Turning off the sage pumps for

each other Ís described by a noephyte nurse in an earlier

segment of this chapter and is a practice that some nurses

participate in as a means of coping vith the traumatic act of

wÍthdrawing life sustaining therapies.

Actions are also described by participants

those that invofve the patient and family.

del-iberate actÍon in response to situations

in terms of

Nurses take

which they
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perceive to be ethical dilemmas. These kínds of actions may

be specífic and ínvolve communication,'altering the treatment

regime or more subtl-e actíons involving prayer, caring and

respect for the individual. This final segnent of the

chapter presents information to illustrate these actions.

Communication is one area that participants describe ín

rel-ation to the actions which they took in situations. The

folloving excerpt describes one nurse's communication vith
family in a si tuation which vas perceived as excessive

therapy.

You felt better if you knev that they at least had

an understanding about vhat vas going on. ExpJ-aining

to them really did help. It made me feel bettert
that you weren't just running around doing tasks.

You \^/ere actually helpíng people understand r,lhat

\,,ras going on and hoped you !/ere making i t a li t tle
easier.

Communcation may also involve clarifying information

that the patient or family is receiving from other health

professíonals. A descrÍption of one nursefs efforts to give

the patÍent information about impending surgery ís described

earlier in the section on effective reaction. Another nurse

describes clarifying information for the r^¡ife ín a situation
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vhich \,/as perceived to involve excessive therapy and a

violation of the patient's ríght to be removed from the

mechanicaf ventilator. The wife \,/as confused by the

dÍfferent opinions and information that she was receiving

from dífferent individuals.

I just didn't feel she was getting a good picture.

There \,,rere three or four people talkíng to this
\,/oman telling her di f f erent things. I tried to

be present so that I knev vhat kinds of conments

were being made, and I tried to make sure that

they (doctors) knew vhat each other vas saying. I

tried to support her and if there were destructive

comnents made about her sense of responsibilityr I

tried to support her.

0ne experienced

died, she used prayer

dignity during death.

nurse described how, vhen a patient

as a means of preserving the patient's

I remember distinctly when thís lady died; it

bothered me so much to see someone die like that t

that from that instant on, whenever anyone diedt

I alvays kind of bowed my head and prayed. I just
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kind of quíckly close my eyes and say a little prayer.

It just kind of reminds me that vhenever people dÍe'

it is a person there.

patient eomfort is a factor which participants descrÍbe

as an important source of satisfaction for them in situations

vhich are perceived as ethical dÍlemrnas.

Vhen you could look

Iooked comfortable t

at her and say she

that r¡¡as satisf ying.

Manipulation of situational variables to ensure patient

comfort is one strategy that experienced nurses describe Ín

such Íns tances.

Vhen it's a patient that I feel inside is not

going to nake it anyvay and that probably all

these things are just torture, I tend to go lax

on that (limit care that is uncomfortable or

exhausting, for example, getting up to sít in a

chair). I vÍII lean more heavily on the confort side.

Usually I'm able to do

I'm usually

something about the

able to feel that I'm

of comfort to that
situation.
providing some element
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individual just through provision of decent

nursing care, backrub, touching, holding their
hand, chattÍng with them, sometimes sedation,

sometimes having the famíly members in. There

are usually things you can manipulate. Even if
you're not able to change the vhole situatíon,
you're able to, at least from a nursing standpointt

do quite a bit to make a difference in this patient's

state.

Caring for the patient as an individual ís described as

a distinct factor in enabling nurses to remain in the

crítícal care unit. One experienced nurse describes hov her

decision to stay following a period of disillusionment Ìras

influenced by this realization.

The bottom Iine ís, aside from aIl- the teehnologyt

that you have this responsibility to make

these individuals' last days as comfortable as possible.

That just sort of helps me to ratÍonlize some of

the things that go on in the unit.
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Another experienced nurse describes hov her belief Ín

the val-ue of the individual and the heed to make the death

process a caring event guided her in a situation where

therapy vas díscontinued on a nan from a lover socio-ecomomÍc

class.

I looked after a man vhose address was the bus

shack outside of the Mall Hotel. I sat there and I
held his hand and I vatched him die' through a

whole níght. f t \,¡as a Saturday night and I thought

to myself, this is a very strange job I have. You knov,

you're looking outside and seeing the stars and you

know people are out and it's Saturday night and

I'm sitting there holding a rnan's hand...because

he's going to die. He has nobody to be r,¡i th him v¡hen

he dies. It made me feel very revarded. I felt in
some ways pleased that I could be vith hin. He

dídn't have to be alone. He opened up his eyes

occasionally and he knev someone \^¡as there and

I held his hand.

PartÍcipants describe actions in response to or ín an

effort to cope with an ethical dilemma in relation to those

whích directly involve the patient and family. ConmunicatÍon
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\,/ith the family, provÍsion of cornfort and manipulating

variabl-es to optimize the patient's cbmfort are actions that
nurses describe.

Con clus i on

This chapter has presented the fíndings of this
investigation under three major topic headings. FoIIot^¡ing a

description of the biographical information about the t\,/o

groups of participants, their definitions and general

examples of vhat an ethical dilemma is, the major part of

this chapter focused on descriptíons of the si tuational
context of an ethical dilemma, factors which Ínfluence

perception and/or response and finally the manner of response

and coping with the ethical dilemrna.

An ethícaI díIemma is a multi-dÍmensional phenomenon,

and the pereeption of. such a situation is influenced by

factors vhich may be contained within the context of the

actual situation or vhích may be the result of indivÍdual
ínterpretation. Analysis of the interviev transcrípts
revealed many themes and patterns related to the three main

topic areas. Thus, the descríptive findings of this
investigation are complex and lengthy.

The infornation provided by the nurses l¡ho participated
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in thís investigation has provided a rích and

description of the phenomenon of ethical issues

meaningful

in cri t ical

care.
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CHAPTER FOUR

In this final chapter of the thesis, the findÍngs of
thís investigation are summarized as well as presented in
reLation to the information documented in the review of the

literature. The implicatíons of the findings of thÍs study

for further investigation into several topic areas are

included in this chapter.

The purpose of this investigation was to explore and

describe the perceptions and beliefs that critical care

nursíng students and their instructors have in relation to

the e,thÍcal dilemmas that occur in theír clinical practice.
The methodology seLected to achieve this purpose provided a

rich description of this phenomenon from the perspectÍve of
the ten particípants.

Summary of the Fíndings

Findíngs !/ere presented under three main topic areas in
chapter three: the situational context of an ethical dilemma,

factors ínfluencing indívidual response to the situation and

fínal-ly the manner of response and coping vith an ethical
dilemma. The summary of these findings is presented in the

same manner in this chapter.
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The Situational Context

Analysis of the interview transcripts revealed major

themes in relation to the situational context of an ethical

dilemma. Si tuations involving excessive therapy and

discontinuat ion of therapy as vell as an interpersonal

dimension vere three themes vhich evolved.

Excessive therapy vas descríbed by participants as a

patient care situation in which care \,/as perceived to be

excessive for a partieular patient in a partícular phase of

ill-ness. Four elements r,¡hich emerged as f actors in this kind

of situation vere: Ioss of patíent dígnityr patíent comfort,

víolation of the patient's rights or wishes and family

sufferíng. These four elements \,/ere described in a

situational- context by partícipants and emerged as factors

whích affect the nurse's perceptíon of the situation
involving excessive therapy.

As a second major theme, discontínuatíon of therapy is a

si tuation r,¡hích \^Ias also described as a ethical- dilemma by

participants. This kind of situation was described as one in

rvhich a decisíon is made to vithdrav¡ 1Ífe-sustaining therapyt

such as a mechanical ventÍIator or potent drugs.

Particípants' descriptions of these kínds of si tuations

revealed two dominant elements. Si tuatíons \¡¡ere descríbed Ín

relation to a 'care versus kill' conflict that the nurse
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experienced and the íssue of decision-making/not-making.

The 'care versus kíl-1' conf lict s/as presented as one in

vhich the nurse's perceptions of her role as care-giver is

chal.Ienged by patient care activities vhich involve actíons

intended to af Iol¡ the patient to die. Several nurses stated

that they felt as though they were committing murder in such

situatÍons.
The decision-making/not-makíng issue !/as described in

rel-atÍon to the patient's right to determine treatment and

also to the perceived influence of the situational context of

the decision-making process. Disregard or actíve violation
of a patient's wishes to \,/ithdraw or continue r¿ith therapy

l/as perceived by participants and illustrated in several

exemplars.

The third major theme vhich emerged in relation to the

situational context of an ethical issue v¡as the ínterpersonal

dimension. Interpersonal communication and professional

relationships vere tvo recurring elements in this category.

Interpersonal communicatíon was described as an ethical issue

when treatment decisions are controversial- or l¡hen the nurse

perceives the patient to be poorly informed. Professional

relationships, as a second element in the Ínterpersonal

dimension vere described in terms of conflícting loyaltÍest

the team effort, confidentialty and the perceíved

inappropriate behaviour of other personnel.
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Factors Vhich Influence Perception and ResDonse

Factors which ínfluence perception and response were

descríbed as a second major topic area in the presentation of

the findings. These factors $¡ere presented as being eÍther
an internal or an external influence. Internal influencing
factors \,/ere considered to be attitudes, beliefs and feelings

r,¡hích participants described in relation to the ethical
dilemmas which they perceived in their cl-Ínical practice.

In the presentation of the findings, attítudes and

beliefs were described as those that the participants stated

in relation to self, to the patient and family and in

relation to life and death. Perceived expectations about

themsel-ves in the role of the critical care nurse reflected

attitudes and beliefs of toughness and ability to handle

ethícally problematic si tuations vi thout shoving personal

distress. Attitudes and betiefs about the patient and family

indicated a concern for the patient's right to be informed

and to be actively involved in the decision-makÍng process

regarding treatment plans.

Beliefs about life and death were described in terms of

value and quality, and reflected the influence of religious

and fatalístíc vÍevs. Personal Iife experiences, such as the

death of a grandparent, were described by several
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participants as affecting the manner in vhich they perceived

and responded to life and death situátions in professional

practíce.
Feelings are also an internal influence and !¡ere

described Ín relation to self, to the patient and to others

in the situatíon. An inner turmoil described as a feelÍng of

frustrationr ârtXiety or agitatÍon vas apparent in morally

distressing si tuations. Feelings about the patient were

described as sadness and hurt ín relation to suffering and

sometimes anger at the patient for dying. Frustration and

anger were feelings that participants described towards the

physicían and other heaÌth care personnel ínvoLved in the

sÍtuation.
ExternaL factors ínfluence perception and/or response

and were described in relation to professional relationships

and the patient's famíly. Team effort, sígnificant role

models and one, s peers emerged as elements of the

partícipants, professional- relationships. The situation of

the patient and/or family l¡as a second external influence for

participants. Level of conscÍousness, paín and suffering and

the ability of the family to cope vith the sÍtuation also

emerged as factors in this category.
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Response to and Coping Vith An Ethical Issue

The third major topic area vhich comprised the findings

of thís investigatíon is that of response to and coping vith
an ethical issue. This topic \,¡as presented in terms of an

effective or an ineffective reaction or action. fneffective
response and coping \,/as described in terms of actÍons or

reactions vhich did not appear to benefÍt the participant or

the situation. Crying, sarcastic retorts r vithdrawing or

going along with the si tuation are examples of such a

response. Several participants stated that they had

considered leaving their jobs and one actually did resign

folloving an incident vhich she described as an ethical

d i lemma .

Ethical issues may remain unresolved for years. Several

experienced nurses described emotional turmoíL and feelings

of agitation and anger which were still present when they

talked about these incidents during the Íntervievs. Crying

and difficulty in talking about such experíences !¡ere also

observed in tvo participants during the interviev. Nursing

care appears to be affected by the nurse's emotional dístress

in these si tuations. Avoiding the patient ' discomfort wi th

givÍng basic care and having to leave the situation are

illustrative of compromised nursing care.

Effective reactíon and actÍon in response to or coping
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with an ethical issue was described as those which appear to

benefit the nurse, the patient or the situation. Reactions

of assertiveness in requesting approprÍate medicaL orders,
giving information to the patient and family and providing
pain relief vere described to illustrate such a response.

Effective actions l¡ere presented as those involvíng self
or other health professionals and those involving the patient

and,/or family. Talking to others vho have experienced

simil-ar sítuations, humour, diversion, physical activity and

caring for basic personal physical needs are examples of

self -rel-ated actÍons. Coping behaviour \,/as described by two

neophyte nurses as deliberate emotional distancing and

viewing their nursing experiences as just a job.

Ratíonal thinking-through was described by several

nurses as a way of coming to terms vith a situation after it
rras over. Logical and orderly recall of actions and

rationale in relation to the situation were presented as

elements of such a process. Several experienced nurses

indicated that they had used this kind of process to think
about how they would react or act in símilar situations in

the future. One of these nurses described hov she had used a

traumatic íncident as a learning experience to guíde her

behaviour in subsequent simíIar situatíons.
Actions involving other health professionals were also

descríbed by partícipants. Support from peers, the hospital
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chaplain, and other health professionals vas one example of

this kind of action. Participants ä1so described actions

designed to help each other to cope with a situation.
Turníng off each other's sage pumps, changing patient

assignments on a daily basís, and giving each other emotional

support were presented as examples of this kind of action.
The patient and family vere also described as the focus

of nurses I actions in si tuat ions perceíved as ethieal
dÍlemmas. Communication, manipulation of the treatment plan

to naximize patient comfort, prayer, and a caring and respect

f or the pat ient as a human being \^/ere described in relat ion

to this topic.
This investigation has provided a description of ethical

dilemmas in cri tical care from the perpective of five
neophyte and five experÍenced nurses. Findings were

presented in relation to three major topic areas: the

situationaL context of an ethical issue, factors influencing
response and fÍnaì-Iy the manner of response and coping with

the situatÍon.

Relevance of the Fíndings to the Current Literature

The fíndings of

information available in
in the folloving section

this study as they relate to the

the current literature are presented

of this chapter. Included also are
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the implications of some of the findings of this study for
further investigation into specific toþíc areas.

Participants in this study descríbed their perceptions

of ethicaÌ dilemrnas in a situational context. As Vhite
( 1983 ) indicates, this kind of conflíct is a si tuatÍonaI
problem. Labelling such probl-ems as an ethical dilemna, is
inaccurate and a reflectÍon of the particípants' lack of

understanding of an ethical dilemma. Although the term

dil-emma has been used throughout this thesis, it is not an

accurate refl-ection of the true meaning of the term. It Ís

rather, a reflection of the manner r,¡ith which it is used in

the l-iterature and in descriptÍons of situatíons in cIínical
practice.

The ínformat ion whích was obtained in this s tudy

revealed major themes. Hovever, categorizing such themes vas

di fficult because of the degree of overlap whÍch q¡as

observed. Topics such as death, dying and informed consent

\^rere difficult to isolate Ínto separate categories of ethical
issues. Thompson and Thompson (1985) state that this kind of

problem occurs Ín any attempt to categoríze ethical issues.

In keeping r^¡Í th the prevíous f ormat, the rel-evance of

the findings of thís investigation to the current 1íterature
is presented in three major topic areas: the situational
context, the Ínfluencing factors and the manner of response

and coping with the situation.
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The Situational Context

Death appears to be a rnajor focus of both the current

literature and the findings of this study. Issues such as

the patient's right to determine vhen death should occur,

allowing the patient to die and dying with dignity are

recurríng themes in the interviev transcripts. The review of

the Iiterature reveaLed that quality of 1ife, death with
digni ty and allovíng the patíent to die are topics of

rel-evance in current publications. Excessive therapy and

discontinuation of therapy, as rnajor themes in this study,

íncorporate each of these three documented issues in the

descriptive findings.
Participants described personal conflict related to

their perception of death as a dehumanizing and undignified

event vhen therapy \,/as excess ive. Compromised quali ty of

life associated \^¡ith heroic interventions, as vell as pain

and suffering in this kind of situation, are factors which

are aLso described in the review of the literature.
The issue of alloving the patient to die vas addressed

in the Ii terature reviev in relation to the controversy

surrounding the use of the term euthanasia. Participants in

thÍs study indicated concern about their role in situations
involving the vithdrawal of l-ife-sustaining therapy. The

.l::.

:,:;,
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care required in such situations \,¡as perceived Ín a very

negative and detrimental way ratherthan as vhat may have

been appropriate care for a particular patient. AIlowing the

patient to die and permitting a good deathr âs l(eyserlingk
(L979) states, vas the source of a personal conflict for
severaf participants in this study when it was necessary to

withdrav life-sustaíning therapy. Appropriate care of the

dying patient becomes confused vith the concept of euthanasia

as mercy killing in this kind of conflÍct.
Perceived expectations about the role as a critical care

nurse creates a personal moral- conffict. A hesítance to show

feelings of moral distress or personal discomfort vith a

situation vas described vhen the participant's perception of

the critical care nurse l¡as one of a capable and tough

individual. ThÍs vas evident in descriptions of situatíons
involvíng discontinuation of therapyr pârticularly in

relation to the vay in r,¡hich participants thought they should

be able to respond. Rol-e conf l-ict or conf usion was also

described in this kind of situation in terms of a 'care
versus kill' confLict.

This kind of role conflíct is not clearly documented ín

the current literature. Role confl-íct and/or confusion is

described in terms of the nurse/s role as a patient advocate.

The focus of the patíent advocacy concept is stated by French

( 1"984) as emphasizing the r,¡eIf are of the patíent. Conf lict
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based on perceÍved expectations of the critical care nurse's
rol-e as tough, capable and caring, emphasizes a focus which

invol-ves a concern about self in the situation as opposed to

a concern for the well-being of the patient.
Perceptions of death as a symptom, that Ís, something to

be controlled, alloved or prevented is descríbed by Jorgenson

and Crabtree (1986). Partícipants in this study described
death in the same manner and elaborated on this concept to
describe care of the patient as an investment of time as well
as human and material resources. This perception of death,

as a symptom rather than as a natural part of the life
process, is refl-ected in the difficulty with vhich the

decÍsion to dÍscontinue therapy is associated.
Participants described delay ín the decisÍon-naking

process, violation of the patient, s rights or vÍshes and

inappropriate orders in situations involvíng excessive

therapy and díscontinuation of therapy. Ethical issues of
this kind are documented in the l-iterature as the ímposition
of personal beliefs, refusal to write orders, leaving orders
vhich are ei ther inappropriate or contrary to patíent, s

and/or family's wishes.

CommunÍcat ion \¡/as described by part ieipants as a f actor
in the sítuatíonaI context of an ethical issuer pârticularly
when treatment decisions are perceived as inappropriate or

contrary to the patient, s or f amily, s r.,¡ishes. The current
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Iiterature does not describe the process of interdisciplinary
comnunicatíon in rel-ation to ethical i'ssues in critical care.

Similarly, professionaf relationships are also not veIl
described in the literature, particul-arly in relation to the

presence or absence of tearn cohesiveness and support vhich

participants described as a factor in the situational context

of an ethÍcal íssue.

Inappropriate attitude and a lack of respect and caring
for the patient as a human beÍng $¡ere described by

participants as a factor of the situational context of some

ethical issues. Deteriorating sensi tivi ty as a result of

extensive exposure to human suffering, as described by Fromer

(198L), may be evidenced by this inapproprÍate behaviour and

attitude. Carper's (1,979) statement that technological
advances and the trend tovards specialization have fragmented

and depersonalized patient care, also supports this
descriptive finding. This kind of attitude, vhich was

described about othersr mây be an indícatÍon of what Price

and Murphy (1985) descríbe as emotional and spiritual
exhaustion or burnout.

In summary, the findings of this study generalJ-y support

and are supported by the current literature. ltrhat is not

clearly described in the literature is the kind of personal

rol-e confusion and conflíct that nurses experience in

relatÍon to the 'care versus kill' conflict and to their
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perceived expectations of the role of the critical care

nurse. Communication during the decíSion-naking process and

in relation to treatment pJ-ans which may be perceived as

inappropriate ís not clearly descríbed in the literature.
Tean support and cohesiveness, or lack of, as it is presented

in the sítuational context of an ethical issue, is afso not

r,¡ell described in the li terature. Further deseript ive

investigation of the interpersonal- dimension in the

situational context of an ethical issue would provÍde

additíonal understanding of this phenomenon.

Factors Vhich Influence Perception and Response

Attitudes, beliefs and feelings in relatíon to the

experience of an ethical issue r \,/ere described by

partieipants in this study. These \¡¡ere presented as internal
influencing factors. The reviev of the literature indicated

that nurses may be inf luenced by their o\,/n inner values,

beliefs and attitudes as vell as personal Iife experiences

and professional background.

The findings of thís study augment the literature reviev

by providing a description of the kinds of attitudes and

beliefs that the nurses in this study have in relation to the

ethical issues vhich they perceive in their clinical
practice. Attitudes and beliefs about the role of the

.lt:.'
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critical care nurse, about the patient and family and about

li fe and death are one component of these fíndings.
Participants I feelings about themselves, about the

patient and about others in the si tuation of an ethieal
issue are described by Vilkinson (1986) as moral distress and

moral outrage. FeelÍngs of anger, frustration and guilt are

described by Vilkinson and also by partÍcipants in this
study. The findings of this study add to the understandÍng

of the experience and effect of ethical- issues and the

ínternal- factors vhich rnay Ínfluence perception and response.

External factors may also influence perception and

response. Intervening variables in the context of the

situation are described by Lamb (1-986) as infl-uencÍng nursing

behaviour. This vas evídeneed in participants' descríptions

of the responsibility they felt not only to support the team

effort, but also to consider the víshes of the patient and

famíly r¡hen there \,¡ere conflicting vievs or beliefs about the

plan of care.

The influence of peers, role models and other health

professionals as supportive of the nurse in morally

distressing si tuations was described by participants.

ConsÍdering the conflict which nurses describe as a result of

perceived expectations about their roIe, the support of their
action or reactíon by significant others in the situatíon may

be an external- influence vhÍch \,¡arrants further
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inves t igat ion.

The sÍtuation of the patient and/or family, that is, in

relatÍon to pain, sufferíng, level of awareness and abitity
to cope \^/ere also presented as external inf luences. The

nurse is a participant observer in stressful- situations,
according to Flaherty (t982), but the manner in whích the

nurse ís ínfl-uenced by the elernents of such a situation is

not well described ín the literature in relation to ethícal
issues. It is partieularly interesting to note that nurses

expressed concern for the familyr even vhen they are no

Ionger involved directly in their situation. The patient's

familyr €rs an external influencing factor may also warrant

fur ther ínves t igat ion.

This study has added descriptíve information to that

r,¡hich is currently available in relation to factors which may

be an internal or external influence on perception and

response to an ethical issue.

Response To And Coping Vith an Ethical trssue

Response to and copng wi th an ethícal issue was

presented either as an effective or an ineffective reaction

or action. Feelings of anger, frustration and guilt that
participants described were presented in a previous segment

of this chapter in relation to the current Iiterature. These
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may be considered as evidence of moral distress about the

situation.
PsychoJ-ogical disequilibrium is described by Zablorv

(L986) as great personal indecision and uncertainty. Cryingt

vhich some participants described as a response to the

situational context of an ethical- issue, could also be

evidence of a state of psychological disequilÍbrium.
Particípants described índecision and uncertainty in relation
to theÍr rol-e in the situation. Patterníng behaviour after
that observed in others or on the basis of perceived

expectations of the role is also an indication of such

uncertainty and indecision.
Vithdrawing from the situation, avoiding the patient or

leaving the j ob l/ere behaviours vhich Vílkinson ( 1986)

descríbed as ineffective copíng vith moral distress or moral

outrage. These behaviours \¡/ere also described by

participants in this study.

DiffÍculty in resolving the issue or in comíng to terms

with the feelings of moraL distress may be damaging to
personal or prof essional wholeness, according to I^Iílkinson

(1986). Several experienced nurses in this study described

personal distress that they could sti1l feel years after the

incident had occurred. It is not cfear from the findings of

this study, the degree to vhich this distress affeeted

personal and prof essional- rn¡holeness f or these nurses. The
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Iong term effect of moral distress or moral outrage on

personal and professional vholeness is'another possible topic

for further ínvestigation.
The ability of the nurse to give quality patient care is

compromised according to the descríptive findings of this
study. In fact, the ability of the nurse to give basic care

may be significantly 1Ímited during the experience of moral

distress. Leaving the cubicle' avoiding the patient 
'

difficulty in giving basic care, not wanting to come in to

work and rotating the patient assignment on a daily basis

were attitudes and behaviours described by participants in

this study. Not only the patient, but also the family

members may be deprived of quality care vhen the nurse is

experiencing moral distress.
The effect of moral distress on patient care is alluded

to by Kramer (1,974) and suggested by llil-kinson (1986). This

i s an area r,¡hi ch coul-d be more closely inves t igated to

provide a more meaningful understanding of hot¡ care mÍght be

affected by the nurse's experience of noral distress.
Effective reaction and action \,/ere presented as

attítudes and behaviours which appear to benefit the patient

or the situation. Successful coping, according to trIilkinson

( L986 ) , is evidenced by a feeling of control over the

si tuation. Participants Ín this study described assertive

and independent actions, such as demanding appropriate orders
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and giving ínformation to the patÍent as examples of such

coping behaviours.

It ís interesting to note that t\,/o neophyte nurses

descrÍbed a deliberate emotional distancing and separation of
job and personal life as a means of coping with the suffering
and distress that they were exposed to. Thís kind of an

attitude is documented in the literature as a deereased

sensi tivÍ ty to pain and suffering, but ís described in

relation to prolonged exposure and burnout.

The significance of peer support, having someone to talk
to and experiencing the eohesiveness of the group or heal-th

team is evídent in participantsf descriptions of coping

behaviours. The necessity for personal emotional support

during and after the incident is also described as an

essential component of the process of resolving the íncident.
Although caring for the patient as a human being is vell

described in the literature as an essential component of

nursíng practíce, carÍng for each other as nurses and health

professionals is not. The manner in which health team members

do or do not care for and support each other in situatíons of

moraÌ distress and the effect that thís has on their personal

and professional equilibrium, is an area for further
inves t ígat ion.

The actions of turning off sage pumps or ventilators for
each other is an interesting finding of this study, as is the
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practice of rotating the patient assignment on a daily basis

when the situation ís moralfy distressing (for example, vhen

care is perceived as excessive). These kinds of behaviours

are not described in the l-i terature. I t is not clear from

the descriptive findings whether this is a successful- coping

action or l¡hether ít is a means of avoiding the reality of

the situation. Both of these actions were described by

neophyte nurses.

Rational- thinking \,/as described by nurses as a

deliberate process of resolving feelíngs and coming to terms

with an ethical íssue. Iíilkinson (1986) describes this as

conscious cognitive reasoning. This descriptive finding may

be evidence of a process of moral reasoning or critical
thinking as descrÍbed by Ketef ian ( 1981a' 1-91-Bb). Since this

study did not focus on the reasoning process' labelling such

rational thinking as ¡noral- reasoning vould be erroneous.

Rational thinkíng-through an ethically problematic

situation is described by several experienced nurses as

influencíng behaviour in subsequent similar sÍtuations. This

is related to Crishan's ( 1981 ) s tatement that formal

education and past experience enhances principled thinking

ability and influences behaviour ín a moral díl-emma.

The participants' actions ínvolving patient and family

are described in relation to caríng and concern about the

índíviduat in the situation. CarÍng is described in the
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revie\,¡ of the Iiterature as a force vhich guides nursing

behaviour and attitude (Carper, 1'979)'. Caring in this study

l/as described in relation to respecting and valuing the

individual and providÍng comfort and emotional support.

Manipulatíng the situational variabfes or the treatment

plan to optimize patíent comfort and lessen the degree of

suffering for the patient \^¡ere deliberate actions that

experienced nurses described. This kind of activity is not

r,¡ell described in the Ií terature and may be another f ocus f or

further investigation in to the coping behavÍors of nurses in

the si tuational context of an ethical issue.

In summary, the results of this investígation have been

described as they relate to the information presented in the

reviev of the current Ii terature Ín chapter tvo. The

similarÍ t ies betr,¡een the f indíngs and the li terature reviev

support the relevance that this investigation has to

information which ís currently available about the phenomenon

of ethícal issues ín critical care nursíng.

ImplÍcatíons for Further Investigation

Several topics have been identified as possible areas

for further investigation into this phenomenon. Nurses in

this study described personal dÍstress in the situation of an

ethical issue in relation to a 'care versus kiIl' conflict
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and to their perceived expectations of the role of the

critical care nurse. This kind of role-related stress could

be an ínteresting topic for further study.

An investigation of the interpersonal dimension of

communÍcation and interdisciplinary role relationshÍps vhich

occurs during the process of decis ion-making in the

situational context of an ethÍcal issue might also be useful-.

This could include a deseription of the influence of the

health tean and the situation of the patient and family as an

external influence on the nurse's perceptíon and response to

the situation.
Moraf distress has been described by Vilkinson (1986)

and al-so by partieipants in this study. The effect of such

dístress on personal and professional vhol-eness in the

si tuation as r,¡e11 as over time is another area f or f urther
investigation. The effect of moral distress on patient care

aLso warrants further study.

Coping behaviours and actions could be more clearly
described. The dymanics of interdisciplinary role
relationships as a variable of successful copÍng as vell as

the actions and behaviours that nurses employ in the

si tuation mÍght províde a richer and more meaningful

description of the phenomenon of ethical issues in critical
care.

..'..
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Conc lus i on

The critical care unit is the setting for a variety of

traumatic life and death sítuations. This investÍgatíon has

provided a description of the ethical dimension of such

situations from the perspective of a group of five neophyte

and five experienced nurses. It ís clear from the findings

of thís study, that the experíence of these kinds of patient

care situations may be the source of significant personal

distress for the nurse vho becomes involved with the patient

and family in crisis.
The context of the situation appears to influence the

manner in which the nurse perceives and responds to the

ethical dimensíon of patient care. The abílíty of the nurse

to respond appropriately and to cope effectively l¡íth patient

care situations in the crÍtical care unit may be a

determining factor of the qualíty of care that ís provided to

the patient and family. Thís study has províded evidence

that the experíence of personal distress in this kind of

situation may require a lengthy period of resolution and mayt

in fact, be a source of personal spiritual exhaustion.

The critically ilt patient requires excellence in

quality of nursing care. In order to prepare nurses to deal

effectively \^/ith the ethical dimensíon of nursing practice
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for them in

description of

essential.
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to provide appropriate administrative support

such si tuations, further exploration and

the complex nature of this phenomenon is
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At the source of every work, there ís an experience.

Camus, l-960, p. 1-84



Debb i e

Vhat \,/ere you doing. . . out so late. . . and all- alone?

Uere you drinking?. . . Ilere you on drugs?

Did you even know what happened?

It is nov four days since you came to our

unconscious, l-ifeless. Tonight I am your

You are so youngr your body so lovelyr so

your head so bruÍsed.

You shouldn't be here, DebbÍe, lying so

You' re only 1-9. . .
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unit...head injury,
nurse

healthy. . .

stilI...so broken...

being your nurse,

that is your hold

sing to you,

your bed. . .

hands. . .

I am so afraid. . . of the responsibíIi ty. . . of

and of beíng touched by the fragiJ-e thread

on life. Can you hear me? I talk and even

in the dark as f move around

checking. . . charting. . . caring. . .

Can you feel ne touch you? ...vith my

wi th my heart. . .



Did you see your mother?... hear her

Her face paIed, knees buckled, vhen

And your brother, too young to bear

vaÍs t r,¡i th his arm and held her up.
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cry...
she sa!¡ you.

such grief, circled her

my

1n

I,latching and sensing the anguish, I felt my heart in
mouth, saw one of my own daughters lying like you, myself

your mother's p1ace. . .and I vas terrified.

You died soon after. . . I knew you r¿ould. . . and I felt
helpless. . . bi t ter. . . and then so very hopeless.

Did i t mat ter. . . ¡,¡hat I díd? that I was there?

that I cared? ...

At home I cried...laid avake, al-one at night, and vondered

at the pain I feIt. I thought about quitting... never going

back.. . to face. again the sorrov of such suffering.
Sometimes it hurts so much to care... to reach out...
I never reaIIy knev in the beginníng,

how much i t r^¡ould take. . .

to be a nurse.
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APPENDIX

Information

A

Shee t

Please eomplete the folloving questionnaire by FILLING
IN THE BLANI(S or CIRCLING the appropriate response.

This information vill be kept strictly confidential. It
wiII be used by the ínvestigator in the analysís of the data
gathered in the course of this investigatíon.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

AGE: (18-2s) (26-30) (31-3s) (36-40) (41-s0) (s0+)

RELIGION

SEX: male

female

EDUCATIONAL BACI(GROUND :

Mari tal Status: Singi-e

Married

Degree Year of Grad. Institution

PAST VORK EXPERIENCE IN NURSING:

Area (eg. Medicine, Surgery, Pediatrics) Length of t ime



APPENDIX B

Consent Form

Dear Volunteer,

I am undertaking an investigatíon of
Dilemnas in Critical Care Nursing as part of
Education thesis vith the University of Manitoba.

This study wiIl involve an ínterview r,ri th you
to determine your perceptÍons and beliefs about the
that you encounter in your clinical practice.
required for this interviev r¡il1 be approximately
and a half hours. Your consent to participate in
ís voluntary and you may withdrav at any time
des i re.

Your consent to participate in this
greatly appreciated and will be indicated
in the space belov.

the Ethical
a t"las tãr-oE

ín order
d i lemmas

The t ime
one to one
this study
if you so

The ínterview vill be tape recorded vith your permission
in order to facili tate the analysis of the information
gathered during the interviev. All information wíll be
kept strictly confidential. The reporting of the findings of
this study wÍl} be done on a group basis. Anonymity r,¡ithin
the group vill be assured, hovever, the small size of the
group does make not í t possible to guarantee complete
anonymi ty.

investigation Ís
by your signature

Thank you.

Signature of Consentor

Date

Sincerely,

Margret Fenton
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APPENDIX C

Intervie\^I Ques t ions

The participants were informed that the questions asked
during the interview were intended to explore perceptions,
beliefs, attitudes and feelings in order to understand hov
nurses perceive and respond to ethical dílemmas in critical
care nursing. The participants were also informed that they
l/ere free to refraÍn from responding to any question at any
time.

1. I am interested in learning about your perceptions of
ethical dilemmas vhich occur in criticaL care nursing.
you tel-l me v¡hat the term ethical dilenma means to you?

the
Can

2. Could you give me some general
the kinds of ethical dílemmas that
in the critical care area?

examples vhich illustrate
you may have experíenced

3.
you

4. Can

5. Ifhat

6. Can you
occu r red ?

you describe one

are you general

situation

t hough t s

how you

in detail

about this

feI t vhen

f situatíons that
care nurse?

for me?

situation?

this sÍtuation

Can you give me some specific examples o
have experienced yourself as a critical

tell me

7.
at

In vhat \,/ays did you cope vi th the f eelings that you had
that t ime?

B. Vhen you think about this situatÍon now, what
beliefs of attitudes do you have that helped you to

kinds of
cope ?

9. Is there anything else you
that situation?

r,¡ouId like to te11 me about

10. Are there any other experiences that you have had vith
ethical dilemmas as a critical care nurse?



APPENDTX D

Interview Probes

The follor,¡ing open ended questions or comments vere used
during the intervievs as probes to encourage the partícipant
to clarify or to expand on the descriptive information.

Can you

Can you

Anything

telI

tell

me what you mean?

me more?

IIha t

I^lha t

I^lha t

I,trha t

I,lha t

Ilha t
for you?

Have you encoun t e red

else?

were you thinking about?

r¡/ere you f eel ing?

\¡/as nost demanding about that situation?

vas most satisfying about that si tuation?

Írere you concerned about at that tine?

\^/as i t about that si tuation that s tands out mos t vividly

Can you identify any
you at that time?

simil-ar si tuations

personal beliefs

or problems?

that may have guided



APPENDIX E

Member Check: Letter of Instruction

Thank you for agreeing to read this interpretation of
your interviev transcrípt. The interpretation is comprised
of segments of the actuaÌ text of the interview as well as an
identification of common themes and recurring elements.

The focus of this study \^/as, to discover: L) your
perceptions of the ethical diLenmas vhich occur in critical
care, 2) your attitudes, feelings and beliefs in relation to
these ethical dÍlemmas and 3) hov you personally have come to
terms vi th these si tuations.

The situations which you described provided examples of
vhat you perceived as the ethical dil-emmas in critical care
nursing practice. By exploring the context of these
situations, I have attempted to discover patterns of meanÍngs
and concerns in relation to your feelíngs, attitudes and
beliefs as veII as hov you personally eoped with these
situations.

The analysis of the interviev transcript focused on the
discovery of commonal-ities in situations and recurring
elements. The purpose of this process t/as to identify the
ingredients of your experience so that I coul-d then describe
vhat these experiences meant to you.

Your participation in the analysis phase of this
investigation is one mechanísm for establishing credibility
of the findings. The interpretation should be a reflection
of vhat these experiences meant to you, for example:
1) Do the themes or elements which are identified seem
J-egi t imate to you?
2) Are they a realistic refLection of your perceptions,
attitudes, beliefs and feelings?
3) Do you recognize yourself as you read through the
interpretation?
4) Does ít make sense to you vithin the context of the
interviev transcript?

If you have any concerns about the anal-ysis, please feel
free to add your comnents to the interpretation document or
cal-1 me (489-6266). If you agree that this interpretation is
a true reflection of the meaning of these experiences for
you r woul-d you please ini t ial the fi rs t page of the
interpretation before you return it to me.

ï appreciate the time you have taken to assÍst me with
verifying the truth of these findings. I Iook forvard to
sharing the final analysis vith you.

Ifhen you have completed your reading vould you please
return the interpretation and the interview transcript to
me: c/o School of Nursing, University of Manitoba.
Thank you.

Margret Fenton




